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Floer homology of cotangent bundles and the loop product

ALBERTO ABBONDANDOLO

MATTHIAS SCHWARZ

We prove that the pair-of-pants product on the Floer homology of the cotangent
bundle of a compact manifold M corresponds to the Chas–Sullivan loop product
on the singular homology of the loop space of M . We also prove related results
concerning the Floer homological interpretation of the Pontrjagin product and of
the Serre fibration. The techniques include a Fredholm theory for Cauchy–Riemann
operators with jumping Lagrangian boundary conditions of conormal type, and a new
cobordism argument replacing the standard gluing technique.

53D40, 57R58; 55N45

Introduction

Let M be a closed manifold, and let H be a time-dependent smooth Hamiltonian on
T �M , the cotangent bundle of M . We assume that H is 1–periodic in time and grows
asymptotically quadratically on each fiber. Generically, the corresponding Hamiltonian
system

(0-1) x0.t/DXH .t;x.t//

has a discrete set P.H / of 1–periodic orbits. The free abelian group F�.H / generated
by the elements in P.H /, graded by their Conley–Zehnder index, supports a chain
complex, the Floer complex .F�.H /; @/. The boundary operator @ is defined by
an algebraic count of the maps u from the cylinder R � T to T �M , solving the
Cauchy–Riemann type equation

(0-2) @su.s; t/CJ.u.s; t//
�
@tu.s; t/�XH .t;u.s; t//

�
D 0; 8.s; t/ 2R�T ;

and converging to two 1–periodic orbits of (0-1) for s!�1 and s!C1. Here
J is the almost-complex structure on T �M induced by a Riemannian metric on M ,
and (0-2) can be seen as the negative L2 –gradient equation for the Hamiltonian action
functional.

This construction is due to A Floer (eg [21; 22; 23; 24]) in the case of a closed
symplectic manifold P , in order to prove a conjecture of Arnold on the number of
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1570 Alberto Abbondandolo and Matthias Schwarz

periodic Hamiltonian orbits. The extension to noncompact symplectic manifolds, such
as the cotangent bundles we consider here, requires suitable growth conditions on the
Hamiltonian, such as the convexity assumption used by C Viterbo [52] or the asymptotic
quadratic-growth assumption used by the authors [4]. The Floer complex obviously
depends on the Hamiltonian H , but its homology often does not, so it makes sense to
call this homology the Floer homology of the underlying symplectic manifold P , and
to denote it by HF�.P /. The Floer homology of a compact symplectic manifold P

without boundary is isomorphic to the singular homology of P , as proved by A Floer
for special classes of symplectic manifolds, and later extended to larger and larger
classes by several authors (the general case requiring special coefficient rings; see Hofer
and Salamon [31], Liu and Tian [36] and Fukaya and Ono [30]). Unlike the compact
case, the Floer homology of a cotangent bundle T �M is a truly infinite dimensional
homology theory, being isomorphic to the singular homology of the free loop space
ƒ.M / of M . This fact was first proved by C Viterbo [52] using a generating functions
approach, later by D Salamon and J Weber [44] using the heat flow for curves on a
Riemannian manifold, and then by the authors in [4]. In particular, our proof reduces
the general case to the case of a Hamiltonian which is uniformly convex in the momenta,
and for such a Hamiltonian it constructs an explicit isomorphism between the Floer
complex of H and the Morse complex of the action functional

SL. /D

Z
T

L.t;  .t/;  0.t// dt;  2W 1;2.T ;M /;

associated to the Lagrangian L which is the Fenchel dual of H . The latter complex is
the standard chain complex associated to the Lagrangian action functional SL . The
domain of such a functional is the infinite dimensional Hilbert manifold W 1;2.T ;M /

consisting of closed loops of Sobolev class W 1;2 on M , and an important fact is that
the functional SL is bounded from below, has critical points with finite Morse index,
satisfies the Palais–Smale condition, and, although in general it is not C 2 , it admits a
smooth Morse–Smale pseudo-gradient flow. The construction of the Morse complex
in this infinite dimensional setting and the proof that its homology is isomorphic to
the singular homology of the ambient manifold are described by the first author and
Majer [1]. The isomorphism between the Floer and the Morse complex is obtained by
coupling the Cauchy–Riemann type equation on half-cylinders with the gradient flow
equation for the Lagrangian action. We call this the hybrid method.

Since the space W 1;2.T ;M / is homotopy equivalent to ƒ.M /, we get the required
isomorphism

(0-3) ˆƒW H�.ƒ.M //
Š
�! HF�.T �M /;
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from the singular homology of the free loop space of M to the Floer homology
of T �M .

Additional interesting algebraic structures on the Floer homology of a symplectic
manifold are obtained by considering other Riemann surfaces than the cylinder as
domain for the Cauchy–Riemann type equation (0-2). By considering the pair-of-pants
surface, a noncompact Riemann surface with three cylindrical ends, one obtains the pair-
of-pants product in Floer homology (see the second author’s thesis [46] and McDuff
and Salamon [38]). When the symplectic manifold P is closed and symplectically
aspherical, this product corresponds to the standard cup product from topology, after
identifying the Floer homology of P with its singular cohomology by Poincaré duality,
while when the manifold P can carry J –holomorphic spheres, the pair-of-pants
product corresponds to the quantum cup product of P (see Piunikhin, Salamon and
Schwarz [39] and Liu and Tian [37]).

The main result of this paper is that in the case of cotangent bundles, the pair-of-pants
product is also equivalent to a product on H�.ƒ.M // coming from topology, but a
more interesting one than the simple cup product:

Theorem A Let M be a closed oriented manifold. Then the isomorphism ˆƒ in
(0-3) is a ring isomorphism when the Floer homology of T �M is endowed with its
pair-of-pants product, and the homology of the space of free parametrized loops of M

is endowed with its Chas–Sullivan loop product.

The latter is an algebraic structure which was recently discovered by M Chas and
D Sullivan [9], and which is currently having a strong impact in string topology (see
eg Cohen, Hess and Voronov [14] and Sullivan [50]). It is the free loop space version
of the classical Pontrjagin product

# W Hj .�.M; q0//˝Hk.�.M; q0//!HjCk.�.M; q0//

on the singular homology of the space �.M; q0/ of loops based at q0 . As the Pontrjagin
product, it is induced by concatenation and it can be described in the following way.
Let ‚.M / be the subspace of ƒ.M / �ƒ.M / consisting of pairs of parametrized
loops with identical initial point. If M is oriented and n–dimensional, ‚.M / is both
a co-oriented n–codimensional submanifold of the Banach manifold ƒ.M /�ƒ.M /,
as well as of ƒ.M / itself via the concatenation map �W ‚.M /!ƒ.M /:

(0-4) ƒ.M /�ƒ.M /
e
 - ‚.M /

�
,! ƒ.M / :
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Seen as continuous maps, e and � induce homomorphisms e� , �� in homology. Seen
as n–codimensional co-oriented embeddings, they induce Umkehr maps

e!W Hj .ƒ.M /�ƒ.M //!Hj�n.‚.M //;

�!W Hj .ƒ.M //!Hj�n.‚.M //:

The loop product is the degree �n product on the homology of the free loop space
of M ,

o W Hj .ƒ.M //˝Hk.ƒ.M //!HjCk�n.ƒ.M //;

defined as the composition

Hj .ƒ.M //˝Hk.ƒ.M //
�
�!HjCk.ƒ.M /�ƒ.M //

e!
�!HjCk�n.‚.M //

��
�!HjCk�n.ƒ.M //;

where � is the exterior homology product. The loop product turns out to be associative,
commutative, and to have a unit, namely the image of the fundamental class of M by
the embedding of M into ƒ.M / as the space of constant loops. More information
about the loop product and about its relationship with the Pontrjagin and the intersection
product on M are recalled in Section 1. Similarly, the composition e� ı �! gives a
coproduct of degree �n (for coefficients in a field), corresponding to the pair-of-pants
coproduct on Floer homology. However, it is easy to see that this coproduct is almost
entirely trivial, except for homology classes of dimension n, so we shall not consider
it in this paper.

Coming back to Theorem A, it is worth noticing that the analogy between the pair-of-
pants product and the loop product is even deeper. Indeed, we may look at the solutions
.x1;x2/W Œ0; 1�! T �M �T �M of the following pair of Hamiltonian systems

(0-5) x01.t/DXH1
.t;x1.t//; x02.t/DXH2

.t;x1.t//;

coupled by the nonlocal boundary condition

q1.0/D q1.1/D q2.0/D q2.1/;

p1.1/�p1.0/D p2.0/�p2.1/:
(0-6)

Here we are using the notation xj .t/D .qj .t/;pj .t//, with qj .t/ 2M and pj .t/ 2

T �
qj .t/

M , for j D 1; 2. By studying the corresponding Lagrangian boundary value
Cauchy–Riemann type problem on the strip R� Œ0; 1�, we obtain a chain complex, the
Floer complex for figure–8 loops .F‚.H1˚H2/; @/ on the graded free abelian group
generated by solutions of (0-5)–(0-6). Then we can show that:

(i) The homology of the chain complex .F‚.H1˚H2/; @/ is isomorphic to the
singular homology of ‚.M /.
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(ii) The pair of pants product factors through the homology of this chain complex.

(iii) The first homomorphism in this factorization corresponds to the homomorphism
e! ı�, while the second one corresponds to the homomorphism �� .

We also show that similar results hold for the space �.M; q0/ of loops which are
based at q0 2M . The Hamiltonian problem in this case is Equation (0-1) for x D

.q;p/W Œ0; 1�! T �M with boundary conditions

q.0/D q.1/D q0:

Since the fiber T �q0
M is a Lagrangian submanifold of T �M , this is a Lagrangian

intersection problem, and one can associate to it a Floer homology, that we denote by
HF�� .T

�M /. On such a Floer homology there is a product

‡�� W HF�j .T
�M /˝HF�k .T

�M /! HF�jCk.T
�M /;

which is called the triangle product. Then we can prove the following:

Theorem B Let M be a closed manifold. Then there is a ring isomorphism

ˆ�W H�.�.M; q0//
Š
�! HF�� .T

�M /;

where the singular homology of the based loop space �.M; q0/ is endowed with
the Pontrjagin product # and the Floer homology HF�� .T

�M / is equipped with the
triangle product.

Actually, every arrow in the commutative diagram from topology

(0-7)

Hj .M /˝Hk.M /
�

����! HjCk�n.M /

c�˝c�

??y ??yc�

Hj .ƒ.M //˝Hk.ƒ.M //
o

����! HjCk�n.ƒ.M //

i!˝i!

??y ??yi!

Hj�n.�.M //˝Hk�n.�.M //
#

����! HjCk�2n.�.M; q0//;

has an equivalent homomorphism in Floer homology. Here � is the intersection product
in singular homology, c is the embedding of M into ƒ.M / by constant loops, and
i! denotes the Umkehr map induced by the n–codimensional co-oriented embedding
iW �.M / ,!ƒ.M /.

The first step in the proof of the main statements of this paper is to describe objects
and morphisms from algebraic topology in a Morse theoretical way. The way this
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translation is performed is well known in the case of finite dimensional manifolds (see
eg Fukaya [27], Schwarz [45], Betz and Cohen [7], Viterbo [51] and Fukaya [28]).
In the Appendix we outline how these results extend to infinite dimensional Hilbert
manifolds, paying particular attention to the transversality conditions required for each
construction. In Section 2, we specialize the analysis to the action functional associated
to Lagrangians which have quadratic growth in the velocities. See also Cohen [13],
Cohen, Hess and Voronov [14] and Cohen and Schwarz [18].

The core of the paper consists of Section 3 and Section 4. In the former we define
the Floer complexes we are dealing with and the products on their homology. All the
Floer homologies we consider here – for free loops, based loops or figure–8 loops
– are special cases of Floer homology for nonlocal conormal boundary conditions.
Therefore, we unify the presentation by using this level of generality (see our paper
with Portaluri [2]): Given a closed manifold Q, we fix a closed submanifold R of
Q�Q and consider the Hamiltonian orbits xW Œ0; 1�! T �Q such that .x.0/;�x.1//

belongs to the conormal bundle N �R of R, that is to the set of covectors in T �.Q�Q/

which are based at R and annihilate every vector which is tangent to R. The Floer
homology on T �Q associated to N �R is denoted by HFR

� .T
�Q/. The standard

Floer homology on T �M with periodic boundary conditions corresponds to the choice
QDM and RD�M , the diagonal in M �M . Floer homology for based loops (or
Dirichlet boundary conditions) corresponds to choosing QDM and R to consist of the
point .q0; q0/. Finally, in Floer homology for figure–8 loops we choose QDM �M

and RD�.4/
M

, the set of quadruples .q; q; q; q/ in M 4 .

In Section 4, we start by recalling the construction of the isomorphism

ˆR
� W H�.PR.Q//

Š
�! HFR

� .T
�Q/

where PR.Q// is the space of continuous paths  W Œ0; 1�!Q such that . .0/;  .1//2R.
Then we prove Theorems A and B, as corollaries of chain level results (Theorem 4.4
and Theorem 4.1) involving the Morse complex of the Lagrangian action functional.
In Section 4.6, we complete the picture by showing how the other homomorphisms
which appear in diagram (0-7) can be described in a Floer theoretical way.

The linear Fredholm theory used in these sections is described in Section 5, whereas
Section 6 contains compactness and removal of singularities results, together with the
proofs of three cobordism statements from Section 3 and Section 4.

Some of the proofs are based on standard techniques in Floer homology, and in this
case we just refer to the literature. However, there are a few key points where we need
to introduce some new ideas. We conclude this introduction by briefly describing these
ideas.
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Riemann surfaces as quotients of strips with slits The definition of the pair-of-pants
product requires extending the Cauchy–Riemann type equation (0-2) to the pair-of-pants
surface. The Cauchy–Riemann operator @sCJ@t naturally extends to any Riemann
surface, by letting it take value into the vector bundle of antilinear one-forms. The zero-
order term �JXH .t;u/ instead does not have a natural extension when the Riemann
surface does not have a global coordinate z D sC i t . The standard way to overcome
this difficulty is to make this zero-order term act only on the cylindrical ends of the
pair-of-pants surface – which do have a global coordinate z D sC i t – by multiplying
the Hamiltonian by a cut-off function making it vanish far from the cylindrical ends
(see the second author’s thesis [46] and McDuff and Salamon [38, Section 12.2], but see
also Seidel [47] for a different approach). This construction does not cause problems
when dealing with compact symplectic manifolds as in the above-mentioned reference,
but in the case of the cotangent bundle it would create problems with compactness of
the spaces of solutions. In fact, on one hand cutting off the Hamiltonian destroys the
identity relating the energy of the solution with the oscillation of the action functional,
on the other hand our C 0 –estimate for the solutions requires coercive Hamiltonians.

We overcome this difficulty by a different – and we believe more natural – way of
extending the zero-order term. We describe the pair-of-pants surface – as well as the
other Riemann surfaces we need to deal with – as the quotient of an infinite strip with a
slit – or more slits in the case of more general Riemann surfaces. At the end of the slit
we use a chart given by the square root map. In this way, the Riemann surface is still
seen as a smooth object, but it carries a global coordinate z D sC i t with singularities.
This global coordinate allows to extend the zero-order term without cutting off the
Hamiltonian, and preserving the energy identity. See Section 3.2 below.

Cauchy–Riemann operators on strips with jumping boundary conditions When
using the above description for the Riemann surfaces, the problems we are looking at
can be described in a unified way as Cauchy–Riemann type equations on a strip, with
Lagrangian boundary conditions presenting a finite number of jumps. In Section 5 we
develop a complete linear theory for such problems, in the case of Lagrangian boundary
conditions of conormal type. These are the kind of conditions which occur naturally
on cotangent bundles. Once the proper Sobolev setting has been chosen, the proof of
the Fredholm property for such operators is standard. The computation of the index
instead is reduced to a Liouville type statement, proved in Section 5.5.

These linear results have the following consequence. Let R0; : : : ;Rk be submanifolds
of Q �Q, such that Rj�1 and Rj intersect cleanly, for every j D 1; : : : ; k . Let
�1 D s0 < s1 < � � � < sk < skC1 D C1, and consider the space M consisting of
the maps uW R � Œ0; 1� ! T �Q solving the Cauchy–Riemann type equation (0-2),
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satisfying the boundary conditions

.u.s; 0/;�u.s; 1// 2N �Rj 8s 2 Œsj ; sjC1�; 8j D 0; : : : ; k;

and converging to Hamiltonian orbits x� and xC for s!�1 and s!C1. The
results of Section 5 imply that for a generic choice of the Hamiltonian H the space M

is a manifold of dimension

dim MD �R0.x�/��Rk .xC/�

kX
jD1

.dim Rj�1� dim Rj�1\Rj /:

Here �R0.x�/ and �Rk .xC/ are the Maslov indices of the Hamiltonian orbits x�

and xC , with boundary conditions .x�.0/;�x�.1// 2 N �R0 , .xC.0/;�xC.1// 2

N �Rk , suitably shifted so that in the case of a fiberwise convex Hamiltonian they
coincide with the Morse indices of the corresponding critical points � and C of the
Lagrangian action functional on the spaces of paths satisfying .�.0/; �.1// 2R0

and .C.0/; C.1// 2 Rk , respectively. Similar formulas hold for problems on the
half-strip. See Section 5.10 for precise statements. Different approaches to jumping
Lagrangian boundary conditions can be found in Ivashkovich and Shevchishin [34], in
Wehrheim and Woodward [56; 58; 57; 55] and in Cieliebak, Ekholm and Latschev [11].

Cobordism arguments The main results of this paper always reduce to the fact
that certain diagrams involving homomorphisms defined either in a Floer or in a
Morse theoretical way should commute up to a chain homotopy. The proof of such
a commutativity is based on cobordism arguments, saying that a given solution of a
certain Problem 1 can be “continued” by a unique one-parameter family of solutions
of a certain Problem 2, and that this family of solutions converges to a solution of a
certain Problem 3. In many situations such a statement can be proved by the classical
gluing argument in Floer theory: One finds the one-parameter family of solutions
of Problem 2 by using the given solution of Problem 1 to construct an approximate
solution, to be used as the starting point of a Newton iteration scheme which converges
to a true solution. When this is the case, we just refer to the literature. However, we
encounter three situations in which the standard arguments do not apply, one reason
being that we face a Problem 2 involving a Riemann surface whose conformal structure
is varying with the parameter: this occurs when proving that the pair-of-pants product
factorizes through the figure–8 Floer homology (Section 3.4), that the Pontrjagin
product corresponds to the triangle product (Section 4.2), and that the homomorphism
e! ı� corresponds to its Floer homological counterpart (Section 4.4). We manage to
reduce the former two statements to the standard implicit function theorem (see Section
6.3 and Section 6.4). The proof of the latter statement is more involved, because in
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this case the solution of Problem 2 we are looking for cannot be expected to be even
C 0 –close to the solution of Problem 1 we start with. We overcome this difficulty by the
following algebraic observation: In order to prove that two chain maps '; W C ! C 0

are chain homotopic, it suffices to find a chain homotopy between the chain maps '˝ 
and  ˝' , and to find an element � 2 C0 and a chain map ı from the complex C 0 to
the trivial complex .Z; 0/ such that ı.'.�//D ı. .�//D 1 (see Lemma 4.6 below).
In our situation, the chain homotopy between '˝ and  ˝' is easier to find, by
using a localization argument and the implicit function theorem (see Section 6.5). This
argument is somehow reminiscent of an alternative way suggested by H Hofer to prove
standard gluing results in Floer homology. The construction of the element � and of
the chain map ı is presented in Section 4.4, together with the proof of the required
algebraic identity. This is done by considering special Hamiltonian systems having a
hyperbolic equilibrium point.

The main results of this paper were announced in our paper [3]. Related results
concerning the equivariant loop product and its interpretation in the symplectic field
theory of unit cotangent bundles have been announced by Cieliebak and Latschev [12].
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1 The Pontrjagin and the loop products

1.1 The Pontrjagin product

Given a topological space M and a point q0 2M , we denote by �.M; q0/ the space
of loops on M based at q0 , that is

�.M; q0/ WD f 2 C 0.T ;M / j  .0/D q0g;

endowed with the compact-open topology. Here T DR=Z is the circle parameterized
by the interval Œ0; 1�. The concatenation

�.1; 2/.t/ WD

(
1.2t/ for 0� t � 1=2;

2.2t � 1/ for 1=2� t � 1;
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maps �.M; q0/��.M; q0/ continuously into �.M; q0/. The constant loop q0 is a
homotopy unit for � , meaning that the maps  7! �.q0;  / and  7! �.; q0/ are
homotopic to the identity map. Moreover, � is homotopy associative, meaning that
� ı .� � id/ and � ı .id��/ are homotopic. Therefore, � defines the structure of an
H –space on �.M; q0/.

We denote by H� the singular homology functor with integer coefficients. The compo-
sition

Hj .�.M; q0//˝Hk.�.M; q0//
�
�!HjCk.�.M; q0/��.M; q0//

��
�!HjCk.�.M; q0//

where the first arrow is the exterior homology product, is by definition the Pontrjagin
product

#W Hj .�.M; q0//˝Hk.�.M; q0//!HjCk.�.M; q0//:

The fact that q0 is a homotopy unit for � implies that Œq0� 2 H0.�.M; q0// is the
identity element for the Pontrjagin product. The fact that � is homotopy associative
implies that the Pontrjagin product is associative. Therefore, the product # makes the
singular homology of �.M; q0/ a graded ring. In general, it is a noncommutative
graded ring. See for instance tom Dieck, Kamps and Puppe [19] for more information
on H –spaces and the Pontrjagin product.

1.2 The Chas–Sullivan loop product

We denote by ƒ.M / WD C 0.T ;M / the space of free loops on M . Under the as-
sumption that M is an oriented n–dimensional manifold, it is possible to use the
concatenation map � to define a product of degree �n on H�.ƒ.M //. In order to
describe the construction, we need to recall the definition of the Umkehr map.

Let M be a (possibly infinite-dimensional) smooth Banach manifold, and let eWM0 ,!

M be a smooth closed embedding, which we assume to be n–codimensional and co-
oriented. In other words, M0 is a closed submanifold of M whose normal bundle
NM0 WDTMjM0

=TM0 has dimension n and is oriented. The tubular neighborhood
theorem provides us with a homeomorphism uW U !NM0 , uniquely determined up
to isotopy, of an open neighborhood of M0 onto NM0 , mapping M0 identically onto
the zero section of NM0 , that we also denote by M0 (see Lang [35, IV, Sections 5–6]
if M admits smooth partitions of unity – for instance, if it is a Hilbert manifold – then
u can be chosen to be a smooth diffeomorphism). The Umkehr map e! associated to
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the embedding e is defined to be the composition

Hj .M/ �!Hj .M;M nM0/
Š
�!Hj .U ;U nM0/

u�
�!Hj .NM0;NM0 nM0/

�
�!Hj�n.M0/;

where the first arrow is induced by the inclusion, the second one is the isomorphism
given by excision, and the last one is the Thom isomorphism associated to the n–
dimensional oriented vector bundle NM0 , that is, the cap product with the Thom
class �NM0

2H n.NM0;NM0 nM0/.

We recall that if M is an n–dimensional manifold, ƒ.M / is an infinite dimensional
smooth manifold modeled on the Banach space C 0.T ;Rn/. The set ‚.M / of pairs
of loops with the same initial point (figure–8 loops),

‚.M / WD f.1; 2/ 2ƒ.M /�ƒ.M / j 1.0/D 2.0/g ;

is the inverse image of the diagonal �M of M �M by the smooth submersion

ev� evW ƒ.M /�ƒ.M /!M �M; .1; 2/ 7! .1.0/; 2.0//:

Therefore, ‚.M / is a closed smooth submanifold of ƒ.M /�ƒ.M /, and its normal
bundle N‚.M / is n–dimensional, being isomorphic to the pullback of the normal
bundle N�M of �M in M �M by the map ev� ev. The Banach manifold ƒ.M /

does not admit smooth partitions of unity (actually, the Banach space C 0.T ;Rn/

does not admit nonzero functions of class C 1 with bounded support). So in general
a closed submanifold of ƒ.M /, or of ƒ.M /�ƒ.M /, will not have a smooth tubu-
lar neighborhood. However, it would not be difficult to show that the submanifold
‚.M / and all the submanifolds we consider in this paper do have a smooth tubular
neighborhood, which can be constructed explicitly by using the exponential map and
the tubular neighborhood theorem on finite-dimensional manifolds. If moreover M

is oriented, so is N�M and thus also N‚.M /. Notice also that the concatenation
map � is well-defined and smooth from ‚.M / into ƒ.M /. If we denote by e the
inclusion of ‚.M / into ƒ.M /�ƒ.M /, the Chas–Sullivan loop product [9] is defined
by the composition

Hj .ƒ.M //˝Hk.ƒ.M //
�
�!HjCk.ƒ.M /�ƒ.M //

e!
�!HjCk�n.‚.M //

��
�!HjCk�n.ƒ.M //;

and it is denoted by

o W Hj .ƒ.M //˝Hk.ƒ.M //!HjCk�n.ƒ.M //:
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We denote by cW M !ƒ.M / the map which associates to every q 2M the constant
loop q in ƒ.M /. A simple homotopy argument shows that the image of the fundamental
class ŒM � 2 Hn.M / under the homomorphism c� is a unit for the loop product:
˛ o c�ŒM � D c�ŒM � o˛ D ˛ for every ˛ 2 H�.ƒ.M //. Since � ı .id � �/ and
� ı .� � id/ are homotopic on the space of triplets of loops with the same initial
points, the loop product turns out to be associative. Finally, notice that the maps
.1; 2/ 7! �.1; 2/ and .1; 2/ 7! �.2; 1/ are homotopic on ‚.M /, by the
homotopy

�s.1; 2/.t/ WD

(
2.2t � s/ if 0� t � s=2, or .sC 1/=2� t � 1;

1.2t � s/ if s=2� t � .sC 1/=2:

This fact implies the following commutation rule

ˇ o˛ D .�1/.j˛j�n/.jˇj�n/˛ oˇ;

for every ˛; ˇ 2H�.ƒ.M //.

In order to get a product of degree zero, it is convenient to shift the grading by n,
obtaining the graded group

Hj .ƒ.M // WDHjCn.ƒ.M //;

which becomes a graded commutative ring with respect to the loop product (commuta-
tivity has to be understood in the graded sense, that is ˇ o˛ D .�1/j˛jjˇj˛ oˇ ).

1.3 Relationship between the two products

If M is an oriented n–dimensional manifold, we denote by

�W Hj .M /˝Hk.M /!HjCk�n.M /;

the intersection product on the singular homology of M (which is obtained by compos-
ing the exterior homology product with the Umkehr map associated to the embedding of
the diagonal into M �M ). Shifting again the grading by n, we see that the product �
makes

Hj .M / WDHjCn.M /

a commutative graded ring.

Being the inverse image of q0 by the submersion evW ƒ.M /!M , ev. / D  .0/,
�.M; q0/ is a closed submanifold of ƒ.M /, and its normal bundle is n–dimensional
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and oriented. If iW �.M; q0/ ,!ƒ.M / is the inclusion map, we find that the following
diagram commutes:

(1-1)

Hj .M /˝Hk.M /
�

����! HjCk�n.M /

c�˝c�

??y ??yc�

Hj .ƒ.M //˝Hk.ƒ.M //
o

����! HjCk�n.ƒ.M //

i!˝i!

??y ??yi!

Hj�n.�.M; q0//˝Hk�n.�.M; q0//
#

����! HjCk�2n.�.M; q0//

In other words, the maps

fH�.M /; �g
c�
�! fH�.ƒ.M //; o g

i!
�! fH�.�.M; q0/; #g

are graded ring homomorphisms. Notice that the homomorphism c� is always injective
onto a direct summand, the map ev being a left inverse of c. Using the spectral
sequence associated to the Serre fibration

�.M / ,!ƒ.M /!M;

it is possible to compute the ring fH�.ƒ.M //; o g from the intersection product on M

and the Pontrjagin product on �.M /, when M is a sphere or a projective space; see
Cohen, Jones and Yan [16].

The aim of this paper is to show how the homomorphisms appearing in the diagram
above can be described symplectically, in terms of different Floer homologies of the
cotangent bundle of M , when the manifold M is closed. The first step is to obtain a
Morse theoretical chain level description of diagram (1-1), by using suitable Morse
functions on some infinite dimensional Hilbert manifolds having the homotopy type of
�.M; q0/, ƒ.M / and ‚.M /.

Remark 1.1 The loop product was defined by Chas and Sullivan in [9], by using
intersection theory for transversal chains. The definition we use here is due to Cohen
and Jones [15]. See also Chas and Sullivan [10], Sullivan [49], Baas, Cohen and
Ramı́rez [6], Cohen [13], Cohen, Hess and Voronov [14], Ramı́rez [41], Sullivan [50],
Cohen, Klein and Sullivan [17] and Cohen and Schwarz [18] for more information and
for other interpretations of this product.
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2 Morse chain level descriptions

The aim of this section is to describe the Pontrjagin product #, the loop product o , and
the other homomorphisms appearing in diagram (1-1) in a Morse theoretical way. As it
is well known, the singular homology of a (possibly infinite dimensional) manifold M
is isomorphic to the homology of the Morse chain complex associated to a suitable
Morse function on M, and most homomorphisms between singular homology groups
can be read at the chain level using these Morse complexes. The constructions of
the Morse complex and of various homomorphisms between them, in the infinite
dimensional setting needed in this paper, are described in the Appendix.

Because of technical reasons, Hilbert manifolds are easier to deal with than Banach
manifolds. Therefore, the first thing to do is to replace the Banach manifolds ƒ.M /

(continuous free loops on M ), �.M; q0/ (continuous loops based at q0 ), and ‚.M /

(continuous figure–8 loops) by the Hilbert manifolds

ƒ1.M / WDW 1;2.T ;M /; �1.M; q0/ WD f 2ƒ
1.M / j  .0/D q0g;

‚1.M / WD f.1; 2/ 2ƒ
1.M /�ƒ1.M / j 1.0/D 2.0/g;

where W 1;2 denotes the class of absolutely continuous curves whose derivative is
square integrable. The inclusions

ƒ1.M / ,!ƒ.M /; �1.M; q0/ ,!�.M; q0/; ‚1.M / ,!‚.M /;

are homotopy equivalences. Therefore, we can replace ƒ.M /, �.M; q0/, and ‚.M /

by ƒ1.M /, �1.M; q0/, and ‚1.M / in the constructions of Section 1 (notice that the
concatenation of two curves of class W 1;2 is still of class W 1;2 ).

2.1 The Morse complex of the Lagrangian action functional

Applying the results of the Appendix, one could find Morse chain level descriptions
of all the homomorphisms of diagram (1-1) by using quite a general class of abstract
Morse functions on M , ƒ1.M /, �1.M; q0/, and ‚1.M /. However, in order to find
a link with Floer theory, we wish to consider a special class of functions on the three
latter manifolds, namely the action functionals associated to a (possibly time-dependent)
Lagrangian L on TM .

Since we wish to consider different boundary conditions, it is useful to unify the
presentation by working with general nonlocal conormal boundary conditions. Let Q

be a closed manifold (in our applications, Q is either M or M �M ), and let R be
a closed submanifold of Q�Q. Let LW Œ0; 1��TQ!R be a smooth function such
that there exist real numbers `1 > 0 and `2 > 0 such that
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(L1) rvvL.t; q; v/� `1I ,

(L2) jrqqL.t; q; v/j�`2.1Cjvj
2/, jrqvL.t; q; v/j�`2.1Cjvj/, jrvvL.t; q; v/j�`2 ,

for every .t; q; v/ in Œ0; 1��TQ. Here we have fixed a Riemannian metric on Q, with
associated norm j � j, and rv , rq denote the vertical and horizontal components of
the gradient with respect to this metric and to the induced metric on TQ. The fact
that Q is compact implies that these conditions do not depend on the choice of the
metric. Conditions (L1) implies that L is strictly fiberwise convex and grows at least
quadratically in v . Condition (L2) implies that L grows at most quadratically in v .

The Euler–Lagrange equation for a curve  W Œ0; 1� 7!Q can be written in local coordi-
nates as

(2-1)
d

dt
@vL.t;  .t/; 

0.t//D @qL.t;  .t/;  .t//;

and by (L1) the corresponding second order Cauchy problem is locally well-posed. By
(L2), the Lagrangian action functional

SL. / WD

Z 1

0

L.t;  .t/;  0.t// dt

is continuously differentiable on the Hilbert manifold W 1;2.Œ0; 1�;Q/. Moreover, it
is twice Gateaux differentiable at every curve  , but it is everywhere twice Fréchét
differentiable if and only if for every .t; q/ the function v 7!L.t; q; v/ is a polynomial
of degree at most two on TqQ [5]. In the latter case, if we also assume (L1), the
homogeneous part of degree two in v 7!L.t; q; v/ should be a positive quadratic form,
so L is an electromagnetic Lagrangian, ie it has the form

L.t; q; v/D 1
2
hA.t; q/v; viC h˛.t; q/; vi �V .t; q/;

where h � ; � i denotes the duality pairing, A.t; q/W TqQ!T �q Q is a positive symmetric
linear mapping smoothly depending on .t; q/ (the kinetic energy), ˛ is a smoothly time
dependent one-form (the magnetic potential), and V is a smooth function (the scalar
potential). In this case, the action functional SL is actually smooth. In some situations,
one can restrict the attention to electromagnetic Lagrangians, as in [2]. However, in
view of the transversality issues coming from Floer homology, it is convenient to work
with the more general class of Lagrangians which satisfy (L1) and (L2). The reason
is that some issues concerning J –holomorphic curves on cotangent bundles become
much simpler when J is the Levi-Civita almost complex structure (see Section 3,
and in particular Remark 3.3). Therefore, in this paper we prefer not to perturb the
Levi-Civita J , and to achieve the transversality needed in Floer theory by perturbing the
Hamiltonian, or equivalently, the Lagrangian. The class of electromagnetic Lagrangians
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is too rigid for this purpose, whereas the fact that conditions (L1) and (L2) are stable
with respect to C 2 –small perturbations of L allows to achieve transversality within
this class.

The closed submanifold R of Q�Q defines the following boundary conditions for
solutions  W Œ0; 1��Q of the Euler–Lagrange equation (2-1):�

 .0/;  .1/
�
2Q;(2-2)

DvL.0; .0/;
0.0//Œ�0�DDvL.1; .1/;

0.1//Œ�1�; 8.�0; �1/2T. .0/; .1//R:(2-3)

These conditions take a simpler form when read in the Hamiltonian formulation; see
Section 3.1. The set of solutions of (2-1)–(2-3) is denoted by PR.L/. The elements of
PR.L/ are precisely the critical points of SR

L
, that is the restriction of the Lagrangian

action functional SL to the Hilbert submanifold

W
1;2

R
.Œ0; 1�;Q/ WD f 2W 1;2.Œ0; 1�;Q/ j . .0/;  .1// 2Rg:

A critical point  of SR
L

has always finite Morse index

i
�
 ISR

L

�
<C1;

and it is nondegenerate if and only if there are no nonzero Jacobi vector fields along 
(ie solutions of the linear system which is obtained by linearizing (2-1) along  ) which
satisfy the linear boundary conditions that one finds by linearizing (2-2)–(2-3).

Let us assume that all the elements of PR.L/ are nondegenerate. This assumption holds
for a generic choice of L, in several reasonable topologies (a subset of a topological
space is said to be generic if it is a countable intersection of open and dense sets).
Although the functional SR

L
is in general not twice Fréchét differentiable, it admits a

smooth pseudo-gradient X , in the sense of Appendix A.1, which satisfies the conditions
(X1)–(X4). This fact is proved in [5]. Hence, such a functional has a well-defined
Morse complex M�.SR

L
/, whose homology HM�.SR

L
/ is isomorphic to the singular

homology of W
1;2

R
.Œ0; 1�;Q/, as explained in Appendix A.1.

In this paper, we are interested in the following three boundary conditions.

Periodic boundary conditions Here QDM and RD�M is the diagonal in M�M .
Under the extra assumption that L2C1.Œ0; 1��TM / extends as a smooth 1–periodic
function on R�TM , the set P�M .L/ is precisely the set 1–periodic solutions of the
Euler–Lagrange equation (2-1). We denote such a set also by Pƒ.L/, and the restricted
functional S�M

L
by Sƒ

L
W ƒ1.M /!R, noticing that W

1;2
�M

.Œ0; 1�;M /Dƒ1.M /. The
nondegeneracy condition is just:
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(L0)ƒ Every solution  2Pƒ.L/ is nondegenerate, meaning that there are no nonzero
periodic Jacobi vector fields along  .

The Morse index of a critical point  of Sƒ
L

is denoted by iƒ. /, or by iƒ. IL/

when the choice of the Lagrangian L is not clear from the context. The homology
of the Morse complex M�.SƒL / is isomorphic to the singular homology of ƒ1.M /,
hence to the singular homology of ƒ.M /.

Dirichlet boundary conditions Here Q D M and R consists of the single point
.q0; q0/, for some fixed q0 2 M . The set P.q0;q0/.L/, also denoted P�.L/, is
precisely the set of solutions  W Œ0; 1�! M of the Euler–Lagrange equation (2-1)
with  .0/D  .1/D q0 . The space of curves W 1;2

.q0;q0/
.Œ0; 1�;M / is just �1.M; q0/,

and S�
L
W �1.M; q0/! R also denotes the functional S.q0;q0/

L
. The nondegeneracy

condition is now:

(L0)� Every solution  2P�.L/ is nondegenerate, meaning that there are no nonzero
Jacobi vector fields along  which vanish for t D 0 and for t D 1.

The nondegeneracy condition (L0)� is generic also in the smaller class of autonomous
Lagrangians L, whereas (L0)ƒ requires L to be explicitly time-dependent, because if
L is autonomous then  0 is always a Jacobi vector field along  . The Morse index of
a critical point  of S�

L
is denoted by i�. /D i�. IL/. The homology of the Morse

complex M�.S�L / is isomorphic to the singular homology of �1.M; q0/, hence to the
singular homology of �.M; q0/.

Figure–8 boundary conditions Here Q D M �M and R D �.4/
M

is the fourth
diagonal in M 4 :

�
.4/
M WD f.q; q; q; q/ j q 2M g :

In this case, it is convenient (although not necessary) to chose L of the form L D

L1˚L2 , where

L1˚L2.t; q; v/ WDL1.t; q1; v1/CL2.t; q2; v2/;

8t 2 Œ0; 1�; 8q D .q1; q2/ 2M �M;8v D .v1; v2/ 2 T.q1;q2/M �M;

so that the elements of P�
.4/

M .L/ are the pairs of M –valued curves .1; 2/ such that
each j solves the Euler–Lagrange equation induced by Lj , and such that the boundary
conditions

(2-4) 1.0/D 1.1/D 2.0/D 2.1/;

1X
iD0

2X
jD1

.�1/iDvLj .i; j .i/; 
0

j .i//D 0
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hold. The set of such solutions is denoted also by P‚.L1˚L2/. The space of curves

W
1;2
�
.4/

M
.Œ0; 1�;M �M /

coincides with ‚1.M /, and we simply denote the functional

S�
.4/

M
L by S‚L W ‚

1.M /!R:

The corresponding nondegeneracy condition is:

(L0)‚ Every solution .1; 2/ 2P‚.L1˚L2/ is nondegenerate, meaning that there
are no nonzero pairs of Jacobi vector fields .�1; �2/ along .1; 2/ such that

�1.0/D �1.1/D �2.0/D �2.1/;P1
iD0

P2
jD1

�
DqvLj .i; j .i/; 

0
j .i//�j .i/CDvvLj .i; j .i/; 

0
j .i//�

0
j .i/

�
D 0:

This condition allows both L1 and L2 to be autonomous. It also allows L1 D L2 ,
but this excludes the autonomous case (otherwise pairs .;  / with  2 Pƒ.L1/ D

Pƒ.L2/ nonconstant would violate (L0)‚ ). The Morse index of a critical point 
of S‚L1˚L2

is denoted by i‚. / D i‚. IL1 ˚L2/. The homology of the Morse
complex M�.S‚L1˚L2

/ is isomorphic to the singular homology of ‚1.M /, hence to
the singular homology of ‚.M /.

2.2 Morse description of the homomorphisms c, cv and i!

The aim of this section is to describe the chain maps between Morse complexes that
are induced by the smooth maps

cW M !ƒ1.M /; c.q/.t/� q; evW ƒ1.M /!M; ev. /D  .0/;

iW �1.M; q0/ ,!ƒ1.M /:

Everything follows from the abstract results of Appendix A.2 and A.4, provided that
we check the transversality conditions which are required there.

It is straightforward to apply the results of Appendix A.2 to describe the homomorphisms

c�W Hk.M /!Hk.ƒ
1.M // and ev�W Hk.ƒ

1.M //!Hk.M /;

in terms of the Morse complexes of Sƒ
L

and of a smooth Morse function f on M .
Indeed, in the case of c� one imposes the condition

(2-5) q 2 crit.f / H) c.q/ … Pƒ.L/;

which guarantees (A-2) and (A-3) (given any Lagrangian L satisfying (L0)ƒ , one can
always find a Morse function f on M such that (2-5) holds, simply because (L0)ƒ
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implies that the Euler–Lagrange equation has finitely many constant solutions). Then
one can find a metric g on M and a smooth pseudo-gradient Xƒ

L
for Sƒ

L
such that the

vector fields Xƒ
L

and �gradg f satisfy the Morse–Smale condition, and the restriction
of c to the unstable manifold of each q 2 crit.f / is transverse to the stable manifold
of each  2 crit.Sƒ

L
/. When i.qIf /D iƒ. /, the intersection

W u.qI �gradg f /\ c�1
�
W s. IXƒ

L /
�

consists of finitely many points, each of which comes with an orientation sign ˙1. The
algebraic sums nc.q;  / of these signs provide us with the coefficients of a chain map

MkcW Mk.f /!Mk.S
ƒ
L /;

which in homology induces the homomorphism c� .

The map evW ƒ1.M /!M is a submersion, so (A-2) holds automatically. Condition
(A-3) instead is implied by

(2-6)  2 Pƒ.L/ H)  .0/ … crit.f /;

which again holds for a generic f , given L. Then, for a generic metric g on M and
a generic pseudo-gradient Xƒ

L
for Sƒ

L
, the intersections

W u. IXƒ
L /\ ev�1

�
W s.qI �gradg f /

�
;

consist of finitely many oriented points, which add up to the integer nev.; q/, for
every  2 Pƒ.L/ and q 2 crit.f /; such that iƒ. /D i.qIf /. These integers are the
coefficients of a chain map

MkevW Mk.S
ƒ
L /!Mk.f /;

which in homology induces the homomorphism ev� .

Remark 2.1 The fact that ev� ı c� D idH�.M / , together with the fact that the Morse
complex is free, implies that M�evıM�c is chain homotopic to the identity on M�.f /.

We conclude this section by using the results of Appendix A.4 to describe the homo-
morphism

i!W Hk.ƒ
1.M //!Hk�n.�

1.M; q0//;

working with the same action functional SL both on ƒ1.M / and on �1.M; q0/.
Conditions (A-7) and (A-8) are implied by the assumption

(2-7)  2 Pƒ.L/ H)  .0/¤ q0;
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a condition holding for all but a countable set of q0 ’s. Under this assumption, up to the
perturbation of the Morse–Smale pseudo-gradient vector fields Xƒ

L
and X�

L
for Sƒ

L

and S�
L

, we may assume that the unstable manifold of each 1 2 Pƒ.L/ is transverse
to the stable manifold of each 2 2 P�.L/ in ƒ1.M /. When i�.2/D iƒ.1/� n,
the set

W u.1IX
ƒ
L /\W s.2IX

�
L /

consists of finitely many oriented points, which determine the integer ni!.1; 2/. These
integers are the coefficients of a chain map

M i!W M�.SƒL /!M��n.S
�
L /;

which in homology induces the homomorphism i! .

2.3 Morse description of the Pontrjagin product

In the last section we have described the vertical arrows of diagram (1-1), as well as
a preferred left inverse of the top-right vertical arrow. The top horizontal arrow is
described at the end of Appendix A.4. It remains to describe the middle and the bottom
horizontal arrows, that is the loop product and the Pontrjagin product. This section is
devoted to the description of the Pontrjagin product, while in the next one we will deal
with the loop product. The following Propositions 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5 are consequences of
the general statements in the Appendix.

Given two Lagrangians L1;L22C1.Œ0; 1��TM / which satisfy (L0)� , (L1), (L2), and
are such that L1.1; � /DL2.0; � / with all the time derivatives, we define a Lagrangian
L1#L2 2 C1.Œ0; 1��TM / in the same class by setting

(2-8) L1#L2 .t; q; v/D

(
2L1.2t; q; v=2/ if 0� t � 1=2;

2L2.2t � 1; q; v=2/ if 1=2� t � 1:

The curve  W Œ0; 1� ! M is a solution of the Euler–Lagrange equation (2-1) with
LDL1#L2 if and only if the rescaled curves t 7!  .t=2/ and t 7!  ..tC1/=2/ solve
the corresponding equation given by the Lagrangians L1 and L2 , on Œ0; 1�. We assume
that also L1#L2 satisfies (L0)� .

In view of the results of Appendix A.3, we wish to consider the functional S�L1
˚S�L2

on �1.M; q0/��
1.M; q0/,

S�L1
˚S�L2

.1; 2/D S�L1
.1/CS�L2

.2/;

and the functional S�L1#L2
on �1.M; q0/. The concatenation map

�W �1.M; q0/��
1.M; q0/!�1.M; q0/
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is nowhere a submersion, so condition (A-2) for the triplet .�;S�L1
˚S�L2

;S�L1#L2
/

requires that the image of � does not meet the critical set of S�L1#L2
, that is

(2-9)  2 P�.L1#L2/ H)  .1=2/¤ q0:

Notice that (2-9) allows L1 and L2 to be equal, and actually it allows them to be also
autonomous (however, it implies that q0 is not a stationary solution, so they cannot be
the Lagrangian associated to a geodesic flow).

Assuming the generic condition (2-9), condition (A-3) is automatically fulfilled. More-
over, if X�

L1
and X�

L2
are pseudo-gradients for S�L1

and S�L2
, we have that for every

1 2 P�.L1/ and 2 2 P�.L2/,

�
�
W u

�
.1; 2/IX

�
L1
˚X�

L2

��
\ crit.S�L1#L2

/D∅:

By Remark A.3, there is no need to perturb the vector field X�
L1
˚X�

L2
on �1.M; q0/�

�1.M; q0/ to achieve transversality, and we arrive at the following description of the
Pontrjagin product.

Let X�
L1

, X�
L2

, and X�
L1#L2

be Morse–Smale pseudo-gradients for S�L1
, S�L1

, and
S�L1#L2

, respectively. Fix an arbitrary orientation of the unstable manifolds of each
critical point of S�L1

, S�L2
, S�L1#L2

. Up to the perturbation of X�
L1#L2

, we get that
the restriction of � to the unstable manifold

W u..1; 2/IX
�
L1
˚X�

L2
/DW u.1IX

�
L1
/�W u.2IX

�
L2
/

of every critical point .1; 2/2P�.L1/�P�.L2/ is transverse to the stable manifold

W s. IX�
L1#L2

/

of each critical point of S�L1#L2
. When i�. /D i�.1/C i�.2/, the corresponding

intersections˚
.˛1; ˛2/ 2W u.1I IX

�
L1
/�W u.2IX

�
L2
/
ˇ̌
�.˛1; ˛2/ 2W s. IX�

L1#L2
/
	
;

is a finite set of oriented points. Let n#.1; 2I  / be the algebraic sum of these
orientation signs.

Proposition 2.2 The homomorphism

M# WMj .S
�
L1
/˝Mk.S

�
L2
/!MjCk.S

�
L1#L2

/;

1˝ 2 7!

X
2P�.L1#L2/

i�. /DjCk

n#.1; 2I  / ;

is a chain map, and it induces the Pontrjagin product # in homology.
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Remark 2.3 It is not necessary to consider the Lagrangian L1#L2 on the target space
of this homomorphism. One could actually work with any three Lagrangians (with
the suitable nondegeneracy condition replacing (2-9)). The choice of dealing with
two Lagrangians L1;L2 and their concatenation L1#L2 is important to get energy
estimates in Floer homology. We have made this choice also here mainly to see which
kind of nondegeneracy condition one needs.

2.4 Morse description of the loop product

The loop product is slightly more complicated than the other homomorphisms con-
sidered so far, because it consists of a composition where two homomorphisms are
nontrivial (that is, not just identifications) when read on the Morse homology groups,
namely the Umkehr map associated to the submanifold ‚1.M / of figure–8 loops, and
the homomorphism induced by the concatenation map �W ‚1.M /! ƒ1.M /. We
shall describe these homomorphisms separately, and then we will show a compact
description of their composition. See also Cohen and Schwarz [18], where these Morse
theoretical descriptions are extended to more general graphs than the figure–8.

Let us start by describing the Umkehr map

e!W Hk.ƒ
1.M /�ƒ1.M //!Hk�n.‚

1.M //:

Let L1;L2 2 C1.T �TM / be Lagrangians which satisfy (L0)ƒ , (L1), (L2), and are
such that L1˚L2 satisfies (L0)‚ . Assume also

(2-10) 1 2 Pƒ.L1/; 2 2 Pƒ.L2/ H) 1.0/¤ 2.0/:

Notice that this condition prevents L1 from coinciding with L2 , but it holds for a
generic pair .L1;L2/. We shall consider the functional SƒL1

˚ SƒL2
on ƒ1.M / �

ƒ1.M /, and the functional S‚L1˚L2
on ‚1.M /. Condition (2-10) implies that the

unconstrained functional SƒL1
˚SƒL2

has no critical points on ‚1.M /, so conditions
(A-7) and (A-8) hold.

By the discussion of Appendix A.4, we can find smooth Morse–Smale pseudo-gradients
Xƒ

L1˚L2
and X‚

L1˚L2
for SƒL1

˚SƒL2
and S‚L1˚L2

respectively, such that the unsta-
ble manifold W u.�IXƒ

L1˚L2
/ of every � D .�

1
; �

2
/ 2 Pƒ.L1/ � Pƒ.L2/ is

transverse to ‚1.M / and to the stable manifold W s.CIX‚
L1˚L2

/ of every C 2
P‚.L1 ˚ L2/. Actually, it is convenient to assume that Xƒ

L1˚L2
is so close to

Xƒ
L1
˚Xƒ

L2
that the Morse complex of .SƒL1

˚SƒL2
;Xƒ

L1˚L2
/ equals the Morse com-

plex of .SƒL1
˚SƒL2

;Xƒ
L1
˚Xƒ

L2
/, and that Xƒ

L1˚L2
D Xƒ

L1
˚Xƒ

L2
up to order one at

the critical points.
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Fix an arbitrary orientation of the unstable manifold of every critical point of SƒL1
,

SƒL2
, and S‚L1˚L2

. By our assumptions on Xƒ
L1˚L2

, also the unstable manifolds

W u.�IXƒ
L1˚L2

/

are oriented. When i‚.C/D iƒ.�
1
/C iƒ.�

2
/� n, the intersection

W u.�IXƒ
L1˚L2

/\W s.CIX‚
L1˚L2

/

is a finite set of oriented points. If we denote by ne!
.�; C/ the algebraic sum of

these orientation signs, we have the following:

Proposition 2.4 The homomorphism

Mk.S
ƒ
L1
˚SƒL2

/!Mk�n.S
‚
L1˚L2

/; � 7!
X

C2P‚.L1˚L2/

i‚.C/Dk�n

ne!
.�; C/C;

is a chain map, and it induces the Umkehr map e! in homology.

By composing this homomorphism with the Morse theoretical version of the exterior
homology product described in Appendix A.3, that is the isomorphism

Mj .S
ƒ
L1
/˝Mh.S

ƒ
L2
/!MjCh.S

ƒ
L1
˚SƒL2

/;

we obtain the homomorphism

M!W Mj .S
ƒ
L1
/˝Mh.S

ƒ
L2
/!MjCh�n.S

‚
L1˚L2

/:

Here we are using the fact that the Morse complexes of .SƒL1
˚SƒL2

;Xƒ
L1˚L2

/ and
.SƒL1

˚SƒL2
;Xƒ

L1
˚Xƒ

L2
/ coincide.

Let us describe the homomorphism

��W Hk.‚
1.M //!Hk.ƒ

1.M //;

induced by the concatenation map � . Let L1;L2 2 C1.Œ0; 1��TM / be Lagrangians
which satisfy (L1), (L2), and are such that L1.1; � /DL2.0; � / and L2.1; � /DL1.0; � /

with all the time derivatives. We assume that L1˚L2 satisfies (L0)‚ and that the
time periodic Lagrangian L1#L2 satisfies (L0)ƒ . We would like to apply the results
of Appendix A.2 to the functionals S‚L1˚L2

on ‚1.M / and SƒL1#L2
on ƒ1.M /.

The map �W ‚1.M /!ƒ1.M / is nowhere a submersion, so condition (A-2) for the
triplet .�;S‚L1˚L2

;SƒL1#L2
/ requires that �.‚1.M // does not contain critical points

of SƒL1#L2
. The latter fact is equivalent to the condition

(2-11)  2 Pƒ.L1#L2/ H)  .1=2/¤  .0/;
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which holds for a generic pair .L1;L2/. Assuming (2-11), conditions (A-2) and (A-3)
are automatically fulfilled. Therefore, the discussion of Appendix A.2 implies that
we can find Morse–Smale pseudo-gradients X‚

L1˚L2
and Xƒ

L1#L2
for S‚L1˚L2

and
SƒL1#L2

, respectively, such that the restriction of � to the unstable manifold

W u.�IX‚
L1˚L2

/

of every critical point � D .�
1
; �

2
/ 2 P‚.L1 ˚ L2/ is transverse to the stable

manifold
W s.CIXƒ

L1#L2
/

of every critical point C 2 Pƒ.L1#L2/. Fix arbitrary orientations for the unstable
manifolds of every critical point of S‚L1˚L2

and SƒL1#L2
. When iƒ.C/D i‚.�/,

the intersection˚
.˛1; ˛2/ 2W u.�IX‚

L1˚L2
/
ˇ̌
�.˛1; ˛2/ 2W s.CIXƒ

L1#L2
/
	
;

is a finite set of oriented points. If we denote by n�.
�; C/ the algebraic sum of

these orientation signs, we have the following:

Proposition 2.5 The homomorphism

M� W Mk.S
‚
L1˚L2

/!Mk.S
ƒ
L1#L2

/; � 7!
X

C2Pƒ.L1#L2/

iƒ.C/Dk

n�.
�; C/ C;

is a chain map, and it induces the homomorphism ��W Hk.‚
1.M //!Hk.ƒ

1.M //

in homology.

Therefore, the composition M� ıM! induces the loop product in homology.

We conclude this section by exhibiting a compact description of the loop product

o W Hj .ƒ
1.M //˝Hk.ƒ

1.M //!HjCk�n.ƒ
1.M //:

Since we are not going to use this description, we omit the proof. Let L1;L2 2

C1.T �TM / be Lagrangians which satisfy (L0)ƒ , (L1), (L2), such that L1.0; � /D

L2.0; � / with all time derivatives, and such that the concatenated Lagrangian L1#L2

defined by (2-8) satisfies (L0)ƒ . We also assume (2-10), noticing that this condition
prevents L1 from coinciding with L2 . Let Xƒ

L1˚L2
and Xƒ

L1#L2
be Morse–Smale

pseudo-gradients for SƒL1
˚SƒL2

and SƒL1#L2
, respectively. By (2-10), the functional

S‚L1˚L2
has no critical points on ‚1.M /, so up to the perturbation of Xƒ

L1˚L2
,

we can assume that for every 1 2 Pƒ.L1/, 2 2 Pƒ.L2/, the unstable manifold
W u..1; 2/IX

ƒ
L1˚L2

/ is transverse to ‚1.M /. Moreover, assumption (2-10) implies
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that the image of ‚1.M / by the concatenation map � does not contain any critical
point of SƒL1#L2

. Therefore, up to the perturbation of Xƒ
L1#L2

, we can assume that for
every 1 2 Pƒ.L1/, 2 2 Pƒ.L2/, the restriction of � to the submanifold

W u..1; 2/IX
ƒ
L1˚L2

/\‚1.M /

is transverse to the stable manifold W s. IXƒ
L1#L2

/ of each  2Pƒ.L/. In particular,
when iƒ. /D iƒ.1/C iƒ.2/� n, the submanifold˚

.˛1; ˛2/ 2W u..1; 2/IX
ƒ
L1˚L2

/\‚1.M /
ˇ̌
�.˛1; ˛2/ 2W s. IXƒ

L1#L2
/
	

is a finite set of oriented points. We contend that if n o .1; 2I  / denotes the algebraic
sum of the corresponding orientation signs, the following holds:

Proposition 2.6 The homomorphism

Mj .S
ƒ
L1
/˝Mk.S

ƒ
L2
/!MjCk�n.S

ƒ
L1#L2

/;

1˝ 2 7!

X
2Pƒ.L1#L2/

iƒ. /DjCk�n

n o .1; 2I  / ;(2-12)

is a chain map and it induces the loop product in homology.

3 Floer homologies on cotangent bundles and their ring struc-
tures

3.1 Floer homology for nonlocal conormal boundary conditions

In this section we recall the construction of Floer homology for Hamiltonian orbits on
cotangent bundles with nonlocal conormal boundary conditions. This is the Hamiltonian
version of the setting described in Section 2.1. See our papers [4] and [2] (with Portaluri)
for detailed proofs.

Let Q be a closed manifold (in our applications, Q is either M or M �M ), and
let R be a closed submanifold of Q�Q. We shall often denote the elements of the
cotangent bundle T �Q as pairs .q;p/, where q 2Q and p 2 T �q Q. Let ! D dp^dq

be the standard symplectic form on the manifold T �Q, that is the differential of the
Liouville form � WD p dq . Equivalently, the Liouville form � can be defined by

�.�/D x.D�.x/Œ��/ for � 2 TxT �M; x 2 T �Q;
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where � W T �Q!Q is the bundle projection. Let Y D p @p be the standard Liouville
vector field on T �Q, which is defined by the identity

(3-1) !.Y; � /D �:

Consider the class of smooth Hamiltonians H on Œ0; 1��T �Q such that:

(H1) DH.t; q;p/ŒY ��H.t; q;p/� h0jpj
2� h1 ,

(H2) jrqH.t; q;p/j � h2.1Cjpj
2/, jrpH.t; q;p/j � h2.1Cjpj/,

for every .t; q;p/, for some constants h0> 0, h1 2R, h2> 0. Here rq and rp denote
the horizontal and vertical components of the gradient, with respect to a Riemannian
metric on Q and to the induced metric on T �Q, and j � j denotes the norm associated
to such a metric. The fact that Q is compact easily implies that (H1) and (H2) do not
depend on the choice of this metric. Condition (H1) essentially says that H grows at
least quadratically in p on each fiber of T �M , and that it is radially convex for jpj large.
Condition (H2) implies that H grows at most quadratically in p on each fiber. Notice
also that if H is the Fenchel transform of a fiber-wise strictly convex Lagrangian L in
C1.Œ0; 1��TM / (see Section 4.1), then the term DH.t; q;p/ŒY .q;p/��H.t; q;p/

appearing in (H1) coincides with L.t; q;DpH.t; q;p//.

Let XH be the time-dependent Hamiltonian vector field associated to H by the formula
!.XH ; � /D�DxH . Condition (H2) implies the quadratic bound

(3-2) jXH .t; q;p/j � h3.1Cjpj
2/;

for some h3 > 0. Let .t;x/ 7! �H .t;x/ be the nonautonomous flow associated to the
vector field XH .

The conormal bundle N �R of R in Q �Q is the set of covectors x D .q;p/ in
T �.Q�Q/ such that qD .q1; q2/ belongs to R and pD .p1;p2/2 T �

.q1;q2/
.Q�Q/

vanishes identically on T.q1;q2/R. It is a vector bundle over R and the dimension of
its fibers equals the codimension of R in Q�Q. The Liouville form of T �.Q�Q/

vanishes on N �R, so in particular N �R is a Lagrangian submanifold of T �.Q�Q/.
Actually, conormal bundles can be characterized as those middle dimensional closed
submanifolds of a cotangent bundle on which the Liouville form vanishes; see Proposi-
tion 2.1 in [2].

We are interested in the set PR.H / of solutions xW Œ0; 1�! T �Q of the Hamiltonian
equation

(3-3) x0.t/DXH .t;x.t//;
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which satisfy the boundary conditions

(3-4) .x.0/;Cx.1// 2N �R;

where C is the antisymplectic involution

CW T �Q! T �Q; .q;p/ 7! .q;�p/:

Equivalently, we are looking at the intersections of the Lagrangian submanifold N �R

with the Lagrangian submanifold given by the graph of C ı�H .1; � / (we are always
considering the standard symplectic form !˚! on T �.Q�Q/, not the flipped one
! ˚ .�!/, so a diffeomorphism 'W T �Q! T �Q is symplectic if and only if the
graph of the composition C ı' is Lagrangian).

We assume that:

(H0) All the elements of PR.H / are nondegenerate, meaning that the submanifolds
N �R and graph C ı�H .1; � / intersect transversally.

Given x 2PR.H /, we can conjugate the differential of the flow Dx�
H .t;x.t// by a

symplectic trivialization ‰ of x�.T T �Q/ and we obtain a path

G‰
W Œ0; 1�! Sp.2m/; m WD dim Q;

of symplectic automorphisms of T �Rm , endowed with its standard symplectic struc-
ture.

We assume that the symplectic trivialization ‰ is vertical-preserving, meaning that
it maps the vertical subbundle T vT �M WD ker D� into the vertical space N �.0/D

.0/ � .Rm/� � T �Rm , and has the property that the following linear subspace of
T �Rm �T �Rm D T �R2m ,�

‰.0/�C‰.1/DC.Cx.1//
�
T.x.0/;Cx.1//N

�R;

is the conormal space N �W ‰ of some linear subspace W ‰ � Rm �Rm , where C

is the antisymplectic involution of T �Rm which maps .q;p/ into .q;�p/. Then the
Maslov index of x with respect to the nonlocal boundary condition induced by R is
defined as

(3-5) �R.x/ WD �.graph G‰C;N �W ‰/C 1
2
.dim R� dim Q/;

where � denotes the relative Maslov index of two paths of Lagrangian subspaces of
T �R2m , in the sense of [42] (see also Section 5.1 for sign conventions). The fact
that x is nondegenerate implies that �R.x/ is an integer, and the assumptions on
the trivialization ‰ imply that this integer does not depend on the choice of ‰ (see
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Proposition 3.3 in [2]). The normalizing constant in the definition above is chosen in
such a way that, when H is the Fenchel dual of a Lagrangian L, �R.x/ coincides
with the Morse index of the corresponding solution of the Euler–Lagrange equation
associated to L (see Section 4.1).

The elements of PR.H / are the critical points of the Hamiltonian action functional

AH .x/D

Z
Œ0;1�

x�.��Hdt/D

Z 1

0

�
p.t/Œq0.t/��H.t; q.t/;p.t//

�
dt;

on the space of curves xW Œ0; 1�! T �Q which satisfy (3-4). Indeed, the differential of
AH on the space of free paths on T �Q is

(3-6) DAH .x/Œ��D

Z 1

0

!.�;x0�XH .t;x// dt C �.x.1//Œ�.1/�� �.x.0//Œ�.0/�;

and the boundary term vanishes when x satisfies (3-4) and the variation � satisfies�
�.0/;DC.x.1//Œ�.1/�

�
2 T.x.0/;Cx.1//N

�R;

because the Liouville form is zero on conormal bundles. The nondegeneracy assump-
tion, together with conditions (H1) and (H2), imply that the set of x 2 PR.H / with
AH .x/�A is finite, for every A 2 R. Indeed, this follows immediately from the
following general:

Lemma 3.1 Let H 2 C1.Œ0; 1��T �Q/ be a Hamiltonian satisfying (H1) and (H2).
For every A2R there exists a compact subset K�T �Q such that each orbit xW Œ0; 1�!

T �Q of XH with AH .x/�A lies in K .

Proof Let x D .q;p/ be an orbit of XH such that AH .x/�A. Since x is an orbit
of XH , by (3-1),

�.x/Œx0��H.t;x/D !.Y .x/;XH .t;x//�H.t;x/DDH.t;x/ŒY .x/��H.t;x/:

Therefore (H1) implies that jpj is uniformly bounded in L2.Œ0; 1�/. By (3-2), jx0j is
uniformly bounded in L1.Œ0; 1�/. Therefore x is uniformly bounded in W 1;1 , hence
in L1 .

Remark 3.2 Assume that the flow generated by a Hamiltonian H 2C1.Œ0; 1��T �Q/

is globally defined (for instance, this holds if H is coercive and j@tH j � c.jH jC 1/).
Then the conclusion of Lemma 3.1 holds assuming just that the function DH ŒY ��H

is coercive (a much weaker assumption than (H1), still implying that H is coercive),
without any upper bound such as (H2).
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Let us fix a Riemannian metric h � ; � i on Q. This metric induces metrics on TQ

and on T �Q, both denoted by h � ; � i. It induces also an identification T �QŠ TQ,
horizontal-vertical splittings of both T TQ and T T �Q, and a particular almost complex
structure J on T �M , namely the one which in the horizontal-vertical splitting takes
the form

(3-7) J D

�
0 �I

I 0

�
:

This almost complex structure is !–compatible, meaning that

h�; �i D !.J �; �/; 8�; � 2 TxT �Q; 8x 2 T �Q:

Notice that our sign convention here differs from the one used in [4]. The reason is
that here we prefer to see the leading term in the Floer equation as a Cauchy–Riemann
operator, and not as an anti-Cauchy–Riemann operator.

The L2 –negative gradient equation for the Hamiltonian action functional AH is the
Floer equation

(3-8) x@J ;H .u/ WD @suCJ.u/Œ@tu�XH .t;u/�D 0;

for u D u.s; t/, .s; t/ 2 R � Œ0; 1�. A generic choice of the Hamiltonian H makes
the following space of solutions of the Floer equation (3-8) with nonlocal conormal
boundary conditions defined by R,

MR
@ .x;y/D

n
u 2 C1.R� Œ0; 1�;T �Q/

ˇ̌
.u.s; 0/;Cu.s; 1// 2N �R 8s 2R;

x@J ;H .u/D 0; and lim
s!�1

u.s; t/D x.t/; lim
s!C1

u.s; t/D y.t/
o

a manifold of dimension �R.x/� �R.y/, for every x;y 2 PR.H /. Here generic
means for a countable intersection of open and dense subsets of the space of smooth
time-dependent Hamiltonians satisfying (H0), (H1) and (H2), with respect to suitable
topologies (we refer to Floer, Hofer and Salamon [26] for transversality issues). In
particular, the perturbation of a given Hamiltonian H satisfying (H0), (H1), (H2) can
be chosen in such a way that the discrete set PR.H / is unaffected.

Remark 3.3 As it is well-known, transversality can also be achieved for a fixed
Hamiltonian by perturbing the almost complex structure J in a time-dependent way. In
order to have good compactness properties for the spaces MR

@
one needs the perturbed

almost complex structure J1 to be C 0 –close enough to the metric one J defined by
(3-7) (see [4, Theorem 1.14]). Other compactness issues in this paper would impose
further restrictions on the distance between J1 and J . For this reason here we prefer
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to work with the fixed almost complex structure J , and to achieve transversality by
perturbing the Hamiltonian. A different approach would be to choose almost complex
structures on T �Q which are of contact type on T �QnQ, seen as the symplectization
of the unit cotangent sphere bundle (see eg Viterbo [52]). In this case, compactness of
the spaces MR

@
follows from the maximum principle, but one needs more restrictive

assumptions on the behavior of the Hamiltonian H for jpj large.

The manifolds MR
@
.x;y/ can be oriented in a coherent way. Assumptions (H1) and

(H2) imply that these manifolds have nice compactifications. In particular, when
�R.x/��R.y/D 1, MR

@
.x;y/ consists of finitely many one-parameter families of

solutions � 7! u. � C �; � /, each of which comes with a sign ˙1, depending whether
its orientation agrees or not with the orientation determined by letting � increase. The
algebraic sum of these numbers is an integer nR

@
.x;y/. If we let FR

k
.H / denote the

free abelian group generated by the elements x 2 PR.H / of index �R.x/D k , the
above coefficients define the homomorphism

@W FR
k .H /! FR

k�1.H /; x 7!
X

y2PR.H /

�R.y/Dk�1

n@.x;y/y;

which turns out to be a boundary operator. The resulting chain complex FR
� .H / is

the Floer complex associated to the Hamiltonian H and to the nonlocal conormal
boundary conditions defined by R. If we change the metric on Q – hence the almost
complex structure J – and the orientation data, the Floer complex FR

� .H / changes
by an isomorphism. If we change the Hamiltonian H , the new Floer complex is
homotopically equivalent to the old one. In particular, the homology of the Floer
complex does not depend on the metric, on H , and on the orientation data. This fact
allows us to denote this graded abelian group as HFR

� .T
�Q/, and to call it the Floer

homology of T �Q with nonlocal conormal boundary conditions defined by R.

As in Section 2.1, here we are interested in the following three boundary conditions.

Periodic boundary conditions Here QDM is closed and oriented, and RD�M

is the diagonal in M �M . Under the extra assumption that H extends as a smooth
1–periodic function on R�TM , the set P�M .H / is precisely the set of 1–periodic
solutions of the Hamiltonian equation (3-3). We also use the notation Pƒ.H / WD

P�M .H /. The nondegeneracy condition (H0) is just:

(H0)ƒ For every x 2 Pƒ.H /, the number 1 is not an eigenvalue of

Dx�
H .1;x.0//W Tx.0/T

�M ! Tx.0/T
�M:
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The Maslov index ��M .x/ coincides with the Conley–Zehnder index of the periodic
orbit x , that we denote also by �ƒ.x/ (notice that the normalizing constant in (3-5)
vanishes). In the definition of such an index, one can choose the trivialization of
x�.T T �M / to be any 1–periodic symplectic vertical-preserving trivialization. If M

is not orientable and the closed curve x is orientation-reversing, there are no 1–periodic
and vertical-preserving trivializations of x�.T T �M /, so one has either to give up
the periodicity, as in definition (3-5), or the preservation of the vertical subbundle, as
in [53]. Floer homology with periodic boundary conditions is defined (with integer
coefficients) also for nonorientable manifolds, but since in this paper we are interested
in the loop product with integer coefficients, we assume orientability. The elements u

of Mƒ
@
.x;y/ WDM�M

@
.x;y/ are actually smooth solutions of the Floer equation (3-8)

on the cylinder, that is
uW R�T ! T �M:

The corresponding Floer complex is also denoted by Fƒ� .H /, and its homology by
HFƒ� .T

�M /.

Dirichlet boundary conditions Here Q D M and R consists of the single point
.q0; q0/, for some fixed q0 2M . The set P.q0;q0/.H / is precisely the set of solutions
xW Œ0; 1�!T �M of the Hamiltonian equation (3-3) such that � ıx.0/D� ıx.1/D q0 ,
and we denote such a set also by P�.H /. The nondegeneracy condition is now:

(H0)� For every x 2 P�.H /, the linear mapping Dx�
H .1;x.0//W Tx.0/T

�M !

Tx.1/T
�M maps the vertical subspace T v

x.0/T
�M at x.0/ into a subspace

having intersection .0/ with the vertical subspace T v
x.1/T

�M at x.1/.

The Maslov index �.q0;q0/.x/, that we denote also by ��.x/, is just the relative Maslov
index of the path of Lagrangian subspaces D�H .t;x.0//T v

x.0/T
�M – transported

into T �Rn by means of a vertical-preserving symplectic trivialization – with respect
to the vertical space N �.0/D .0/� .Rn/� . The boundary condition for the elements u

of M�
@
.x;y/ WDM.q0;q0/

@
.x;y/ is the local condition

u.s; 0/ 2 T �q0
M; u.s; 1/ 2 T �q0

M; 8s 2R:

The corresponding Floer complex is also denoted by F�� .H /, and its homology by
HF�� .T

�M /.

Figure–8 boundary conditions Here Q D M �M and R D �.4/
M

is the fourth
diagonal in M 4 :

�
.4/
M WD f.q; q; q; q/ j q 2M g :
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In this case, it is convenient (although not necessary) to chose H of the form H D

H1˚H2 , where

H1˚H2 .t;x/ WDH1.t;x1/CH2.t;x2/; 8t 2 Œ0; 1�; 8xD .x1;x2/2T �M�T �M;

so that the elements of P�
.4/

M .H / are the pairs of T �M –valued curves .x1;x2/ such
that each xj solves the Hamiltonian equation induced by Hj , and such that the coupling
boundary conditions

� ıx1.0/D � ıx2.0/D � ıx1.1/D � ıx2.1/; x1.1/�x1.0/Cx2.1/�x2.0/D 0;

hold. The set of P�
.4/

M .H1˚H2/ is also denoted by P‚.H1˚H2/. The corresponding
nondegeneracy condition is:

(H0)‚ Every solution x D .x1;x2/ 2 P‚.H1 ˚H2/ is nondegenerate, meaning
that the graph of the map C ı�H1˚H2.1; � / is transverse to the submanifold
N ��.4/

M
at the point .x.0/;Cx.1//.

If x D .x1;x2/ 2 P‚.H1˚H2/, the Maslov index ��
.4/

M .x/, that we denote simply
by �‚.x/, is the integer

(3-9) �‚.x/D �
�
graph G‰C; �

.4/
Rn

�
� n=2;

where the symplectic path G‰W Œ0; 1�! Sp.4n/ is obtained by conjugating the dif-
ferential of the flow �H1˚H2 along x by a trivialization ‰ of x�.T T �M 2/ of the
form ‰ D ‰1˚‰2 , where each ‰j is the canonical vertical-preserving symplectic
trivialization of x�j .T T �M / induced by a trivialization of .� ıxj /

�.TM / over the
circle T . The boundary condition for the elements u of M‚

@
.x;y/ WDM�

.4/

M
@

.x;y/ is
the nonlocal Lagrangian boundary condition�

u.s; 0/;Cu.s; 1/
�
2N ��

.4/
M ; 8s 2R:

The corresponding Floer complex is also denoted by F‚� .H /, and its homology by
HF‚� .T

�M /.

3.2 The Floer equation on triangles and pair-of-pants

Additional algebraic structures on Floer homology are defined by extending the Floer
equation to more general Riemann surfaces than the strip R� Œ0; 1� and the cylinder
R�T .

Let .†; j / be a Riemann surface, possibly with boundary. For u 2 C1.†;T �M /

consider the nonlinear Cauchy–Riemann operator

xDJ uD 1
2
.DuCJ.u/ ıDu ı j /;
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that is the complex antilinear part of Du with respect to the almost-complex structure J .
The operator xDJ is a section of the bundle over C1.†;T �M / whose fiber at u is
�0;1.†;u�.T T �M //, the space of antilinear one-forms on † taking values in the
vector bundle u�.T T �M /. If we choose a holomorphic coordinate z D sC i t on †,
the operator xDJ takes the form

(3-10) xDJ uD 1
2
.@suCJ.u/@tu/ ds� 1

2
J.u/.@suCJ.u/@tu/ dt:

This expression shows that the leading term x@J WD @sCJ. � /@t in the Floer equation
(3-8) can be extended to arbitrary Riemann surfaces, at the only cost of considering an
equation which does not take values on a space of tangent vector fields, but on a space
of antilinear one-forms.

When † has a global coordinate z D sC i t , as in the case of the strip R� Œ0; 1� or of
the cylinder R�T , we can associate to the Hamiltonian term in the Floer equation the
complex antilinear one-form

(3-11) FJ ;H .u/D�
1
2
.J.u/XH .t;u/ dsCXH .t;u/ dt/ 2�0;1.†;u�.T T �M //:

Formula (3-10) shows that the Floer equation (3-8) is equivalent to

(3-12) xDJ uCFJ ;H .u/D 0:

If we wish to use the formulation (3-12) to extend the Floer equation to more general
Riemann surfaces, we encounter the difficulty that – unlike xDJ – the Hamiltonian
term FJ ;H is defined in terms of coordinates.

One way to get around this difficulty is to consider Riemann surfaces with cylindrical
or strip-like ends, each of which is endowed with some fixed holomorphic coordinate
z D s C i t , to define the operator FJ ;H on such ends, and then to extend it to the
whole † by considering a Hamiltonian H which also depends on s and vanishes far
from the ends. In this way, only the Cauchy–Riemann operator acts in the region far
from the ends. This approach is adopted in [46; 39; 38].

A drawback of this method is that one loses sharp energy identities relating some norm
of u to the jump of the Hamiltonian action functional. Moreover, an s–dependent
Hamiltonian which vanishes for some values of s cannot satisfy assumptions (H1) and
(H2). These facts lead to problems with compactness when dealing – as we are here –
with a noncompact symplectic manifold.

Therefore, we shall use a different method to extend the Hamiltonian term FJ ;H . We
shall describe this construction in the case of the triangle and the pair-of-pants surface,
although the same idea could be generalized to any Riemann surface.
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Let †�
‡

be the holomorphic triangle, that is the Riemann surface consisting of a closed
triangle with the three vertices removed (equivalently, a closed disk with three boundary
points removed). Let †ƒ

‡
be the pair-of-pants Riemann surface, that is the sphere with

three points removed.

s D 0 s!1

Figure 1: The strip with a slit †�
‡

The Riemann surface †�
‡

can be described as a strip with a slit: One takes the disjoint
union

R� Œ�1; 0�tR� Œ0; 1�

and identifies .s; 0�/ with .s; 0C/ for every s � 0. See Figure 1. The resulting object
is indeed a Riemann surface with interior

Int.†‡ /D .R� �� 1; 1Œ / n . ��1; 0� � f0g/

endowed with the complex structure of a subset of R2 ŠC , .s; t/ 7! sC i t , and three
boundary components

R� f�1g; R� f1g; ��1; 0�� f0�; 0Cg:

The complex structure at each boundary point other than 0D .0; 0/ is induced by the
inclusion in C , whereas a holomorphic coordinate at 0 is given by the map

(3-13) f� 2C j Re � � 0; j�j< 1g !†�‡ ; � 7! �2;

which maps the boundary line fRe � D 0; j�j < 1g into the portion of the boundary
�� 1; 0�� f0�; 0Cg.

Similarly, the pair-of-pants †ƒ
‡

can be described as the following quotient of a strip
with a slit: In the disjoint union R� Œ�1; 0�tR� Œ0; 1� we consider the identifications

.s;�1/� .s; 0�/

.s; 0C/� .s; 1/
for s � 0;

.s; 0�/� .s; 0C/

.s;�1/� .s; 1/
for s � 0:

See Figure 2.
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'

Figure 2: The pair-of-pants †ƒ‡

This object is a Riemann surface without boundary, by considering the standard complex
structure at every point other than .0; 0/ � .0;�1/ � .0; 1/, and by choosing the
holomorphic coordinate

(3-14) f� 2C j j�j< 1=
p

2g !†ƒ‡ ; � 7!

8̂<̂
:
�2 if Re � � 0;

�2C i if Re � � 0; Im � � 0;

�2� i if Re � � 0; Im � � 0;

at this point.

The advantage of these representations is that now †�
‡

and †ƒ
‡

are endowed with a
global coordinate z D sC i t , which is holomorphic everywhere except at the point
.0; 0/ (identified with .0;�1/ and .0; 1/ in the ƒ case). We refer to such a point as
the singular point: it is a regular point for the complex structure of †�

‡
or †ƒ

‡
, but it

is singular for the global coordinate z D sC i t . In fact, the canonical map

†ƒ‡ !R�T ; .s; t/ 7! .s; t/;

is a 2 W 1 branched covering of the cylinder.

Let H 2 C1.Œ�1; 1��T �M /. If u 2 C1.†�
‡
;T �M /, the complex antilinear one-

form FJ ;H .u/ is everywhere defined by equation (3-11). We just need to check
the regularity of FJ ;H .u/ at the singular point. Writing FJ ;H .u/ in terms of the
holomorphic coordinate � D � C i� by means of (3-13), we find

FJ ;H .u/D .�I � �J.u//XH .2��;u/ d� C .�I C �J.u//XH .2��;u/ d�:

Therefore, FJ ;H .u/ is smooth, and actually it vanishes at the singular point.

Assume now that H 2C1.R=2Z�T �M / is such that H.�1; � /DH.0; � /DH.1; � /

with all the time derivatives. If u 2C1.†ƒ
‡
;T �M /, (3-11) defines a smooth complex

antilinear one-form FJ ;H .u/ 2�
0;1.†ƒ

‡
;u�.T T �M //.
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A map u in C1.†�
‡
;T �M / or in C1.†ƒ

‡
;T �M / solves equation (3-12) if and

only if it solves the equation

x@J ;H .u/D @suCJ.u/.@tu�XH .t;u//D 0

on Int.†‡ /. If u solves the above equation on Œs0; s1�� Œt0; t1�, formula (3-6) together
with an integration by parts leads to the identityZ s1

s0

Z t1

t0

j@su.s; t/j2 dt ds DAŒt0;t1�
H

.u.s0; � //�AŒt0;t1�
H

.u.s1; � //

C

Z s1

s0

�
�.u.s; t1//Œ@su.s; t1/�� �.u.s; t0//Œ@su.s; t0/�

�
ds;

where AI
H
.x/ denotes the Hamiltonian action of the path x on the interval I . We

conclude that a solution u of (3-12) on †ƒ
‡

or on †�
‡

– in the latter case with values
in T �q0

M on the boundary – satisfies the sharp energy identity

(3-15)
Z
†‡\fjsj�s0g

j@su.s; t/j2 ds dt

DAŒ�1;0�
H

.u.�s0; � //CAŒ0;1�
H

.u.�s0; � //�AŒ�1;1�
H

.u.s0; � //:

3.3 The triangle and the pair-of-pants products

Given H1;H2 2 C1.Œ0; 1� � T �M / such that H1.1; � / D H2.0; � / with all time
derivatives, we define H1#H2 2 C1.Œ0; 1��T �M / by

(3-16) H1#H2.t;x/D

(
2H1.2t;x/ for 0� t � 1=2;

2H2.2t � 1;x/ for 1=2� t � 1:

Let us assume that H1 , H2 , and H1#H2 satisfy (H0)� . The triangle product on
HF�.T �M / will be induced by a chain map

‡�W F�h .H1/˝F�k .H2/! F�hCk.H1#H2/:

In the periodic case, we consider Hamiltonians H1;H2 2 C1.T �T �M / such that
H1.0; � / D H2.0; � / with all time derivatives. Assuming that H1 , H2 , and H1#H2

satisfy (H0)ƒ , the pair-of-pants product on HFƒ.T �M / will be induced by a chain
map

‡ƒW Fƒh .H1/˝Fƒk .H2/! FƒhCk�n.H1#H2/;

where n is the dimension of M .
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Let H 2 C1.Œ�1; 1��T �M /, respectively H 2 C1.R=2Z�T �M /, be defined by

(3-17) H.t;x/D
1

2
H1#H2..t C 1/=2;x/D

(
H1.t C 1;x/ if � 1� t � 0;

H2.t;x/ if 0� t � 1:

Notice that xW Œ�1; 1� ! T �M is an orbit of XH if and only if the curve t 7!

x..t C 1/=2/ is an orbit of XH1#H2
.

Given x1 2 P�.H1/, x2 2 P�.H2/, and y 2 P�.H1#H2/, consider the following
space of solutions of the Floer equation x@J ;H .u/D 0 on the holomorphic triangle:

M�
‡ .x1;x2Iy/ WD

n
u 2 C1.†�‡ ;T

�M /
ˇ̌̌
x@J ;H .u/D 0; u.z/ 2 T �q0

M 8z 2 @†�‡ ;

lim
s!�1

u.s; t � 1/D x1.t/; lim
s!�1

u.s; t/D x2.t/; lim
s!C1

u.s; 2t � 1/D y.t/
o
:

Similarly, for x1 2 Pƒ.H1/, x2 2 Pƒ.H2/, and y 2 Pƒ.H1#H2/, we consider the
following space of solutions of the Floer equation on the pair-of-pants surface:

Mƒ
‡ .x1;x2Iy/ WD

n
u 2 C1.†ƒ‡ ;T

�M /
ˇ̌̌
x@J ;H .u/D 0; lim

s!�1
u.s; t � 1/D x1.t/;

lim
s!�1

u.s; t/D x2.t/; lim
s!C1

u.s; 2t � 1/D y.t/
o
:

The following result is proved in Section 5.10.

Proposition 3.4 For a generic choice of H1 and H2 as above, the sets M�
‡
.x1;x2Iy/

and Mƒ
‡
.x1;x2Iy/ – if nonempty – are manifolds of dimension

dim M�
‡ .x1;x2Iy/D �

�.x1/C�
�.x2/��

�.y/;

dim Mƒ
‡ .x1;x2Iy/D �

ƒ.x1/C�
ƒ.x2/��

ƒ.y/� n:

These manifolds carry coherent orientations.

By the energy identity (3-15), every map u in M�
‡
.x1;x2Iy/ or in Mƒ

‡
.x1;x2Iy/

satisfies

(3-18)
Z
†‡

j@su.s; t/j2 ds dt DAH1
.x1/CAH2

.x2/�AH1#H2
.y/:

As a consequence, we obtain the following compactness result, which is proved in
Section 6.1.

Proposition 3.5 Assume that the Hamiltonians H1 and H2 satisfy (H1), (H2). Then
the spaces M�

‡
.x1;x2Iy/ and Mƒ

‡
.x1;x2Iy/ are precompact in C1loc .
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When ��.y/D��.x1/C�
�.x2/, then space M�

‡
.x1;x2Iy/ is a finite set of oriented

points, and we denote by n�
‡
.x1;x2Iy/ the algebraic sum of the corresponding orienta-

tion signs. Similarly, when �ƒ.y/D�ƒ.x1/C�
ƒ.x2/�n, the space Mƒ

‡
.x1;x2Iy/

is a finite set of oriented points, and we denote by nƒ
‡
.x1;x2Iy/ the algebraic sum

of the corresponding orientation signs. These integers are the coefficients of the
homomorphisms

‡�W F�h .H1/˝F�k .H2/! F�hCk.H1#H2/;

x1˝x2 7!

X
y2P�.H1#H2/

��.y/DhCk

n�‡ .x1;x2Iy/y;

‡ƒW Fƒh .H1/˝Fƒk .H2/! FƒhCk�n.H1#H2/;

x1˝x2 7!

X
y2Pƒ.H1#H2/

�ƒ.y/DhCk�n

nƒ‡ .x1;x2Iy/y:

A standard gluing argument shows that the homomorphisms ‡� and ‡ƒ are chain
maps. Therefore, they define products

H�‡
�
W HF�h .T

�M /˝HF�k .T
�M /! HF�hCk.T

�M /;

H�‡
ƒ
W HFƒh .T

�M /˝HFƒk .T
�M /! HFƒhCk�n.T

�M /;

in homology. Again by gluing arguments, it could be shown that these products have
a unit element, are associative, and the second one is commutative. These facts will
actually follow from the fact that these products correspond to the Pontrjagin and the
loop products on H�.�.M; q0// and H�.ƒ.M //.

3.4 Factorization of the pair-of-pants product

Let H1;H2 2 C1.T �T �M / be two Hamiltonians satisfying (H0)ƒ , (H1) and (H2).
We assume that H1.0; � /DH2.0; � / with all time derivatives, so that the Hamiltonian
H1#H2 defined in (3-16) also belongs to C1.T �T �M /. We assume that H1#H2

satisfies (H0)ƒ , while H1˚H2 satisfies (H0)‚ . The aim of this section is to construct
two chain maps

EW Fƒ
h
.H1/˝Fƒ

k
.H2/! F‚

hCk�n
.H1˚H2/;

GW F‚
k
.H1˚H2/! Fƒ

k
.H1#H2/;

such that the composition GıE is chain homotopic to the pair-of-pants chain map ‡ƒ .
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The homomorphisms E is defined by counting solutions of the Floer equation on the
Riemann surface †E which is the disjoint union of two closed disks with an inner and
a boundary point removed. The homomorphism G is defined by counting solutions of
the Floer equation on the Riemann surface †G obtained by removing one inner point
and two boundary points from the closed disk. Again, we find it useful to represent
these Riemann surfaces as suitable quotients of strips with slits.

'

'

Figure 3: A component of †E : the cylinder with a slit

The surface †E can be described starting from the disjoint union of two strips,

R� Œ�1; 0� t R� Œ0; 1�;

by making the following identifications:

.s;�1/� .s; 0�/; .s; 0C/� .s; 1/ for s � 0:

The complex structure of †E is constructed by considering the holomorphic coordinate

(3-19) f� 2C j Im � � 0; j�j< 1=
p

2g !†E ; � 7!

(
�2� i if Re � � 0;

�2 if Re � � 0;

at .0;�1/� .0; 0�/, and the holomorphic coordinate

(3-20) f� 2C j Im � � 0; j�j< 1=
p

2g !†E ; � 7!

(
�2C i if Re � � 0;

�2 if Re � � 0;

at .0; 0C/� .0; 1/. The resulting object is a Riemann surface consisting of two disjoint
components, each of which is a cylinder with a slit: each component has one cylindrical
end (on the left-hand side), one strip-like end and one boundary line (on the right-hand
side). See Figure 3. The global holomorphic coordinate z D sC i t has two singular
points, at .0; 0�/� .0;�1/ and at .0; 0C/� .0; 1/.
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The Riemann surface †G is obtained from the disjoint union of two strips R� Œ�1; 0�t

R� Œ0; 1� by making the identifications(
.s; 0�/� .s; 0C/

.s;�1/� .s; 1/
for s � 0:

A holomorphic coordinate at .0; 0/ is the one given by (3-13), and a holomorphic
coordinate at .0;�1/� .0; 1/ is

(3-21) f� 2C j Re � � 0; j�j< 1g !†G ; � 7!

(
�2� i if Im � � 0;

�2C i if Im � � 0;

We obtain a Riemann surface with two boundary lines and two strip-like ends (on the
left-hand side), and a cylindrical end (on the right-hand side). The global holomorphic
coordinate z D sC i t has two singular points, at .0; 0/, and at .0;�1/� .0; 1/.

Let H 2C1.R=2Z�T �M / be defined by (3-17). Given x12Pƒ.H1/, x22Pƒ.H2/,
yD .y1;y2/2P‚.H1˚H2/, and z 2Pƒ.H1#H2/, we consider the following spaces
of maps. The set ME.x1;x2Iy/ is the space of solutions u 2 C1.†E ;T

�M / of the
Floer equation

x@J ;H .u/D 0;

satisfying the boundary conditions(
� ıu.s;�1/D � ıu.s; 0�/D � ıu.s; 0C/D � ıu.s; 1/;

u.s; 0�/�u.s;�1/Cu.s; 1/�u.s; 0C/D 0;
8s � 0;

and the asymptotic conditions

lim
s!�1

u.s; t � 1/D x1.t/; lim
s!�1

u.s; t/D x2.t/;

lim
s!C1

u.s; t � 1/D y1.t/; lim
s!C1

u.s; t/D y2.t/:

The set MG.y; z/ is the set of solutions u 2 C1.†G ;T
�M / of the same equation,

the same boundary conditions but for s � 0, and the asymptotic conditions

lim
s!�1

u.s; t � 1/D y1.t/; lim
s!�1

u.s; t/D y2.t/; lim
s!C1

u.s; 2t � 1/D z.t/:

The following result is proved in Section 5.10.

Proposition 3.6 For a generic choice of H1 and H2 , the spaces ME.x1;x2Iy/ and
MG.y; z/ – if nonempty – are manifolds of dimension

dim ME.x1;x2Iy/D �
ƒ.x1/C�

ƒ.x2/��
‚.y/� n;

dim MG.y; z/D �
‚.y/��ƒ.z/:

These manifolds carry coherent orientations.
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The energy identities are now

(3-22)
Z
†E

j@su.s; t/j2 ds dt DAH1
.x1/CAH2

.x2/�AH1˚H2
.y/;

for every u 2ME.x1;x2Iy/, and

(3-23)
Z
†G

j@su.s; t/j2 ds dt DAH1˚H2
.y/�AH1#H2

.z/;

for every u2MG.y; z/. As usual, they imply the following compactness result (proved
in Section 6.1).

Proposition 3.7 Assume that H1 and H2 satisfy (H1) and (H2). Then the spaces
ME.x1;x2Iy/ and MG.y; z/ are precompact in C1loc .

When �‚.y/D�ƒ.x1/C�
ƒ.x2/�n, ME.x1;x2Iy/ is a finite set of oriented points,

and we denote by nE.x1;x2Iy/ the algebraic sum of the corresponding orientation
signs. Similarly, when �ƒ.z/ D �‚.y/, MG.y; z/ is a finite set of oriented points,
and we denote by nG.y; z/ the algebraic sum of the corresponding orientation signs.
These integers are the coefficients of the homomorphisms

EW Fƒh .H1/˝Fƒk .H2/! F‚hCk�n.H1˚H2/;

x1˝x2 7!

X
y2P‚.H1˚H2/

�‚.y/DhCk�n

nE.x1;x2Iy/y;

GW F‚k .H1˚H2/! Fƒk .H1#H2/;

y 7!
X

z2Pƒ.H1#H2/

�ƒ.z/Dk

nG.y; z/ z:

A standard gluing argument shows that these homomorphisms are chain maps. The
main result of this section states that the pair-of-pants product on T �M factors through
the Floer homology of figure–8 loops. More precisely, the following chain level result
holds:

Theorem 3.8 The chain maps

‡ƒ; GıEW
�
Fƒ.H1/˝Fƒ.H2/

�
k
D

M
jChDk

Fƒj .H1/˝ Fƒh .H2/�!Fƒk�n.H1#H2/

are chain homotopic.

In order to prove the above theorem, we must construct a homomorphism

P‡
GE W

�
Fƒ.H1/˝Fƒ.H2/

�
k
! Fƒk�nC1.H1#H2/;
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1610 Alberto Abbondandolo and Matthias Schwarz

such that

(3-24) .‡ƒ�G ıE/.˛˝ˇ/

D @ƒH1#H2
ıP‡

GE.˛˝ˇ/CP‡
GE

�
@ƒH1

˛˝ˇC .�1/h˛˝ @ƒH2
ˇ
�
;

for every ˛ 2 Fƒ
h
.H1/ and ˇ 2 Fƒj .H2/. The chain homotopy P‡

GE
is defined by

counting solutions of the Floer equation on a one-parameter family of Riemann surfaces
with boundary †‡

GE
.˛/, ˛ 2 �0;C1Œ, obtained by removing an open disks from the

pair-of-pants.

More precisely, given ˛ 2 �0;C1Œ, we define †‡
GE
.˛/ as the quotient of the disjoint

union R� Œ�1; 0�tR� Œ0; 1� under the identifications(
.s;�1/� .s; 0�/

.s; 0C/� .s; 1/
if s � 0;

(
.s;�1/� .s; 1/

.s; 0�/� .s; 0C/
if s � ˛:

This object is a Riemann surface with boundary, with the holomorphic coordinates
(3-19) and (3-20) at .0;�1/� .0; 0�/ and at .0; 0C/� .0; 1/, and with the holomorphic
coordinates (3-13) and (3-21) (translated by ˛ ) at .˛; 0/ and at .˛;�1/� .˛; 1/. The
resulting object is a Riemann surface with three cylindrical ends and one boundary circle.
Given x1 2Pƒ.H1/, x2 2Pƒ.H2/ and z 2Pƒ.H1#H2/, we define M‡

GE
.x1;x2I z/

to be the space of pairs .˛;u/, with ˛>0 and u2C1.†‡
GE
.˛/;T �M / the solution of

x@J ;H .u/D 0;

with boundary conditions(
� ıu.s;�1/D � ıu.s; 0�/D � ıu.s; 0C/D � ıu.s; 1/;

u.s; 0�/�u.s;�1/Cu.s; 1/�u.s; 0C/D 0;
8s 2 Œ0; ˛�;

and asymptotic conditions

lim
s!�1

u.s; t � 1/D x1.t/; lim
s!�1

u.s; t/D x2.t/; lim
s!C1

u.s; 2t � 1/D z.t/:

The following result is proved in Section 5.10.

Proposition 3.9 For a generic choice of H1 and H2 , M‡
GE
.x1;x2I z/ – if nonempty

– is a manifold of dimension

dim M‡
GE.x1;x2I z/D �

ƒ.x1/C�
ƒ.x2/��

ƒ.z/� nC 1:

The projection .˛;u/ 7! ˛ is smooth on M‡
GE
.x1;x2I z/. These manifolds carry

coherent orientations.
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Energy estimates, together with (H1) and (H2), again imply compactness. When
�ƒ.z/D �ƒ.x1/C�

ƒ.x2/�nC 1, M‡
GE
.x1;x2I z/ is a finite set of oriented points.

Denoting by n‡
GE
.x1;x2I z/ the algebraic sum of the corresponding orientation signs,

we define the homomorphism

P‡
GE W F

ƒ
h .H1/˝Fƒk .H2/! FƒhCk�nC1.H1#H2/;

x1˝x2 7!

X
z2Pƒ.H1#H2/

�ƒ.z/DhCk�nC1

n‡GE.x1;x2I z/ z:

Then Theorem 3.8 is a consequence of the following:

Proposition 3.10 The homomorphism P‡
GE

is a chain homotopy between ‡ƒ and
G ıE .

The proof of the above result is contained in Section 6.3.

3.5 The homomorphisms C, Ev and I!

In this section we define the Floer homological counterparts of the homomorphisms

c�W Hk.M /!Hk.ƒ.M //; ev�W Hk.ƒ.M //!Hk.M /;

i!W Hk.ƒ.M //!Hk�n.�.M; q0//:

These are the homomorphism which will appear in the Floer homological counterpart
of diagram (1-1). The reader who is interested only in Theorems A and B of the
Introduction may skip this section.

The homomorphisms C and Ev Let f be a smooth Morse function on M , and
assume that the vector field � gradf satisfies the Morse–Smale condition. Let H 2

C1.T �T �M / be a Hamiltonian which satisfies (H0)ƒ , (H1), (H2). We shall define
two chain maps

CW Mk.f /! Fk.H /; EvW Fk.H /!Mk.f /:

Given x 2 crit.f / and y 2 Pƒ.H /, consider the following spaces of maps

MC.x;y/D
n
u 2 C1.Œ0;C1Œ�T ;T �M /

ˇ̌̌
x@J ;H .u/D 0;

� ıu.0; t/� q 2W u.x/ 8t 2 T ; lim
s!C1

u.s; t/D y.t/
o
;

MEv.y;x/D
n
u 2 C1.��1; 0��T ;T �M /

ˇ̌̌
x@J ;H .u/D 0; u.0; t/ 2OM 8t 2 T ;

u.0; 0/ 2W s.x/; lim
s!�1

u.s; t/D y.t/
o
;
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1612 Alberto Abbondandolo and Matthias Schwarz

where OM denotes the image of the zero section in T �M . The following result is
proved in Section 5.10.

Proposition 3.11 For a generic choice of H and f , MC .x;y/ and MEv.y;x/ are
manifolds with

dim MC.x;y/D i.x/��ƒ.y/; dim MEv.y;x/D �
ƒ.y/� i.x/:

These manifolds carry coherent orientations.

If u belongs to MC.x;y/ or MEv.y;x/, the fact that u.0; � / takes value either on the
fiber of some point q 2M or on the zero section of T �M implies that

AH .u.0; � //D�

Z 1

0

H.t;u.0; t// dt:

Therefore, we have the energy estimatesZ
Œ0;C1Œ�T

j@su.s; t/j2 ds dt � �min H �AH .y/;

for every u 2MC.x;y/, andZ
��1;0��T

j@su.s; t/j2 ds dt �AH .y/C max
.t;q/2T�M

H.t; q; 0/;

for every u 2MEv.y;x/. These energy estimates allow to prove the following com-
pactness result:

Proposition 3.12 The spaces MC.x;y/ and MEv.y;x/ are precompact in

C1loc .Œ0;C1Œ�T ;T �M / and C1loc .��1; 0��T ;T �M /:

When �ƒ.y/D i.x/, MC.x;y/ and MEv.y;x/ consist of finitely many oriented points.
The algebraic sums of these orientation signs, denoted by nC.x;y/ and nEv.y;x/,
define the homomorphisms

CW Mk.f /! Fƒk .H /; x 7!
X

y2Pƒ.H /

�ƒ.y/Dk

nC.x;y/y;

EvW Fƒk .H /!Mk.f /; y 7!
X

x2crit.f /
i.x/Dk

nEv.y;x/x:

A standard gluing argument shows that C and Ev are chain maps. The induced
homomorphisms in homology are denoted by C� and Ev� .
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The homomorphism I! Let †I!
be a cylinder with a slit. More precisely, †I!

is
obtained from the strip R� Œ0; 1� by the identifications .s; 0/� .s; 1/ for every s � 0.
At the point .0; 0/� .0; 1/ we have the holomorphic coordinate

f� 2C j Re � � 0; j�j< 1=
p

2g !†I!
; � 7!

(
�2 if Im � � 0;

�2C i if Im � � 0:

It is a Riemann surface with one cylindrical end (on the left-hand side), one strip-like
end, and one boundary line (on the right-hand side). It is the copy of one component
of †E ; see Figure 3.

Consider now a Hamiltonian H 2 C1.T � T �M / which satisfies (H0)ƒ , (H0)� ,
(H1), (H2). We also assume the condition

(3-25) x 2 Pƒ.H / H) x.0/ … T �q0
M:

Given x 2 Pƒ.H / and y 2 P�.H /, we introduce the space of maps

MI!
.x;y/D

n
u 2 C1.†I!

;T �M /
ˇ̌̌
x@J ;H .u/D 0; u.s; 0/ 2 T �q0

M and

u.s; 1/ 2 T �q0
M 8s � 0; lim

s!�1
u.s; t/D x.t/; lim

s!C1
u.s; t/D y.t/

o
:

The following result is proved in Section 5.10:

Proposition 3.13 For a generic H satisfying (3-25), the space MI!
.x;y/ is a manifold

with
dim MI!

.x;y/D �ƒ.x/���.y/� n:

These manifolds carry coherent orientations.

The general discussion of Section 6.1 gives the following compactness statement:

Proposition 3.14 The space MI!
.x;y/ is precompact in C1loc .†I!

;T �M /.

When ��.y/ D �ƒ.x/� n, the space MI!
.x;y/ consists of finitely many oriented

points. The algebraic sum of these orientations is denoted by nI!
.x;y/, and defines

the homomorphism

I!W F
ƒ
k .H /! F�k�n.H /; x 7!

X
y2P�.H /

��.y/Dk�n

nI!
.x;y/y:

A standard gluing argument shows that I! is a chain map. The induced map in homology
is denoted by the same symbol.
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4 Isomorphisms between Morse and Floer complexes

4.1 The chain complex isomorphism

Let Q be a closed manifold and let R be a closed submanifold of Q�Q, as in Section
2.1 and Section 3.1. The aim of this section is to recall the construction of an isomor-
phism between HFR

� .T
�Q/, the Floer homology of T �Q with nonlocal conormal

boundary conditions defined by R (see Section 3.1), and the singular homology of the
path space

PR.Q/ WD
˚
 2 C 0.Œ0; 1�;Q/

ˇ̌
. .0/;  .1// 2Rg:

The existence of such an isomorphism was first proved by Viterbo in [52], in the case of
periodic boundary conditions (that is, when R is the diagonal in Q�Q). A different
proof is due to Salamon and Weber [44]. Here we adopt a third approach, which
we have introduced in [4] for periodic and Dirichlet boundary conditions, and later
extended to arbitrary nonlocal conormal boundary conditions with Portaluri in [2]. See
also Weber [54] for a nice exposition comparing the three approaches.

The strategy is to choose the Hamiltonian H 2C1.Œ0; 1��T �Q/ to be the Fenchel dual
of a Lagrangian L 2 C1.Œ0; 1��TQ/, and to work at the chain level, by constructing
a chain isomorphism

(4-1) ˆR
L W M�.S

R
L /! FR

� .H /

from the Morse complex of the Lagrangian action functional SR
L

introduced in Section
2.1 to the Floer complex of H . More precisely, we assume that the Lagrangian L

satisfies the assumptions (L1) and (L2) and that all the solutions  in PR.L/ are
nondegenerate. It follows that the Fenchel dual Hamiltonian H , which is defined by

H.t; q;p/ WD max
v2TqM

�
hp; vi �L.t; q; v/

�
;

is smooth and satisfies (H0), (H1) and (H2). If v.t; q;p/ 2 TqM is the (unique) vector
where the above maximum is achieved, the map

Œ0; 1��T �M ! Œ0; 1��TM; .t; q;p/ 7! .t; q; v.t; q;p//;

is a diffeomorphism, called the Legendre transform associated to the Lagrangian L.
There is a one-to-one correspondence x 7! � ıx between the orbits of the Hamiltonian
vector field XH and the solutions of the Euler–Lagrange equation (2-1) associated to L,
such that .t; � ı x.t/; .� ı x/0.t// is the Legendre transform of .t;x.t//. Therefore,
x belongs to PR.H / if and only if � ıx belongs to PR.L/, and the fact that � ıx

is nondegenerate is equivalent to the fact that x is nondegenerate. Therefore, both
the Morse complex M�.SR

L
/ and the Floer complex FR

� .H / are well-defined. The
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existence of the isomorphism (4-1) implies that the Floer homology HFR
� .T

�Q/ is
isomorphic to the singular homology of PQ.R/, just because the Morse homology
HM�.SR

L
/ of the functional SR

L
is isomorphic to the singular homology of its domain

W
1;2

R
.Œ0; 1�;Q/, and because the latter space is homotopically equivalent to PQ.R/.

Clearly, the identification between generators PR.H /! PR.L/, x 7! � ı x , need
not produce a chain map, because the definitions of the boundary operator in the two
complexes have little in common. The construction of the isomorphism ˆR

L
is based

instead on counting solutions of a hybrid problem, that we now describe.

Given  2 PR.L/ and x 2 PR.H /, we denote by MR
ˆ
.;x/ the space of maps

uW Œ0;C1Œ� Œ0; 1�! T �Q which solve the Floer equation

(4-2) x@J ;H .u/D 0;

together with the asymptotic condition

(4-3) lim
s!C1

u.s; t/D x.t/;

and the boundary conditions

.u.s; 0/;Cu.s; 1// 2N �R; 8s � 0; � ıu.0; � / 2W u. /;

where W u. /�W
1;2

R
.Œ0; 1�;Q/ denotes the unstable manifold of  with respect to

the pseudo-gradient vector field X for SR
L

used in the definition of the Morse complex
of SR

L
. For a generic choice of L and of the pseudo-gradient X , these spaces of maps

are manifolds of dimension

dim MR
ˆ.;x/D i. ISR

L /��
R.x/;

where i. ISR
L
/ denotes the Morse index of  , seen as a critical point of SR

L
, and

�R.x/ is the Maslov index of x defined in (3-5). The fact that H is the Fenchel dual
of L immediately implies the following important inequality between the Hamiltonian
and the Lagrangian action functionals:

(4-4) AH .x/� SL.� ıx/; 8x 2 C1.Œ0; 1�;T �Q/;

with the equality holding if and only if x is related to .� ıx; .� ıx/0/ by the Legendre
transform. In particular, the equality holds if x is an orbit of the Hamiltonian vector
field XH . The inequality (4-4) provides us with the energy estimates which allow
to prove suitable compactness properties for the spaces MR

ˆ
.;x/. When �R.x/D

i. ISR
L
/, the space MR

ˆ
.;x/ consists of finitely many oriented points, which add up
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to the integers nR
ˆ
.;x/. These integers are the coefficients of the homomorphism

ˆR
L W Mk.S

R
L /! FR

k .H;J /;  7!
X

x2PR.H /

�R.x/Dk

nR
ˆ.;x/x;

which can be shown to be a chain map. The inequality (4-4) implies that nR
ˆ
.;x/D 0

if AH .x/ � SL. / and  ¤ � ı x , while nR
ˆ
.;x/D˙1 if  D � ı x . These facts

imply that ˆR
L

is an isomorphism.

As in Section 2.1 and Section 3.1, we are interested in the boundary conditions given
by the following choices for R: Periodic (QDM and RD�M ), Dirichlet (QDM

and RD .q0; q0/), Figure–8 (QDM �M , RD�.4/
M

). We denote the corresponding
isomorphisms also by the symbols

ˆƒL WDˆ
�M

L
; ˆ�L WDˆ

.q0;q0/
L ; ˆ‚L WDˆ

�
.4/

M
L :

4.2 A chain level proof of Theorem B

Theorem B of the Introduction says that if M is a closed manifold and q0 2M , then
there is a graded ring isomorphism

H�.�.M; q0//Š HF�� .T
�M /

where the first graded group is endowed with the Pontrjagin product # (see Section 1.1),
and the second one with the triangle product ‡�� (see Section 3.3). By the results
of Section 2.3, the Pontrjagin product # can be read on the Morse complex of the
Lagrangian action functional with Dirichlet boundary conditions as the chain map

M#W Mj .S
�
L1
/˝Mk.S

�
L2
/!MjCk.S

�
L1#L2

/;

defined in Proposition 2.2. Therefore, Theorem B is implied by the following chain
level statement, which is the main result of this section:

Theorem 4.1 Let L1;L2 2 C1.Œ0; 1� � TM / be two Lagrangians which satisfy
(L0)� , (L1), (L2), are such that L1.1; � /DL2.0; � / with all the time derivatives, and
(2-9) holds. Assume also that the Lagrangian L1#L2 defined by (2-8) satisfies (L0)� .
Let H1 and H2 be the Fenchel transforms of L1 and L2 , so that H1#H2 is the Fenchel
transform of L1#L2 , and the three Hamiltonians H1 , H2 , and H1#H2 satisfy (H0)� ,
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(H1), (H2). Then the diagram�
M.S�L1

/˝M.S�L2
/
�
k

M# //

ˆ�L1
˝ˆ�L2 ��

Mk.S
�
L1#L2

/

ˆ�L1#L2���
F�.H1/˝F�.H2/

�
k

‡� // F�
k
.H1#H2/

is chain-homotopy commutative.

Instead of constructing directly a homotopy between ˆ�L1#L2
ıM# and ‡�ıˆ�L1

˝ˆ�L2
,

we shall prove that both these chain maps are homotopic to a third one, that we name
K� ; see Figure 4.

˛

'

‡� ıˆ�L1
˝ˆ�L2

K�

'

˛

ˆ�L1#L2
ıM#

Figure 4: The homotopy through K�

The definition of K� is based on the following space of solutions of the Floer equation
for the Hamiltonian H defined in (3-17): given 1 2 P�.L1/, 2 2 P�.L2/, and
x 2P�.H1#H2/, let M�

K
.1; 2Ix/ be the space of solutions uW Œ0;C1Œ� Œ�1; 1�!

T �M of the Floer equation
x@J ;H .u/D 0;

with boundary conditions

� ıu.s;�1/D � ıu.s; 1/D q0; 8s � 0;

� ıu.0; � � 1/ 2W u.1IX
�
L1
/; � ıu.0; � / 2W u.2IX

�
L2
/;
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and the asymptotic behavior

lim
s!C1

u.s; 2t � 1/D x.t/:

Here, X�
L1

and X�
L2

are Morse–Smale pseudo-gradients for the functionals S�L1
and

S�L2
. Theorem 3.2 in [4] (or the arguments of Section 5.10) implies that for a generic

choice of the Lagrangians L1 , L2 , and of the pseudo-gradients X�
L1

, X�
L2

, the space
M�

K
.1; 2Ix/ – if nonempty – is a smooth manifold of dimension

dim M�
K .1; 2Ix/D i�.1IL1/C i�.2IL2/��

�.xIH1#H2/:

These manifolds carry coherent orientations. The energy identity is nowZ
Œ0;C1Œ� Œ�1;1�

j@su.s; t/j2 ds dt DAH1
.x1/CAH2

.x2/�AH1#H2
.x/;

where x1.t/D u.0; t�1/ and x2.t/D u.0; t/. Since � ıx1 is in the unstable manifold
of 1 and � ıx2 is in the unstable manifold of 2 , the inequality (4-4) implies that

AH1
.x1/� SL1

.1/; AH2
.x2/� SL2

.2/;

so the elements u of M�
K
.1; 2Ix/ satisfy the energy estimate

(4-5)
Z
Œ0;C1Œ� Œ�1;1�

j@su.s; t/j2 ds dt � SL1
.1/CSL2

.2/�AH1#H2
.x/:

When i�.1IL1/C i�.2IL2/ D ��.xIH1 ˚H2/, the space M�
K
.1; 2Ix/ is a

compact zero-dimensional oriented manifold. If n�
K
.1; 2Ix/ is the algebraic sum of

its points, we can define the homomorphism

K�
W
�
M.S�L1

/˝M.S�L2
/
�
k
! F�k .H1#H2/;

1˝ 2 7!

X
x2P�.H1#H2/

��.x/Dk

n�K .1; 2Ix/x:

A standard gluing argument shows that K� is a chain map.

It is easy to construct a homotopy P #
K

between ˆ�L1#L2
ıM# and K� . In fact, it is

enough to consider the space of pairs .˛;u/, where ˛ is a positive number and u is a
solution of the Floer equation on Œ0;C1Œ� Œ�1; 1� which converges to x for s!C1,
and such that the curve t 7! � ıu.0; 2t � 1/ belongs to the evolution at time ˛ of

�
�
W u.1IX

�
L1
/�W u.2IX

�
L2
/
�
;
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by flow of X�
L1#L2

, a pseudo-gradient for S�L1#L2
. Here � is the concatenation map

defined in Section 1.1. More precisely, set

M#
K .1; 2Ix/ WD

n
.˛;u/

ˇ̌̌
˛ > 0; uW Œ0;C1Œ� Œ�1; 1�! T �M solves x@J ;H .u/D 0;

� ıu.s;�1/D � ıu.s; 1/D q0 8s � 0; lim
s!C1

u.s; 2t � 1/D x.t/;

� ıu.0; 2 � �1/ 2 ��˛
�
�.W u.1IX

�
L1
/�W u.2IX

�
L2
//
�o
;

where ��s denotes the flow of X�
L1#L2

. For a generic choice of L1 , L2 , X�
L1

,
X�

L2
, and X�

L1#L2
, the space M#

K
.1; 2Ix/ – if nonempty – is a smooth manifold of

dimension

dim M#
K .1; 2Ix/D i�.1IL1/C i�.2IL2/��

�.xIH1#H2/C 1;

and these manifolds carry coherent orientations. The energy estimate is again (4-5). By
counting the elements of the zero-dimensional manifolds, we obtain a homomorphism

P #
K W

�
M.S�L1

/˝M.S�L2
/
�
k
! F�kC1.H1#H2/:

A standard gluing argument shows that P #
K

is a chain homotopy between ˆ�L1#L2
ıM#

and K� .

The homotopy PK
‡

between K� and ‡� ı .ˆ�L1
˝ ˆ�L2

/ is defined by counting
solutions of the Floer equation on a one-parameter family of Riemann surfaces †K

‡
.˛/,

obtained by removing a point from the closed disk. More precisely, given ˛ > 0, we
define †K

‡
.˛/ as the quotient of the disjoint union Œ0;C1Œ� Œ�1; 0�t Œ0;C1Œ� Œ0; 1�

under the identification

.s; 0�/� .s; 0C/ for s � ˛:

This object is a Riemann surface with boundary: Its complex structure at each interior
point and at each boundary point other than .˛; 0/ is induced by the inclusion, whereas
the holomorphic coordinate at .˛; 0/ is given by the map

f� 2C j Re � � 0; j�j< �g !†K
‡ .˛/; � 7! ˛C �2;

where the positive number � is smaller than 1 and
p
˛ . Given 12P.L1/, 22P.L2/,

and x 2 P.H1#H2/, we consider the space of pairs .˛;u/ where ˛ is a positive
number, and u.s; t/ is a solution of the Floer equation on †K

‡
.˛/ which converges

to x for s ! C1, lies above some element in the unstable manifold of 1 for
s D 0 and �1 � t � 0, lies above some element in the unstable manifold of 2 for
s D 0 and 0 � t � 1, and lies above q0 at all the other boundary points. More
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precisely, MK
‡
.1; 2Ix/ is the set of pairs .˛;u/ where ˛ is a positive number and

uW †K
‡
.˛/! T �M is a solution of

x@J ;H .u/D 0;

which satisfies the boundary conditions

� ıu.s;�1/D � ıu.s; 1/D q0; 8s � 0;

� ıu.s; 0�/D � ıu.s; 0C/D q0; 8s 2 Œ0; ˛�;

� ıu.0; � � 1/ 2W u.1IX
�
L1
/; � ıu.0; � / 2W u.2IX

�
L2
/;

and the asymptotic condition

lim
s!C1

u.s; 2t � 1/D x.t/:

The following result is proved in Section 5.10.

Proposition 4.2 For a generic choice of L1 , L2 , X�
L1

, and X�
L2

, MK
‡
.1; 2Ix/ – if

nonempty – is a smooth manifold of dimension

dim MK
‡ .1; 2Ix/D i�.1IL1/C i�.2IL2/��

�.xIH1#H2/C 1:

These manifolds carry coherent orientations.

As before, the elements .˛;u/ of MK
‡
.1; 2Ix/ satisfy the energy estimateZ

†K
‡
.˛/

j@su.s; t/j2 ds dt � SL1
.1/CSL2

.2/�AH1#H2
.x/;

which allows to prove compactness. By counting the zero-dimensional components,
we define a homomorphism

PK
‡ W

�
M.S�L1

/˝M.S�L2
/
�
k
! F�kC1.H1#H2;J /:

The conclusion arises from the following:

Proposition 4.3 The homomorphism PK
‡

is a chain homotopy between K� and
‡� ı .ˆ�L1

˝ˆ�L2
/.

The proof of the above proposition is contained in Section 6.4. It is again a compactness-
cobordism argument. The analytical tool is the implicit function theorem together with
a suitable family of conformal transformations of the half-strip. This concludes the
proof of Theorem 4.1, hence of Theorem B.
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4.3 A chain level proof of Theorem A

Theorem A of the Introduction says that if M is an oriented closed manifold, then
there is a graded ring isomorphism

H�.ƒ.M //Š HFƒ� .T
�M /

where the first graded group is endowed with the loop product o (see Section 1.2),
and the second one with the pair-of-pants product H�‡

ƒ (see Section 3.3).

The loop product is the composition of two nontrivial homomorphisms: The first one
is the exterior homology product � followed by the Umkehr map e! , that is

e! ı�W Hh.ƒ.M //˝Hj .ƒ.M // �!HhCj�n.‚.M //;

the second one is the homomorphism induced by concatenation,

��W Hk.‚.M // �!Hk.ƒ.M //:

In Section 2.4, we have shown how these two homomorphisms can be read on the
Morse complexes of the Lagrangian action functional with either periodic or figure–8

boundary conditions: e! ı� is induced by the chain map

M!W Mh.S
ƒ
L1
/˝Mj .S

ƒ
L2
/ �!MhCj�n.S

‚
L1˚L2

/;

defined immediately after Proposition 2.4, and �� by the chain map

M� W Mk.S
‚
L1˚L2

/ �!Mk.S
ƒ
L1#L2

/;

defined in Proposition 2.5. On the other hand, by Theorem 3.8 the pair-of-pants product
‡ƒ� on the Floer homology of T �M with periodic boundary conditions is induced by
the composition of the chain maps

EW Fƒh .H1/˝Fƒj .H2/ �! F‚hCj�n.H1˚H2/;

GW F‚k .H1˚H2/ �! Fƒk .H1#H2/:

Therefore, Theorem A is an immediate consequence of the following chain level result:

Theorem 4.4 Let L1;L2 2 C1.T �TM / be two Lagrangians which satisfy (L0)ƒ ,
(L1), (L2), are such that L1.0; � /DL2.0; � / with all the time derivatives, and satisfy
(2-10), or equivalently (2-11). Assume also that the Lagrangian L1#L2 defined by
(2-8) satisfies (L0)ƒ . Let H1 and H2 be the Fenchel transforms of L1 and L2 , so that
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H1#H2 is the Fenchel transform of L1#L2 , and the three Hamiltonians H1 , H2 , and
H1#H2 satisfy (H0)ƒ , (H1), (H2). Then the two squares in the diagram�

M.SƒL1
/˝M.SƒL2

/
�
k

M! //

ˆƒL1
˝ˆƒL2 ��

Mk�n.S
‚
L1˚L2

/

ˆ‚L1˚L2��

M� // Mk�n.S
ƒ
L1#L2

/

ˆƒL1#L2���
Fƒ.H1/˝Fƒ.H2/

�
k

E // F‚
k�n

.H1˚H2/
G // Fƒ

k�n
.H1#H2/

commute up to chain homotopies.

The chain homotopy commutativity of the left-hand square is more delicate and is
proved in the next section. The second square is studied in Section 4.5.

4.4 The left-hand square is homotopy commutative

In this section we show that the chain maps ˆ‚L1˚L2
ıM! and E ı .ˆƒL1

˝ˆƒL2
/ are

homotopic. We start by constructing a one-parameter family of chain maps

Kƒ
˛ W
�
M.SƒL1

/˝M.SƒL2
/
�
�
�! F‚��n.H1˚H2/;

where ˛ is a nonnegative number. The definition of Kƒ
˛ is based on the solution spaces

of the Floer equation on the Riemann surface †K
˛ consisting of a half-cylinder with a

slit. More precisely, when ˛ is positive †K
˛ is the quotient of Œ0;C1Œ� Œ0; 1� by the

identifications
.s; 0/� .s; 1/ 8s 2 Œ0; ˛�:

with the holomorphic coordinate at .˛; 0/� .˛; 1/ obtained from (3-20) by a translation
by ˛ . When ˛D0, †K

˛ D†
K
0

is just the half-strip Œ0;C1Œ� Œ0; 1�. Fix 12Pƒ.L1/,
2 2 Pƒ.L2/, and x 2 P‚.H1˚H2/. Let MK

˛ .1; 2Ix/ be the space of solutions
uW †K

˛ ! T �M 2 of the equation

x@J ;H1˚H2
.u/D 0;

which satisfy the boundary conditions

� ıu.0; � / 2 W u..1; 2/IX
ƒ
L1˚L2

/;(4-6)

.u.s; 0/;Cu.s; 1// 2 N ��
.4/
M ; 8s � ˛;(4-7)

lim
s!C1

u.s; t/D x.t/;(4-8)

where Xƒ
L1˚L2

is a pseudo-gradient for SƒL1˚L2
on ƒ1.M �M /. Let us fix some

˛0 � 0. The following result is proved in Section 5.10:
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Proposition 4.5 For a generic choice of the Lagrangians L1 , L2 , and of the pseudo-
gradient Xƒ

L1˚L2
, the space MK

˛0
.1; 2Ix/ – if nonempty – is a smooth manifold of

dimension

dim MK
˛0
.1; 2Ix/D iƒ.1IL1/C iƒ.2IL2/��

‚.xIH1˚H2/� n:

These manifolds carry coherent orientations.

Compactness is again a consequence of the energy estimate

(4-9)
Z
†K
˛

j@su.s; t/j2 ds dt � SL1
.1/CSL2

.2/�AH1˚H2
.x/;

implied by (4-4). When iƒ.1IL1/C iƒ.2IL2/D k and �‚.xIH1˚H2/D k�n,
the space MK

˛0
.1; 2Ix/ is a compact zero-dimensional oriented manifold. The usual

counting process defines the homomorphism

Kƒ
˛0
W
�
M.SƒL1

/˝M.SƒL2
/
�
k
! F‚k�n.H1˚H2/;

and a standard gluing argument shows that Kƒ
˛0

is a chain map.

Now assume ˛0 > 0. By standard compactness and gluing arguments, the family of
solutions MK

˛ for ˛ varying in the interval Œ˛0;C1Œ allows to define a chain homotopy
between Kƒ

˛0
and the composition E ı .ˆƒL1

˝ˆƒL2
/.

Similarly, a compactness and cobordism argument on the Morse side shows that Kƒ
0

is chain homotopic to the composition ˆ‚L1˚L2
ıM! . See Figure 5.

˛

‚

E ı .ˆƒL1
˝ˆƒL2

/ ' Kƒ
˛

!
' Kƒ

0
' ˆ‚L1˚L2

ıM!

‚

Figure 5: The homotopy through Kƒ
˛ and Kƒ

0

It remains to prove that Kƒ
˛0

is homotopic to Kƒ
0

. Constructing a homotopy between
these chain maps by using the spaces of solutions MK

˛ for ˛ 2 Œ0; ˛0� presents analytical
difficulties: If we are given a solution u of the limiting problem MK

0
, the existence of a

(unique) one-parameter family of solutions “converging” to u is problematic, because
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we do not expect u to be C 0 close to the one-parameter family of solutions, due to the
jump in the boundary conditions.

Therefore, we use a detour, starting from the following algebraic observation. If two
chain maps '; W C!C 0 are homotopic, so are their tensor products '˝ and  ˝' .
The converse is obviously not true, as the example of ' D 0 and  noncontractible
shows. However, it becomes true under suitable conditions on ' and  . Denote by
.Z; 0/ the graded group which vanishes at every degree, except for degree zero, where it
coincides with Z. We see .Z; 0/ as a chain complex with the trivial boundary operator.
Then we have the following:

Lemma 4.6 Let .C; @/ and .C 0; @/ be chain complexes, bounded from below. Let
'; W C ! C 0 be chain maps. Assume that there is an element � 2 C0 with @� D 0

and a chain map ıW C 0! .Z; 0/ such that

ı.'.�//D ı. .�//D 1:

If '˝ is homotopic to  ˝' , then ' is homotopic to  .

Proof Let � be the chain map

� W C 0˝C 0! C 0˝ .Z; 0/Š C 0; � D id˝ ı:

Let H W C ˝C ! C 0˝C 0 be a chain homotopy between '˝ and  ˝' , that is

'˝ � ˝' D @H CH@:

If we define the homomorphism hW C ! C 0 by

h.a/ WD � ıH.a˝ �/; 8a 2 C;

we have

@h.a/C h@aD @�.H.a˝ �//C�.H@.a˝ �//

D �.@H.a˝ �/CH@.a˝ �//D �.'.a/˝ .�/� .a/˝'.�//

D '.a/˝ ı. .�//� .a/˝ ı.'.�//D '.a/� .a/:

Hence h is the required chain homotopy.

We shall apply the above lemma to the complexes

Ck D
�
M.SƒL1

/˝M.SƒL2
/
�
kCn

; C 0k D F‚k .H1˚H2/;

and to the chain maps Kƒ
0

and Kƒ
˛0

. The tensor products Kƒ
0
˝Kƒ

˛0
and Kƒ

˛0
˝Kƒ

0

are represented by the coupling – in two different orders – of the corresponding elliptic
boundary value problems.
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Proposition 4.7 The chain maps Kƒ
0
˝Kƒ

˛0
and Kƒ

˛0
˝Kƒ

0
are homotopic.

Constructing a homotopy between the coupled problems is easier than dealing with the
original ones: we can keep ˛0 fixed and rotate the boundary condition on the initial
part of the half-strip. This argument is similar to an alternative way, due to H Hofer,
to prove the gluing statements in standard Floer homology. Details of the proof of
Proposition 4.7 are contained in Section 6.5 below.

Here we just construct the cycle � and the chain map ı required in Lemma 4.6. Let

zıW M.S‚L1˚L2
/! .Z; 0/

be the standard augmentation on the Morse complex of the Lagrangian action functional
on the space of figure–8 loops, that is the homomorphism mapping each generator
 2P‚.L1˚L2/ of Morse index zero into 1. Since the unstable manifold of a critical
point  of Morse index 1 is one-dimensional, its boundary is of the form 1 � 2 ,
where 1 and 2 are two relative minimizers. Hence, zı is a chain map. We choose the
chain map

ıW F‚.H1˚H2/! .Z; 0/

to be the composition of zı with the isomorphism .ˆ‚L1˚L2
/�1 from the Floer to the

Morse complex. Since the latter isomorphism is the identity on global minimizers,
ı.x/D 1 if x 2 P‚.H1˚H2/ corresponds to a global minimizer of S‚L1˚L2

.

We now construct the cycle � in
�
M.SƒL1

/˝M.SƒL2
/
�
n

. Since changing the La-
grangians L1 and L2 (and the corresponding Hamiltonians) changes the chain maps
appearing in the diagram of Theorem 4.4 by a chain homotopy, we are free to choose
the Lagrangians so to make the construction easier.

We consider a Lagrangian of the form

L1.t; q; v/ WD
1
2
jvj2�V1.t; q/;

where the potential V1 2 C1.T �M / satisfies

V1.t; q/ < V1.t; q0/D 0; 8t 2 T ; 8q 2M n fq0g;(4-10)

Hess V1.t; q0/ < 0; 8t 2 T :(4-11)

The corresponding Euler–Lagrange equation is

(4-12) rt
0.t/D� grad V1.t;  .t//;

where rt denotes the covariant derivative along the curve  . By (4-10) and (4-11),
the constant curve q0 is a nondegenerate minimizer for the action functional SƒL1

on
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the free loop space (actually, it is the unique global minimizer), so

iƒ.q0IL1/D 0:

Notice also that the equilibrium point .q0; 0/ is hyperbolic and unstable for the Hamil-
tonian dynamics on T �M induced by the Fenchel dual Hamiltonian H1 . We claim
that there exists ! > 0 such that

every solution  of (4-12) such that  .0/D  .1/, other than  .t/� q0;

satisfies SL1
. /� !:

(4-13)

Assuming the contrary, there exists a sequence .h/ of solutions of (4-12) with h.0/D

h.1/ and 0 < SL1
.h/! 0. The space of solutions of (4-12) with action bounded

from above is compact – for instance in C1.Œ0; 1�;M / – so a subsequence of .h/

converges to a solution of (4-12) with zero action. Since q0 is the only solution with
zero action, we find nonconstant solutions  of (4-12) with  .0/D  .1/ in any C1–
neighborhood of the constant curve q0 . But this is impossible: The fact that the local
stable and unstable manifolds of the hyperbolic equilibrium point .q0; 0/ 2 T �M are
transverse to the vertical foliation fT �q M j q 2M g easily implies that if .xh/ is a
sequence in the phase space T �M tending to .q0; 0/ such that the Hamiltonian orbit
of xh at time Th is on the leaf T �

�.xh/
M containing xh , then the sequence .Th/ must

diverge.

A generic choice of the potential V1 satisfying (4-10) and (4-11) produces a La-
grangian L1 whose associated action functional is Morse on ƒ1.M /.

Next we consider an autonomous Lagrangian of the form

zL2.q; v/ WD
1
2
jvj2�V2.q/;

where:

(i) V2 is a smooth Morse function on M .

(ii) 0D V2.q0/ < V2.q/ < !=2 for every q 2M n fq0g.

(iii) V2 has no local minimizers other than q0 .

(iv) kV2kC 2.M / < � .

Here � is a small positive constant, whose size is to be specified. The critical points
of V2 are equilibrium solutions of the Euler–Lagrange equation associated to zL2 . The
second differential of the action at such an equilibrium solution q is

d2Sƒ
zL2

.q/Œ�; ��D

Z 1

0

�
h� 0.t/; � 0.t/i � hHess V2.q/ �.t/; �.t/i

�
dt:
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If 0< � < 2� , (iv) implies that q is a nondegenerate critical point of Sƒ
zL2

with Morse
index

iƒ.qI zL2/D n� i.qIV2/;

a maximal negative subspace being the space of constant vector fields at q taking
values into the positive eigenspace of Hess V2.q/.

The infimum of the energy
1

2

Z 1

0

j 0.t/j2 dt

over all nonconstant closed geodesics is positive. It follows that if � in (iv) is small
enough, then

(4-14) inffS zL2
. / j  2 Pƒ. zL2/;  nonconstantg> 0:

Since the Lagrangian zL2 is autonomous, nonconstant periodic orbits cannot be nonde-
generate critical points of Sƒ

zL2

. Let W 2C1.T �M / be a C 2 –small time-dependent
potential satisfying:

(v) 0�W .t; q/ < !=2 for every .t; q/ 2 T �M .

(vi) W .t; q/ D 0, grad W .t; q/ D 0, Hess W .t; q/ D 0 for every t 2 T and every
critical point q of V2 .

For a generic choice of such a W , the action functional associated to the Lagrangian

L2.t; q; v/ WD
1
2
hv; vi �V2.q/�W .t; q/;

is Morse on ƒ1.M /. By (vi), the critical points of V2 are still equilibrium solutions
of the Euler–Lagrange equation

rt
0.t/D� grad

�
V2.t;  .t//CW .t;  .t/

�
;(4-15)

iƒ.qIL2/D n� i.qIV2/ 8q 2 crit V2:(4-16)

Moreover, (4-14) implies that if the C 2 norm of W is small enough, then

(4-17) inffSL2
. / j  2 Pƒ.L2/;  nonconstantg> 0:

Up to a generic perturbation of the potential W , we may also assume that the equilibrium
solution q0 is the only 1–periodic solution of (4-15) with  .0/D .1/Dq0 (generically,
the set of periodic orbits is discrete, and so is the set of their initial points).

Since the inclusion cW M ,! ƒ1.M / induces an injective homomorphism between
the singular homology groups, the image c�.ŒM �/ of the fundamental class of the
oriented closed manifold M does not vanish in ƒ1.M /. By (ii) and (v), the action
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SL2
of every constant curve in M does not exceed 0. So we can regard c�.ŒM �/ as

a non vanishing element of the homology of the sublevel fSƒL2
� 0g. The singular

homology of fSƒL2
� 0g is isomorphic to the homology of the subcomplex of the

Morse complex M�.SƒL2
/ generated by the critical points of SƒL2

whose action does
not exceed 0. By (4-17), these critical points are the equilibrium solutions q , with
q 2 crit .V2/. By (ii), (iii), and (4-16), the only critical point of index n in this sublevel
is q0 . It follows that the Morse homological counterpart of c�.ŒM �/ is ˙q0 . In
particular, q0 2Mn.SƒL2

/ is a cycle. Since SƒL2
.q0/D 0,

(4-18) SƒL2
. /� 0; 8 2W u.q0IX

ƒ
L2
/:

We now regard the pair .q0; q0/ as an element of P‚.L1˚L2/. We claim that if � is
small enough, (iv) implies that .q0; q0/ is a nondegenerate minimizer for SL1˚L2

on
the space of figure–8 loops ‚1.M /. The second differential of S‚L1˚L2

at .q0; q0/ is
the quadratic form

d2S‚L1˚L2
.q0; q0/Œ.�1; �2/�

2

D

Z 1

0

�
h� 01; �

0
1i � hHess V1.t; q0/ �1; �1iC h�

0
2; �
0
2i � hHess V2.q0/ �2; �2i

�
dt;

on the space of curves .�1; �2/ in the Sobolev space W 1;2.Œ0; 1�;Tq0
M � Tq0

M /

which satisfy the boundary conditions

�1.0/D �1.1/D �2.0/D �2.1/:

By (4-11), we can find ˛ > 0 such that

Hess V1.t; q0/� �˛I:

By comparison, it is enough to show that the quadratic form

Q�.u1;u2/ WD

Z 1

0

.u01.t/
2
C˛u1.t/

2
Cu02.t/

2
� �u2.t/

2/ dt

is coercive on the space

˚
.u1;u2/ 2W 1;2.Œ0; 1�;R2/

ˇ̌
u1.0/D u1.1/D u2.0/D u2.1/

	
:
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When � D 0, the quadratic form Q0 is nonnegative. An isotropic element .u1;u2/

for Q0 would solve the boundary value problem

�u001.t/C˛u1.t/D 0;(4-19)

�u002.t/D 0;(4-20)

u1.0/D u1.1/D u2.0/D u2.1/;(4-21)

u01.1/�u01.0/D u02.0/�u02.1/:(4-22)

By (4-20) and (4-21), u2 is constant, so by (4-21) and (4-22) u1 is a periodic solution
of (4-19). Since ˛ is positive, u1 is zero and by (4-21) so is u2 . Since the bounded
self-adjoint operator associated to Q0 is Fredholm, we deduce that Q0 is coercive. By
continuity, Q� remains coercive for � small. This proves our claim.

Let H1 and H2 be the Hamiltonians which are Fenchel dual to L1 and L2 . In order
to simplify the notation, let us denote by .q0; q0/ also the constant curve in T �M 2

identically equal to ..q0; 0/; .q0; 0//. Then .q0; q0/ is a nondegenerate element of
P‚.H1˚H2/, and it has Maslov index

�‚.q0; q0/D i‚.q0; q0/D 0:

Let x be an element in P‚.H1˚H2/, and let  be its projection onto M �M . By
the definition of the Euler–Lagrange problem for figure–8 loops (see in particular the
boundary conditions (2-4)), 1 is a solution of (4-12), 2 is a solution of (4-15), and

(4-23) 1.0/D 1.1/D 2.0/D 2.1/;  02.1/� 
0
2.0/D 

0
1.0/� 

0
1.1/:

If 1 is the constant orbit q0 , then (4-23) implies that 2 is a 1–periodic solution of
(4-15) such that 2.0/D 2.1/D q0 , and we have assumed that the only curve with
these properties is 2 � q0 . If 1 is not the constant orbit q0 , (4-13) implies that

SL1
.1/� !:

By (ii) and (v), the infimum of SL2
is larger than �! , so we deduce that

(4-24) AH1˚H2
.x/DAH1

.x1/CAH2
.x2/D SL1

.1/CSL2
.2/ > 0;

8x 2 P‚.H1˚H2/ n f.q0; q0/g;

so .q0; q0/ is the global minimizer of S‚L1˚L2
.

Now we choose � in the n–th degree component of the chain complex M.SƒL1
/˝

M.SƒL2
/ to be the cycle

� D q0˝ q0 2M0.S
ƒ
L1
/˝Mn.S

ƒ
L2
/:
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We must show that

(4-25) ı.Kƒ
0 .q0˝ q0//D ı.K

ƒ
˛0
.q0˝ q0//D 1:

Let x 2 P‚.H1˚H2/, and let u be an element of either

MK
0 .q0; q0Ix/ or MK

˛0
.q0; q0Ix/:

By the boundary condition (4-6), the curve u.0; � / projects onto a closed curve in
M �M whose first component is the constant q0 and whose second component is
in the unstable manifold of q0 with respect to the negative pseudo-gradient flow of
SƒL2

. By the fundamental inequality (4-4) between the Hamiltonian and the Lagrangian
action and by (4-18), we have

AH1˚H2
.x/�AH1˚H2

.u.0; � //� SL1˚L2
.� ıu.0; � //

D SƒL1
.q0/CSƒL2

.� ıu2.0; � //� 0:

By (4-24), x must be the constant curve .q0; q0/, and all the inequalities in the above
estimate are equalities. It follows that u is constant, u.s; t/� .q0; q0/.

Therefore, the spaces MK
0
.q0; q0Ix/ and MK

˛0
.q0; q0Ix/ are nonempty if and only if

x D .q0; q0/, and in the latter situation they consist of the unique constant solution
u� .q0; q0/. Automatic transversality holds for such solutions (see [4, Proposition
3.7]), so such a picture survives to the generic perturbations of L1 , L2 , and of the
pseudo-gradients which are necessary to achieve a Morse–Smale situation. Taking also
the orientations into account, it follows that

Kƒ
0 .q0˝ q0/D .q0; q0/; Kƒ

˛ .q0˝ q0/D .q0; q0/:

Since .q0; q0/ is the global minimizer of S‚L1˚L2
, ı..q0; q0// D 1 as previously

observed, so (4-25) holds.

This concludes the construction of a cycle � and a chain map ı which satisfy the
assumptions of Lemma 4.6. Together with Proposition 4.7, this proves that left-hand
square in the diagram of Theorem 4.4 commutes up to a chain homotopy.

4.5 The right-hand square is homotopy commutative

In this section we prove that the chain maps ˆƒL1#L2
ıM� and G ıˆ‚L1˚L2

are both
homotopic to a third chain map, named K‚ . This fact implies that the right-hand
square in the diagram of Theorem 4.4 commutes up to chain homotopy.

The chain map K‚ is defined by using the following spaces of solutions of the Floer
equation on the half-cylinder for the Hamiltonian H1#H2 : given  2P‚.L1˚L2/
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and x 2 Pƒ.H1#H2/, set

M‚
K . Ix/ WD

n
uW Œ0;C1Œ�T ! T �M

ˇ̌̌
x@J ;H1#H2

.u/D 0;

� ıu.0; � / 2 �
�
W u. IX‚

L1˚L2
/
�
; lim

s!C1
u.s; � /D x

o
;

where X‚
L1˚L2

is a pseudo-gradient for S‚L1˚L2
on ‚1.M /. By Theorem 3.2 in [4]

(or by the arguments of Section 5.10), the space M‚
K
. Ix/ is a smooth manifold of

dimension
dim M‚

K . Ix/D i‚. /��ƒ.x/;

for a generic choice of L1 , L2 , and X‚
L1˚L2

. These manifolds carry coherent orien-
tations.

Compactness follows from the energy estimateZ
Œ0;C1Œ�T

j@su.s; t/j2 ds dt � SL1˚L2
. /�AH1#H2

.x/;

which is implied by (4-4). By counting the elements of the zero-dimensional spaces,
we define a chain map

K‚
W Mj .S

‚
L1˚L2

/! Fƒj .H1#H2/:

It is easy to construct a chain homotopy P�
K

between ˆƒL1#L2
ıM� and K‚ by

considering the space

M�
K . Ix/ WD

n
.˛;u/

ˇ̌̌
˛ > 0; uW Œ0;C1Œ�T ! T �M; x@J ;H1#H2

.u/D 0;

�ƒ�˛.� ıu.0; � // 2 �
�
W u. IX‚

L1˚L2
/
�
; lim

s!C1
u.s; � /D x

o
:

where �ƒs denotes the flow of Xƒ
L1#L2

on ƒ1.M /. As before, we find that generically
M�

K
.1; 2Ix/ is a manifold of dimension

dim M�
K . Ix/D iƒ. /��‚.x/C 1:

Compactness holds, so an algebraic count of the zero-dimensional spaces produces the
homomorphism

P�
K W Mj .S

‚
L1˚L2

/! FƒjC1.H1#H2/:

A standard gluing argument shows that P�
K

is the required homotopy.

Finally, the construction of the chain homotopy PK
G

between K‚ and G ıˆ‚L1˚L2

is based on the one-parameter family of Riemann surfaces †K
G
.˛/, ˛ > 0, defined
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as the quotient of the disjoint union Œ0;C1Œ� Œ�1; 0� t Œ0;C1Œ� Œ0; 1� under the
identifications

.s; 0�/� .s; 0C/ and .s;�1/� .s; 1/ for s � ˛:

This object is a Riemann surface with boundary, the holomorphic structure at .˛; 0/
being given by the map

f� 2C j Re � � 0; j�j< �g !†K
G .˛/; � 7! ˛C �2;

and the holomorphic structure at .˛;�1/� .˛; 1/ being given by the map

f� 2C j Re � � 0; j�j< �g !†K
G .˛/; � 7!

(
˛� i C �2 if Im � � 0;

˛C i C �2 if Im � � 0:

Here � is a positive number smaller than 1 and
p
˛ .

Given  2 P‚.L1˚L2/ and x 2 Pƒ.H1#H2/, we consider the space MK
G
.;x/ of

pairs .˛;u/ where ˛ is a positive number and uW †K
G
.˛/! T �M solves the equation

x@J ;H1#H2
.u/D 0;

satisfies the boundary conditions(
� ıu.s;�1/D � ıu.s; 0�/D � ıu.s; 0C/D � ıu.s; 1/;

u.s; 0�/�u.s;�1/Cu.s; 1/�u.s; 0C/D 0;
8s 2 Œ0; ˛�;

.� ıu.0; � � 1/; � ıu.0; � // 2W u.;X‚
L1˚L2

/;

and the asymptotic condition

lim
s!C1

u.s; 2t � 1/D x.t/:

The following result is proved in Section 5.10.

Proposition 4.8 For a generic choice of L1 , L2 , and X‚
L1˚L2

, MK
G
.;x/ – if

nonempty – is a smooth manifold of dimension

dim MK
G .;x/D i‚. IL1˚L2/��

ƒ.xIH1#H2/C 1:

The projection .˛;u/ 7! ˛ is smooth on MK
G
.;x/. These manifolds carry coherent

orientations.

The elements .˛;u/ of MK
G
.;x/ satisfy the energy estimateZ

†K
G
.˛/

j@su.s; t/j2 ds dt � SL1˚L2
. /�AH1#H2

.x/:
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This provides us with the compactness which is necessary to define the homomorphism

PK
G W Mj .S

‚
L1˚L2

/ �! FƒjC1.H1#H2/;

by the usual counting procedure applied to the spaces MK
G

. A standard gluing argument
shows that PK

G
is a chain homotopy between K‚ and G ıˆ‚L1˚L2

.

This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.4, hence of its corollary, Theorem A of the
Introduction.

4.6 Comparison between C, Ev, I! and c, ev, i!

The aim of this section is to prove that the homomorphisms

c�W Hj .M /!Hj .ƒ.M //;

ev�W Hj .ƒ.M //!Hj .M /;

i!W Hj .ƒ.M //!Hj�n.�.M; q0//;

on the topological side (see Section 1.3), correspond – via the isomorphisms of Section
4.1 – to the homomorphisms

C�W HMj .f /! HFƒj .T
�M /;

Ev�W HFƒj .T
�M //!HMj .f /;

I!W HFƒj .T
�M /! HF�j�n.T

�M /;

on the Floer side (see Section 3.5). We start by comparing the first two pairs of
homomorphisms.

Comparison between c; ev and C;Ev In Section 2.2 we have shown that the homo-
morphisms c� and ev� are induced by chain maps

M cW Mj .f /!Mj .S
ƒ
L /; M evW Mj .S

ƒ
L /!Mj .f /;

between the Morse complex of the Morse functions f W M !R and Sƒ
L
W ƒ1.M /!R.

Therefore, the fact that c� and ev� correspond to C� and Ev� is implied by the
following chain level result:

Theorem 4.9 The triangles

Mj .f /
M c //

C %%

Mj .SƒL/

ˆƒ
L

��

M ev // Mj .f /

Fƒj .H;J /

Ev

99

are chain homotopy commutative.
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A homotopy P C between C and ˆƒ
L
ıM c is defined by the following spaces: Given

x 2 crit.f / and y 2 Pƒ.H /, set

MC
P .x;y/ WD

n
.˛;u/

ˇ̌̌
˛ > 0; uW Œ0;C1Œ�T ! T �M; x@J ;H .u/D 0;

�ƒ�˛.� ıu.0; � //� q 2W u.x/
o
;

where �ƒ is the flow of Xƒ
L

, a pseudo-gradient for Sƒ
L

on ƒ1.M /, and W u.x/�M

is the unstable manifold of x with respect to the negative gradient flow of f .

Similarly, the definition of the homotopy P Ev between Ev ıˆƒ
L

and M ev is obtained
from the composition of three homotopies based on the following spaces: Given
 2 Pƒ.L/ and x 2 crit.f /, set

MEv
P1
.;x/ WD

n
.˛;u/

ˇ̌̌
˛ 2 Œ1;C1Œ; uW Œ0; ˛��T ! T �M solves x@J ;H .u/D 0;

u.˛; t/ 2OM 8t 2 T ; u.˛; 0/ 2W s.x/; � ıu.0; � / 2W u. IXƒ
L /
o
;

MEv
P2
.;x/ WD

n
.˛;u/

ˇ̌̌
˛ 2 Œ0; 1�; uW Œ0; 1��T ! T �M solves x@J ;H .u/D 0;

u.1; t/ 2OM 8t 2 T ; u.˛; 0/ 2W s.x/; � ıu.0; � / 2W u. IXƒ
L /
o
;

MEv
P3
.;x/ WD

n
.˛;u/

ˇ̌̌
˛ 2 �0; 1�; uW Œ0; ˛��T ! T �M solves x@J ;H .u/D 0;

u.˛; t/ 2OM 8t 2 T ; u.0; 0/ 2W s.x/; � ıu.0; � / 2W u. IXƒ
L /
o
:

Moreover, recalling that the definition of M ev is based on the space

MM ev.;x/DW u. IXƒ
L /\ ev�1

�
W s.xI � gradf /

�
;

we make the following observation:

Proposition 4.10 For every  2Pƒ.L/ and x 2 crit .f / with iƒ. /D i.xIf /, there
exists ˛o > 0 such that for each c in the finite set MM ev.;x/ and ˛ 2 .0; ˛o� the
problem

u 2 Œ0; ˛��T ! T �M; x@J ;H uD 0;

u.˛; t/ 2OM 8t 2 T ; � ıu.0; � /D c;
(4-26)

has a unique solution with the same coherent orientation as c .

Proof We give a sketch of the proof, details are left to the reader.

First, given a sequence ˛n! 0 and associated solutions unW Œ0; ˛n��T ! T �M of
(4-26), one can show that un! .c; 0/ 2 ƒ.T �M / uniformly. Here, it is important
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to make a case distinction for the three cases of possible gradient blow-up: if we set
Rn WD krunk1 D jrun.zn/j, up to a subsequence we may assume that the sequence
.˛nRn/ either is infinitesimal, or diverges, or converges to some � > 0.

The most interesting case is ˛nRn ! � > 0 which is dealt with by rescaling vn D

un.˛n� ; ˛n� / as in the proof of Lemma 6.6.

For the converse, we need a Newton type method which is hard to implement for
the shrinking domains Œ0; ˛��T with ˛! 0. Instead, we consider the conformally
rescaled equivalent problem. Let v.s; t/D u.˛s; ˛t/ and consider the corresponding
problem for ˛! 0,

vW Œ0; 1��T˛�1 ! T �M; x@J ;H˛
v D 0;

�.v.0; t//D c.˛t/; v.1; t/ 2OM 8t 2 T˛�1 ;
(4-27)

where H˛.t; � / D ˛H.˛t; � / and T˛�1 D R=˛�1Z. The proof is now based on the
Newton method which requires to show that:

(a) For vo.s; t/D 02T �
c.˛t/

M we have x@J ;H .vo/! 0 as ˛! 0, which is obvious.

(b) The linearization D˛ of x@J ;H˛
at vo is invertible for small ˛ > 0 with uniform

bound on kD�1
˛ k as ˛! 0.

We sketch now the proof of this uniform bound.

After suitable trivializations, the linearization D˛ of x@J ;H˛
at vo with the above

Lagrangian boundary conditions can be viewed as an operator D˛ on

W
1;p

iRn;Rn.˛/ WD
˚
vW �0; 1Œ�R=˛�1Z!Cn

j v.0; � / 2 iRn; v.1; � / 2Rn
	
;

with norm k � k1;pI˛ . Assuming that D�1
˛ is not uniformly bounded as ˛! 0 means

that we would have ˛n ! 0 and vn 2 W
1;p

iRn;Rn.˛n/ with kvnk1;pI˛n
D 1 such that

kD˛n
vnk0;pI˛n

! 0. The limit operator to compare to is the standard x@–operator on
maps

vW Œ0; 1��R!Cn; such that v.0; t/ 2 iRn; v.1; t/ 2Rn
8t 2R :

This comparison operator is clearly an isomorphism, so one easily shows that D˛n
has

to be invertible for ˛n small.

Let ˇ 2 C1.R; Œ0; 1�/ be a cut-off function such that

ˇ.t/D

(
1; t � 0;

0; t � 1;
ˇ0 � 0;
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and set ˇn.t/D ˇ.˛nt � 1/ �ˇ.�˛nt/, hence

ˇn
jŒ0; ˛�1

n �
� 1 and suppˇn � Œ�˛

�1
n ; 2˛�1

n � :

We have
kvnk1;pI˛n

� kˇnvnk1;pIR � c1kvnk1;pI˛n
:

Since the linearization D˛ is of the form

D˛v D @svC i@tvC˛A.s; t/v

with some matrix A.s; t/, we observe that

kx@.ˇnvn/�D˛n
.ˇnvn/k0;pIR D ˛nkAˇnvnk0;pIR! 0 :

Moreover,

kD˛n
.ˇnvn/k0;pIR � kiˇ

0
nvnk0;pIR C kˇnD˛n

vnk0;pIR

� c2˛nkvnk0;pIŒ�˛�1
n ;0�[Œ˛�1

n ;2˛�1
n �C 3kD˛n

vnk0;pI˛n

� c2˛n2kvnk1;pI˛n
C 3kD˛n

vnk0;pI˛n
! 0 :

Hence, we find a subsequence such that ˇnk
vnk
! vo 2 ker x@D f0g which means that

kvnk
k1;pI˛nk

! 0 in contradiction to kvnk D 1.

Similarly, we see that the coherent orientation for the determinant of D˛n
equals that

of x@ which is canonically 1. This completes the proof of the proposition.

From the cobordisms MEv
Pi
.;x/, i D 1; 2; 3, we now obtain the chain homotopy

between M ev and Ev ıˆ�Lƒ . This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.9.

Comparison between i! and I! In Section 2.2, we have shown that the homomor-
phism i! is induced by the chain map

M i!W Mj .S
ƒ
L /!Mj�n.S

�
L /

between the Morse complexes of the Lagrangian action functional on the spaces ƒ1.M /

and �1.M; q0/. Therefore, the fact that i! corresponds to I! is implied by the following
chain level result:

Theorem 4.11 The diagram

Mj .SƒL/
ˆƒ

L //

M i!
��

Fƒj .H /

I!

��
Mj�n.S�L/

ˆ�
L // F�j�n.H /

is chain homotopy commutative.
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Indeed, one can show that both I! ıˆ
ƒ
L

and ˆ�
L
ıM i! are homotopic to the same chain

map K! . The definition of K! makes use of the following spaces: Given  2 Pƒ.L/

and x 2 P�.H /, set

M!
K .;x/ WD

n
uW Œ0;C1Œ� Œ0; 1�! T �M

ˇ̌̌
x@J ;H .u/D 0;

� ıu.s; 0/D � ıu.s; 1/D q0 8s � 0; � ıu.0; � / 2W u. IXƒ
L /; lim

s!C1
u.s; � /D x

o
:

Again, details are left to the reader.

We conclude that all the homomorphisms which appear in diagram (1-1) have their
Floer homological counterpart: The vertical arrows have been treated in this section,
whereas the horizontal ones are described in Appendix A.4 and Sections 4.3 and 4.2.

5 Linear theory

The remaining part of this paper consists of technical tools. In this section we develop
the linear theory which allows us to study the Floer problems on the various Riemann
surfaces introduced in the previous sections. All these elliptic problems are treated in
the unifying setting of Cauchy–Riemann operators on strips with jumping nonlocal
conormal boundary conditions.

5.1 The Maslov index

Let �0 be the Liouville one-form on T �Rn D Rn � .Rn/� , that is the tautological
one-form �0 D p dq , that is

�0.q;p/Œ.u; v/� WD pŒu�; for q;u 2Rn; p; v 2 .Rn/�:

Its differential !0 D d�0 D dp^ dq ,

!0Œ.q1;p1/; .q2;p1/�D p1Œq2��p2Œq1�; for q1; q2 2Rn; p1;p2 2 .R
n/�;

is the standard symplectic form on T �Rn .

The symplectic group, that is the group of linear automorphisms of T �Rn preserv-
ing !0 , is denoted by Sp.2n/. Let L.n/ be the Grassmannian of Lagrangian subspaces
of T �Rn , that is the set of n–dimensional linear subspaces of T �Rn on which
!0 vanishes. The relative Maslov index assigns to every pair of Lagrangian paths
�1; �2W Œa; b�! L.n/ a half integer �.�1; �2/. We refer to [42] for the definition and
for the properties of the relative Maslov index.

Another useful invariant is the Hörmander index of four Lagrangian subspaces (see
Hörmander [33], Duistermaat [20] or Robbin and Salamon [42]):
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Definition 5.1 Let �0; �1; �0; �1 be four Lagrangian subspaces of T �Rn . Their
Hörmander index is the half integer

h.�0; �1I �0; �1/ WD �.�; �1/��.�; �0/;

where �W Œ0; 1�! L.n/ is a Lagrangian path such that �.0/D �0 and �.1/D �1 .

Indeed, the quantity defined above does not depend on the choice of the Lagrangian
path � joining �0 and �1 .

If V is a linear subspace of Rn , N �V � T �Rn denotes its conormal space, that is

N �V WD
˚
.q;p/ 2Rn

� .Rn/� j q 2 V; V � ker p
	
D V �V ?;

where V ? denotes the set of covectors in .Rn/� which vanish on V . Conormal spaces
are Lagrangian subspaces of T �Rn .

Let C W T �Rn! T �Rn be the linear involution

C.q;p/ WD .q;�p/ 8.q;p/ 2 T �Rn:

The involution C is antisymplectic, meaning that

!0.C �;C�/D�!0.�; �/ 8�; � 2 T �Rn:

In particular, C maps Lagrangian subspaces into Lagrangian subspaces. Since the
Maslov index is natural with respect to symplectic transformations and changes sign if
we change the sign of the symplectic structure, we have the identity

(5-1) �.C�;C�/D��.�; �/;

for every pair of Lagrangian paths �; �W Œa; b�! L.n/. Since conormal subspaces are
C –invariant, we deduce that

(5-2) �.N �V;N �W /D 0;

for every pair of paths V;W into the Grassmannian of Rn . Let V0;V1;W0;W1 be
four linear subspaces of Rn , and let �W Œ0; 1�! L.n/ be a Lagrangian path such that
�.0/DN �W0 and �.1/DN �W1 . By (5-1),

h.N �V0;N
�V1IN

�W0;N
�W1/D �.�;N

�V1/��.�;N
�V0/

D��.C�;N �V1/C�.C�;N
�V0/:

But also the Lagrangian path C� joins N �W0 and N �W1 , so the latter quantity equals

�h.N �V0;N
�V1IN

�W0;N
�W1/:

We deduce the following:
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Proposition 5.2 Let V0;V1;W0;W1 be four linear subspaces of Rn . Then

h.N �V0;N
�V1IN

�W0;N
�W1/D 0:

We identify the product T �Rn�T �Rn with T �R2n , and we endow it with its standard
symplectic structure. In other words, we consider the product symplectic form, not
the twisted one used in [42]. Note that the conormal space of the diagonal �Rn in
Rn �Rn is the graph of C :

N ��Rn D graph C � T �Rn
�T �Rn

D T �R2n:

The linear endomorphism ‰ of T �Rn belongs to the symplectic group Sp.2n/ if and
only if the graph of the linear endomorphism ‰C is a Lagrangian subspace of T �R2n ,
if and only if the graph of C‰ is a Lagrangian subspace of T �R2n . If �1; �2 are paths
of Lagrangian subspaces of T �Rn and ‰ is a path in Sp.2n/, Theorem 3.2 of [42]
leads to the identities

(5-3) �.‰�1; �2/D �.graph‰C;C�1 ��2/D��.graph C‰; �1 �C�2/:

The Conley–Zehnder index �CZ .‰/ of a symplectic path ‰W Œ0; 1�!Sp.2n/ is related
to the relative Maslov index by the formula

(5-4) �CZ .‰/D �.graph‰C;N ��Rn/D �.N ��Rn ; graph C‰/:

We conclude this section by fixing some standard identifications, which allow to see
T �Rn as a complex vector space. By using the Euclidean inner product on Rn , we
can identify T �Rn with R2n . We also identify the latter space to Cn , by means of
the isomorphism .q;p/ 7! qC ip . In other words, we consider the complex structure

J0 WD

�
0 �I

I 0

�
on R2n . With these identifications, the Euclidean inner product u � v , respectively the
symplectic product !0.u; v/, of two vectors u; v 2 T �RnŠR2nŠCn is the real part,
respectively the imaginary part, of their Hermitian product h � ; � i,

hu; vi WD

nX
jD1

ujvj D u � vC i !0.u; v/:

The involution C is the complex conjugation. By identifying V ? with the Euclidean
orthogonal complement, we have

N �V D V ˚ iV ? D fz 2Cn
j Re z 2 V; Im z 2 V ?g:
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If �W Œ0; 1�! L.1/ is the path

�.t/D ei˛tR; ˛ 2R;

the relative Maslov index of � with respect to R is the half integer

(5-5) �.�;R/D

(
�1=2�b˛=�c if ˛ 2R n�Z;

�˛=� if ˛ 2 �Z:

Notice that the sign is different from the one appearing in [42] (localization axiom in
Theorem 2.3), due to the fact that we are using the opposite symplectic form on R2n .
Our sign convention here also differs from the one used in [4], because we are using
the opposite complex structure on R2n .

5.2 Elliptic estimates on the quadrant

We recall that a real linear subspace V of Cn is said to be totally real if V \ iV D .0/.
Denote by H the upper half-plane fz 2C j Im z > 0g, and by HC the upper-right
quadrant fz 2H j Re z > 0g. We shall make use of the following Calderon–Zygmund
estimates for the Cauchy–Riemann operator x@D @sC i@t :

Theorem 5.3 Let V be an n–dimensional totally real subspace of Cn . For every
p 2 �1;C1Œ, there exists a constant c D c.p; n/ such that

kDukLp � ckx@ukLp

for every u 2 C1c .C;Cn/, and for every u 2 C1c .Cl.H/;Cn/ such that u.s/ 2 V for
every s 2R.

We shall also need the following regularity result for weak solutions of x@. Denoting by
@ WD @s � i@t the anti-Cauchy–Riemann operator, we have:

Theorem 5.4 (Regularity of weak solutions of x@) Let V be an n–dimensional totally
real subspace of Cn , and let 1< p <1, k 2N .

(i) Let u 2L
p
loc.C;C

n/, f 2W
k;p

loc .C;Cn/ be such that

Re
Z

C
hu; @'i ds dt D�Re

Z
C
hf; 'i ds dt;

for every ' 2 C1c .C;Cn/. Then u 2W
kC1;p

loc .C;Cn/ and x@uD f .
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(ii) Let u 2Lp.H;Cn/, f 2W k;p.H;Cn/ be such that

Re
Z

H
hu; @'i ds dt D�Re

Z
H
hf; 'i ds dt;

for every ' 2 C1c .C;Cn/ such that '.R/ � V . Then u 2 W kC1;p.H;Cn/,
x@uDf , and the trace of u on R takes values into the !0 –orthogonal complement
of V :

V ?!0 WD
˚
� 2Cn

j !0.�; �/D 0 8� 2 V
	
:

Remark 5.5 If we replace the upper half-plane H in (ii) by the right half-plane
fRe z > 0g and the test mappings ' 2 C1c .C;Cn/ satisfy '.iR/� V , then the trace
of u on iR takes value into V ? , the Euclidean orthogonal complement of V in R2n .

Two linear subspaces V;W of Rn are said to be partially orthogonal if the linear
subspaces V \.V \W /? and W \.V \W /? are orthogonal, that is if their projections
into the quotient Rn=V \W are orthogonal.

Lemma 5.6 Let V and W be partially orthogonal linear subspaces of Rn . For every
p 2 �1;C1Œ, there exists a constant c D c.p; n/ such that

(5-6) kDukLp � ckx@ukLp

for every u 2 C1c .Cl.HC/;Cn/ such that

(5-7) u.s/ 2N �V; u.is/ 2N �W; 8t 2 Œ0;C1Œ:

Proof Since V and W are partially orthogonal, Rn has an orthogonal splitting
Rn DX1˚X2˚X3˚X4 such that

V DX1˚X2; W DX1˚X3:

Therefore,

N �V DX1˚X2˚ iX3˚ iX4; N �W DX1˚X3˚ iX2˚ iX4:

Let U 2 U.n/ be the identity on .X1 ˚ X2/˝ C , and the multiplication by i on
.X3˚X4/˝C . Then

UN �V DRn; UN �W DX1˚X4˚ iX2˚ iX3 DN �.X1˚X4/:

Up to multiplying u by U , we can replace the boundary conditions (5-7) by

(5-8) u.s/ 2Rn u.is/ 2 Y; 8s 2 Œ0;C1Œ;
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where Y is a totally real n–dimensional subspace of Cn such that xY D Y . Define a
Cn –valued map v on the right half-plane fRe z � 0g by Schwarz reflection:

v.z/ WD

(
u.z/ if Im z � 0;

u.xz/ if Im z � 0:

By (5-8) and by the fact that Y is self-conjugate, v belongs to W 1;p.fRe z > 0g;Cn/,
and satisfies

v.i t/ 2 Y 8t 2R:

Moreover, krvk
p

Lp.fRe z>0g/
D 2krvk

p

Lp.HC/
;

and since x@v.z/D x@u.xz/ for Im z � 0,

kx@vk
p

Lp.fRe z>0g/
D 2kx@vk

p

Lp.HC/
:

Then (5-6) follows from the Calderon–Zygmund estimate on the half plane with totally
real boundary conditions (Theorem 5.3).

Similarly, Theorem 5.4 has the following consequence about regularity of weak solutions
of x@ on the upper right quadrant HC :

Lemma 5.7 Let V and W be partially orthogonal linear subspaces of Rn . Let
u 2Lp.HC;Cn/, f 2Lp.HC;Cn/, 1< p <1, be such that

Re
Z

HC
hu; @'i ds dt D�Re

Z
HC
hf; 'i ds dt;

for every ' 2 C1c .C;Cn/ such that '.R/ � N �V , '.iR/ � N �W . Then u 2

W 1;p.HC;Cn/, x@uD f , the trace of u on R takes values into N �V , and the trace
of u on iR takes values into .N �W /? DN �.W ?/D iN �W .

Proof By means of a linear unitary transformation, as in the proof of Lemma 5.6, we
may assume that V DN �V DRn . A Schwarz reflection then allows to extend u to a
map v on the right half-plane fRe z > 0g which is in Lp and is a weak solution of
x@v D g 2 Lp , with boundary condition in iN �W on iR. The thesis follows from
Theorem 5.4.

We are now interested in studying the operator x@ on the half-plane H , with boundary
conditions

u.s/ 2N �V; u.�s/ 2N �W 8s > 0;
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where V and W are partially orthogonal linear subspaces of Rn . Taking Lemma 5.6
and Lemma 5.7 into account, the natural idea is to obtain the required estimates by
applying a conformal change of variable mapping the half-plane H onto the upper
right quadrant HC . More precisely, let R and T be the transformations

RW Map.H;Cn/!Map.HC;Cn/; .Ru/.�/D u.�2/;(5-9)

TW Map.H;Cn/!Map.HC;Cn/; .Tu/.�/D 2x�u.�2/;(5-10)

where Map denotes some space of maps. Then the diagram

(5-11)

Map.H;Cn/
x@

����! Map.H;Cn/??yR T

??y
Map.HC;Cn/

x@
����! Map.HC;Cn/

commutes. By the elliptic estimates of Lemma 5.6, suitable domain and codomain for
the operator on the lower horizontal arrow are the standard W 1;p and Lp spaces, for
1< p <1. Moreover, if u 2Map.H;Cn/ then

kRuk
p

Lp.HC/
D

1

4

Z
H

1

jzj
ju.z/jp ds dt;(5-12)

kD.Ru/k
p

Lp.HC/
D 2p�2

Z
H
jDu.z/jpjzjp=2�1 ds dt;(5-13)

kTuk
p

Lp.HC/
D 2p�2

Z
H
ju.z/jpjzjp=2�1 ds dt:(5-14)

Note also that by the generalized Poincaré inequality, the W 1;p norm on HC\Dr ,
where Dr denotes the open disk of radius r , is equivalent to the norm

(5-15) kvk
p�W 1;p.HC\Dr /

WD kDvk
p

Lp.HC\Dr /
C

Z
HC\Dr

jv.�/jpj�jp d�d�;

and the �W 1;p norm of Ru is

(5-16) kRuk
p�W 1;p.HC\Dr /

D
1

4

Z
H\D

r 2

ju.z/jpjzjp=2�1 ds dt

C 2p�2

Z
H\D

r 2

jDu.z/jpjzjp=2�1 ds dt:

So when dealing with bounded domains, both the transformations R and T involve the
appearance of the weight jzjp=2�1 in the Lp norms. Note also that when p D 2, this
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weight is just 1, reflecting the fact that the L2 norm of the differential is a conformal
invariant.

By the commutativity of diagram (5-11) and by the identities (5-13), (5-14), Lemma
5.6 applied to Ru implies the following:

Lemma 5.8 Let V and W be partially orthogonal linear subspaces of Rn . For every
p 2 �1;C1Œ, there exists a constant c D c.p; n/ such thatZ

H
jru.z/jpjzjp=2�1 ds dt � cp

Z
H
jx@u.z/jpjzjp=2�1 ds dt

for every compactly supported map uW Cl.H/!Cn such that � 7! u.�2/ is smooth on
Cl.HC/, and

u.�s/ 2N �V; u.s/ 2N �W; 8s 2 Œ0;C1Œ:

5.3 Strips with jumping conormal boundary conditions

Let us consider the following data: two integers k; k 0 � 0, k C 1 linear subspaces
V0; : : : ;Vk of Rn such that Vj�1 and Vj are partially orthogonal, for every j D

1; : : : ; k , k 0C1 linear subspaces V 0
0
; : : : ;V 0

k
of Rn such that V 0

j�1
and V 0j are partially

orthogonal, for every j D 1; : : : ; k 0 , and real numbers

�1D s0 < s1 < � � �< sk < skC1 DC1;

�1D s00 < s01 < � � �< s0k0 < s0k0C1 DC1:

Denote by V the .kC1/–tuple .V0; : : : ;Vk/, by V0 the .k 0C 1/–tuple .V 0
0
; : : : ;V 0

k
/,

and set
S WD fs1; : : : ; sk ; s

0
1C i; : : : ; s0k0 C ig:

Let † be the closed strip

† WD fz 2C j 0� Im z � 1g :

The space C1S .†;Cn/ is the space of maps uW †!Cn which are smooth on † nS,
and such that the maps � 7! u.sj C �

2/ and � 7! u.s0j C i � �2/ are smooth in a
neighborhood of 0 in the closed upper-right quadrant

Cl.HC/D f� 2C j Re � � 0; Im � � 0g :

The symbol C1S;c indicates bounded support.

Given p 2 Œ1;C1Œ, we define the X p norm of a map u 2L1
loc.†;C

n/ by

kuk
p

X p.†/
WD kuk

p

Lp.†nBr .S//
C

X
w2S

Z
†\Br .w/

ju.z/jpjz�wjp=2�1 ds dt;
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where r < 1 is less than half of the minimal distance between pairs of distinct points
in S. This is just a weighted Lp norm, where the weight jz�wjp=2�1 comes from
the identities (5-13), (5-14), and (5-16) of the last section. Note that when p > 2 the
X p norm is weaker than the Lp norm, when p < 2 the X p norm is stronger than the
Lp norm, and when p D 2 the two norms are equivalent.

The space X
p
S .†;C

n/ is the space of locally integrable Cn –valued maps on † whose
X p norm is finite. The X p norm makes it a Banach space. We view it as a real Banach
space.

The space X
1;p
S .†;Cn/ is defined as the completion of the space C1S;c.†;C

n/ with
respect to the norm

kuk
p

X 1;p.†/
WD kuk

p

X p.†/
CkDuk

p

X p.†/
:

It is a Banach space with the above norm. Equivalently, it is the space of maps in
X p.†;Cn/ whose distributional derivative is also in X p . The space X

1;p
S;V;V0.†;C

n/

is defined as the closure in X
1;p
S .†;Cn/ of the space of all u 2C1S;c.†;C

n/ such that

(5-17)
u.s/ 2N �Vj 8s 2 Œsj ; sjC1�; j D 0; : : : ; k;

u.sC i/ 2N �V 0j 8s 2 Œs0j ; s
0
jC1

�; j D 0; : : : ; k 0:

Equivalently, it can be defined in terms of the trace of u on the boundary of †.

Let AW R� Œ0; 1�! L.R2n;R2n/ be continuous and bounded. For every p 2 Œ1;C1Œ,
the linear operator

x@AW X
1;p
S .†;Cn/!X

p
S .†;C

n/; x@Au WD x@uCAu;

is bounded. Indeed, x@ is a bounded operator because of the inequality jx@uj � jDuj,
while the multiplication operator by A is bounded because

kAukX p.†/ � kAk1kukX p.†/:

We wish to prove that if p> 1 and A.z/ satisfies suitable asymptotics for Re z!˙1

the operator x@A restricted to the space X
1;p
S;V;V0.†;C

n/ of maps satisfying the boundary
conditions (5-17) is Fredholm.

Assume that A 2 C 0.SR� Œ0; 1�;L.R2n;R2n// is such that A.˙1; t/ 2 Sym.2n;R/
for every t 2 Œ0; 1�. Define ˆC; ˆ�W Œ0; 1�! Sp.2n/ to be the solutions of the linear
Hamiltonian systems

(5-18)
d

dt
ˆ˙.t/D iA.˙1; t/ˆ˙.t/; ˆ˙.0/D I:

Then we have the following:
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Theorem 5.9 Assume that ˆ�.1/N �V0\N �V 0
0
D .0/ and ˆC.1/N �Vk\N �V 0

k0
D

.0/. Then the bounded R–linear operator

x@AW X
1;p
S;V;V0.†;C

n/!X
p
S .†;C

n/; x@AuD x@uCAu;

is Fredholm of index

ind x@A D�.ˆ�N �V0;N
�V 00/��.ˆ

CN �Vk ;N
�V 0k0/

�
1

2

kX
jD1

.dim Vj�1C dim Vj � 2 dim Vj�1\Vj /

�
1

2

k0X
jD1

.dim V 0j�1C dim V 0j � 2 dim V 0j�1\V 0j /:

(5-19)

The proof of the Fredholm property for Cauchy–Riemann type operators is based on
local estimates. By a partition of unity argument, the proof that x@A is Fredholm reduces
to the Calderon–Zygmund estimates of Lemmas 5.6, 5.8, and to the invertibility of x@A
when A does not depend on Re z and there are no jumps in the boundary conditions.
Details are contained in the next section. The index computation instead is based on
homotopy arguments together with a Liouville type result stating that in a particular
case with one jump the operator x@A is an isomorphism.

5.4 The Fredholm property

The elliptic estimates of Section 5.2 have the following consequence:

Lemma 5.10 For every p 2 �1;C1Œ, there exist constants c0 D c0.p; n;S/ and
c1 D c1.p; n; kC k 0/ such that

kDukX p � c0kukX p C c1k
x@ukX p ;

for every u 2 C1S;c.†;C
n/ such that

u.s/ 2N �Vj 8s 2 Œsj�1; sj �; u.sC i/ 2N �V 0j 8s 2 Œs0j�1; s
0
j �

for every j .

Proof Let f 1;  2g[ f'j g
kCk0

jD1
be a smooth partition of unity on C satisfying

(5-20)

supp 1 � fz 2C j Im z < 2=3g nBr=2.S/;

supp 2 � fz 2C j Im z > 1=3g nBr=2.S/;

supp'j � Br .sj / 8j D 1; : : : ; k;

supp'kCj � Br .s
0
j C i/ 8j D 1; : : : ; k 0:
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By Lemma 5.8,

kD.'j u/kX p.†/ � c.p; n/kx@.'j u/kX p.†/

� c.p; n/.kx@'jk1kukX p.†/Ck
x@ukX p.†//; 1� j � kC k 0:

Since the X p norm is equivalent to the Lp norm on the subspace of maps whose
support does not meet Br=2.S/, the standard Calderon–Zygmund estimates on the
half-plane (see Theorem 5.3) imply

kD. j u/kX p.†/ � c.p; n/kx@. j u/kX p.†/

� c.p; n/.kx@ jk1kukX p.†/Ck
x@ukX p.†//; 8j D 1; 2:

We conclude that

kDukX p � kD. 1u/kX p.†/CkD. 2u/kX p.†/C

kCk0X
jD1

kD.'j u/kX p.†/

� c0kukX p.†/C c1k
x@ukX p.†/;

with

c0 WD c.p; n/

�
kx@ 1k1Ck

x@ 2k1C

kCk0C1X
jD0

kx@'jk1

�
; c1 WD .kCk 0C2/c.p; n/;

as claimed.

The next result we need is the following theorem, proved in [43, Theorem 7.1]. Consider
two continuously differentiable Lagrangian paths �; �W SR ! L.n/, assumed to be
constant on Œ�1;�s0� and on Œs0;C1�, for some s0 > 0. Denote by W

1;p

�;�
.†;Cn/

the space of maps u 2W 1;p.†;Cn/ such that u.s; 0/ 2 �.s/ and u.s; 1/ 2 �.s/, for
every s 2R (in the sense of traces). Let A 2 C 0.SR� Œ0; 1�;L.R2n;R2n// be such that
A.˙1; t/ 2 Sym.2n;R/ for any t 2 Œ0; 1�, and define ˆ�; ˆCW Œ0; 1�! Sp.2n/ by
(5-18).

Theorem 5.11 (Cauchy–Riemann operators on the strip) Let p 2 �1;C1Œ, and
assume that

ˆ�.1/�.�1/\ �.�1/D .0/; ˆC.1/�.C1/\ �.C1/D .0/:

(i) The bounded R–linear operator

x@AW W
1;p

�;�
.†;Cn/!Lp.†;Cn/; x@AuD x@uCAu;
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is Fredholm of index

ind x@A D �.ˆ��.�1/; �.�1//��.ˆC�.C1/; �.C1//C�.�; �/:

(ii) If furthermore A.s; t/DA.t/, �.s/D �, and �.s/D � do not depend on s , the
operator x@A is an isomorphism.

Note that under the assumptions of (ii) above, the equation x@uCAu can be rewritten
as @su D �LAu, where LA is the unbounded R–linear operator on L2.Œ0; 1�;Cn/

defined by

dom LA DW
1;2
�;�
.Œ0; 1�;Cn/D fu 2W 1;2.Œ0; 1�;Cn/ j u.0/ 2 �; u.1/ 2 �g;

LA D i
d

dt
CA:

The conditions on A imply that LA is self-adjoint and invertible. These facts lead to
the following:

Proposition 5.12 Assume that A, �, and � satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.11 (ii),
and set ı WDmin �.LA/\ Œ0;C1Œ> 0. Then for every k 2N there exists ck such that

ku.s; � /kC k.Œ0;1�/ � ckku.0; � /kL2.Œ0;1�/e
�ıs; 8s � 0;

for every u2W 1;p.�0;C1Œ� �0; 1Œ;Cn/, p> 1, such that u.s; 0/2 �, u.s; 1/2 � for
every s � 0, and x@uCAuD 0.

Next we need the following easy consequence of the Sobolev embedding theorem:

Proposition 5.13 Let s > 0 and let �s be the characteristic function of the set
fz 2† j jRe zj � sg. Then the linear operator

X
1;p
S .†;Cn/!X

q
S .†;C

n/; u 7! �su;

is compact for every q <1 if p � 2, and for every q < 2p=.2�p/ if 1� p < 2.

Proof Let .uh/ be a bounded sequence in X
1;p
S .†;Cn/. Let f 1;  2g [ f'j g

kCk0

jD1

be a smooth partition of unity of C satisfying (5-20). Then the sequences . 1uh/,
. 2uh/ and .'j uh/, for 1� j � kCk 0 are bounded in X 1;p.†;Cn/. We must show
that each of these sequences is compact in X

q
S .†;C

n/.

Since the X q and X 1;p norms on the space of maps supported in † nBr=2.S/ are
equivalent to the Lq and W 1;p norms, the Sobolev embedding theorem implies that
the sequences .�s 1uh/ and .�s 2uh/ are compact in X

q
S .†;C

n/.
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Let 1� j � k . If u is supported in Br .sj /, set v.z/ WD u.sj C z/, so that by (5-12)

kuk
q

X q.†/
D

Z
Br .sj /\†

ju.z/jqjzjq=2�1 ds dt �

Z
Br .sj /\†

1

jzj
ju.z/jq ds dt

D 4kRuk
q

Lq.HC\Dpr /
:

(5-21)

Set vh.z/ WD 'j .sj C z/uh.sj C z/. By (5-16), the sequence .Rvh/ is bounded in
W 1;p.HC\Dpr /, hence it is compact in Lq.HC\Dpr / for every q <1 if p � 2,
and for every q< 2p=.2�p/ if 1�p< 2. Then (5-21) implies that .'j uh/ is compact
in X

q
S .†;C

n/. A fortiori, so is .�s'j uh/. The same argument applies to j � kC 1,
concluding the proof.

Putting together Lemma 5.10, statement (ii) in Theorem 5.11, and the Proposition
above we obtain the following:

Proposition 5.14 Let 1 < p < 1. Assume that the paths of symmetric matrices
A.˙1; � / satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 5.9. Then

x@AW X
1;p
S;V;V0.†;C

n/!X
p
S .†;C

n/

is semi-Fredholm with ind x@A WD dim ker x@A� dim coker x@A <C1.

Proof We claim that there exist c�0 and s�0 such that, for any u2X
1;p
S;V;V0.†;C

n/,
there holds

(5-22) kukX 1;p.†/ � c
�
k.x@CA/ukX p.†/Ck�sukX p.†/

�
;

where �s is the characteristic function of the set fz 2† j jRe zj � sg.

By Theorem 5.11 (ii), the asymptotic operators

x@CA.�1; � /W W
1;p

N�V0;N�V 0
0

.†;Cn/!Lp.†;Cn/;

x@CA.C1; � /W W
1;p

N�Vk ;N�V 0
k0
.†;Cn/!Lp.†;Cn/;

are invertible. Since invertibility is an open condition in the operator norm, there exist
s > max jRe Sj C 2 and c1 > 0 such that for any u 2 X

1;p
S;V;V0.†;C

n/ with support
disjoint from fjRe zj � s� 1g there holds

(5-23) kukX 1;p.†/ D kukW 1;p.†/ � c1k.x@CA/ukLp.†/ D c1k.x@CA/ukX p.†/:
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By Lemma 5.10, there exists c2 > 0 such that for every u 2 X
1;p
S;V;V0.†;C

n/ with
support in fjRe zj � sg there holds

kukX 1;p.†/ � c2.kukX p.†/Ck
x@ukX p.†//

� .c2CkAk1/kukX p.†/C c2k.x@CA/ukX p.†/:
(5-24)

The inequality (5-22) easily follows from (5-23) and (5-24) by writing any u 2

X
1;p
S;V;V0.†;C

n/ as u D .1� '/uC 'u, for ' a smooth real function on † having
support in fjRe zj< sg and such that ' D 1 on fjRe zj � s� 1g.

Finally, by Proposition 5.13 the linear operator

X
1;p
S;V;V0.†;C

n/!X
p
S .†;C

n/; u 7! �su;

is compact. Therefore the estimate (5-22) implies that x@A has finite dimensional kernel
and closed range, that is it is semi-Fredholm with index less than C1.

It would not be difficult to use the regularity of weak solutions of the Cauchy–Riemann
operator to prove that the cokernel of x@A is finite-dimensional, so that x@A is Fredholm.
However, this will follow directly from the index computation presented in the next
section.

5.5 A Liouville type result

Let us consider the following particular case in dimension nD 1:

k D 1; k 0 D 0; SD f0g; V0 D .0/; V1 DR; V 00 DR; A.z/D ˛;

with ˛ a real number. In other words, we are looking at the operator x@C˛ on a space
of C–valued maps u on † such that u.s/ is purely imaginary for s � 0, u.s/ is real
for s � 0, and u.sC i/ is real for every s 2R. Notice that ˆ�.t/DˆC.t/D ei˛t , so

ei˛iR\RD .0/ 8˛ 2R n .�=2C�Z/; ei˛R\RD .0/ 8˛ 2R n�Z;

so the assumptions of Theorem 5.9 are satisfied whenever ˛ is not an integer multiple
of �=2. In order to simplify the notation, we set

X p.†/ WDX
p

f0g
.†;C/; X 1;p.†/ WDX

1;p

f0g;..0/;R/;.R/.†;C/:

We start by studying the regularity of the elements of the kernel of x@˛ :

Lemma 5.15 Let p > 1 and ˛ 2R n .�=2/Z. If u belongs to the kernel of

x@˛W X
1;p.†/!X p.†/;
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then u is smooth on † n f0g, it satisfies the boundary conditions pointwise, and the
function .Ru/.�/D u.�2/ is smooth on Cl.HC/\D1 . In particular, u is continuous
at 0, and Du.z/DO.jzj�1=2/ for z! 0.

Proof The regularity theory for weak solutions of x@ on C and on the half-plane H
(Theorem 5.4) implies – by a standard bootstrap argument – that u 2 C1.† n f0g/.
We just need to check the regularity of u at 0.

Consider the function f .�/ WD e˛
x�2=2u.�2/ on HC\D1 . Since

x@f .�/D 2x�e˛
x�2=2

�
x@u.�2/C˛u.�2/

�
D 0;

f is holomorphic on HC \ D1 . Moreover, by (5-16) the function f belongs to
W 1;p.HC \D1/, and in particular it is square integrable. The function f is real
on RC and purely imaginary on iRC , so a double Schwarz reflection produces a
holomorphic extension of f to D1 n f0g. Such an extension of f is still square
integrable, so the singularity 0 is removable and the function is holomorphic on the
whole D1 . It follows that

.Ru/.�/D u.�2/D e�˛
x�2=2f .�/

is smooth on Cl.HC/\D1 , as claimed.

The real Banach space X p.†/ is the space of Lp functions with respect to the measure
defined by the density

�p.z/ WD

(
1 if z 2† nDr ;

jzjp=2�1 if z 2†\Dr :

So the dual of X p.†/ can be identified with the real Banach space

(5-25)
�
v 2L1

loc.†;C/
ˇ̌̌ Z

†

jvjq�p.z/ ds dt <C1

�
; where

1

p
C

1

q
D 1;

by using the duality paring�
X p.†/

��
�X p.†/!R; .v;u/ 7! Re

Z
†

hv;ui�p.z/ ds dt:

We prefer to use the standard duality pairing

(5-26)
�
X p.†/

��
�X p.†/!R; .w;u/ 7! Re

Z
†

hw;ui ds dt:
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With the latter choice, the dual of X p.†/ is identified with the space of functions
w D �p.z/v , where v varies in the space (5-25). From 1=pC 1=q D 1 we get the
identity

kwk
q
X q D

Z
†nDr

jwjq ds dt C

Z
†\Dr

jwjqjzjq=2�1 ds dt

D

Z
†nDr

jvjq ds dt C

Z
†\Dr

jvjqjzj.p=2�1/q
jzjq=2�1 ds dt

D

Z
†nDr

jvjq ds dt C

Z
†\Dr

jvjqjzjp=2�1 ds dt D

Z
†

jvjq�p.z/ ds dt;

which shows that the standard duality paring (5-26) produces the identification�
X p.†/

��
ŠX q.†/; for

1

p
C

1

q
D 1:

Therefore, we view the cokernel of x@˛W X 1;p.†/!X p.†/ as a subspace of X q.†/.
Its elements are a priori less regular at 0 than the elements of the kernel:

Lemma 5.16 Let p> 1 and ˛ 2Rn.�=2/Z. If v 2X q.†/, 1=pC1=qD 1, belongs
to the cokernel of

x@˛W X
1;p.†/!X p.†/;

then v is smooth on †nf0g, it solves the equation @v�˛vD0 with boundary conditions

(5-27)
v.s/ 2R; v.�s/ 2 iR 8s > 0;

v.sC i/ 2R 8s 2R;

and the function .Tv/.�/D 2x�v.�2/ is smooth on Cl.HC/\D1 . In particular, v.z/D
O.jzj�1=2/ and Dv.z/DO.jzj�3=2/ for z! 0.

Proof Since v 2X q.†/ annihilates the image of x@˛ , there holds

(5-28) Re
Z
†

hv.z/; x@u.z/C˛u.z/i ds dt D 0;

for every u 2 X 1;p.†/. By letting u vary among all smooth functions in X 1;p.†/

which are compactly supported in † n f0g, the regularity theory for weak solutions
of @ (the analogue of Theorem 5.4) and a bootstrap argument show that v is smooth
on † n f0g and it solves the equation @v�˛v D 0 with boundary conditions (5-27). It
remains to study the regularity of v at 0.
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Set w.�/ WD .Tv/.�/D 2x�v.�2/. By (5-14), the function w is in Lq.HC\D1/. Let
' 2 C1c .Cl.HC/ \ D1/ be real on RC and purely imaginary on iRC . Then the
function u defined by u.�2/D '.�/ belongs to X 1;p.†/, and by (5-28) we have

0D Re
Z
†

hv; x@uC˛ui ds dt D 4 Re
Z

HC\D1

j�2
j

�
1

2x�
w.�/;

1

2x�

x@'.�/C˛'.�/

�
d�d�

D Re
Z

HC\D1

hw.�/; x@'.�/C 2˛x�'.�/i d�d�:

The above identity can be rewritten as

Re
Z

HC\D1

hw.�/; x@'.�/i d�d� D�Re
Z

HC\D1

h2˛�w.�/; '.�/i d�d�;

so w is a weak solution of @wD 2˛�w on Cl.HC/\D1 with real boundary conditions.
Since w is in Lq.HC \D1/, Lemma 5.7 implies that w is in W 1;q.HC \D1/. In
particular, w is square integrable on HC\D1 , and so is the function

f .�/ WD e�˛�
2=2w.�/:

The function f is antiholomorphic, it takes real values on RC and on iRC , so by a
double Schwarz reflection it can be extended to an antiholomorphic function on D1nf0g.
Since f is square integrable, the singularity 0 is removable and f is antiholomorphic
on D1 . Therefore

.Tv/.�/D w.�/D e˛�
2=2f .�/

is smooth on Cl.HC/\D1 , as claimed.

We can finally prove the following Liouville type result:

Proposition 5.17 If 0< ˛ < �=2, the operator

x@˛W X
1;p.†/!X p.†/

is an isomorphism, for every 1< p <1.

Proof By Proposition 5.14 the operator x@˛ is semi-Fredholm, so it is enough to prove
that its kernel and cokernel are both .0/.

Let u 2 X 1;p.†/ be an element of the kernel of x@˛ . By Proposition 5.12, u.z/ has
exponential decay for jRe zj !C1 together with all its derivatives. By Lemma 5.15,
u is smooth on † n f0g, it is continuous at 0, and Du.z/ D O.jzj�1=2/ for z ! 0.
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Then the function w WD u2 belongs to W 1;q.†;C/ for every q < 4. Moreover, w is
real on the boundary of †, and it satisfies the equation

x@wC 2˛w D 0:

Since 0 < 2˛ < � , e2˛iR\R D .0/, so the assumptions of Theorem 5.11 (ii) are
satisfied, and the operator

x@2˛W W
1;q

R;R.†;C/!Lq.†;C/

is an isomorphism. Therefore w D 0, hence uD 0, proving that the operator x@˛ has
vanishing kernel.

Let v 2 X q.†/, 1=pC 1=q D 1, be an element of the cokernel of x@˛ . By Lemma
5.16, v is smooth on † n f0g, v.s/ 2 iR for s < 0, v.s/ 2 R for s > 0, v solves
@v�˛v D 0, and the function

(5-29) w.�/ WD 2x�v.�2/

is smooth in Cl.HC/\D1 and real on the boundary of HC . In particular, v.z/ D
O.jzj�1=2/ and Dv.z/DO.jzj�3=2/ for z! 0. Furthermore, by Proposition 5.12, v
and Dv decay exponentially for jRe zj !C1. More precisely, since the spectrum of
the operator L˛ on L2.Œ0; 1�;C/,

dom L˛DW
1;2

R;R.Œ0; 1�;C/Dfu2W 1;2.Œ0; 1�;C/ ju.0/;u.1/2Rg; L˛D i
d

dt
C˛;

is ˛C�Z, we have min �.L˛/\ Œ0;C1/D ˛ , hence

(5-30) jv.z/j � ce�˛jRe zj for jRe zj � 1:

If w.0/D 0, the function v vanishes at 0, and Dv.z/DO.jzj�1/ for z! 0, so v2

belongs to W
1;q

R;R.†;C/ for any q < 2, it solves @v2 � 2˛v2 D 0, and as before we
deduce that v D 0. Therefore, we can assume that the real number w.0/ is not zero.

Consider the function

f W † n f0g !C; f .z/ WD e�˛xz=2xv.z/:

Since @v D ˛v ,

x@f .z/D�˛e�˛xz=2xv.z/C e�˛xz=2@v.z/D e�˛xz=2.�˛xv.z/C˛v.z//D 0;

so f is holomorphic on the interior of †. Moreover, f is smooth on † n f0g, and

f .s/D e�˛s=2
xv.s/ 2 iR for s < 0; f .s/D e�˛s=2

xv.s/ 2R for s > 0;(5-31)

f .sC i/D e�˛s=2
xv.sC i/e˛i=2

2 e˛i=2R for every s 2R:(5-32)
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Denote by
p

z the determination of the square root on C nR� such that
p

z is real
and positive for z real and positive, so that

p
z D
p
xz . By (5-29),

(5-33) f .z/D�e�˛xz=2
1
p

z
xw.
p

z/D
xw.0/
p

z
C o.jzj�1=2/ for z! 0:

Finally, by (5-30),

(5-34) lim
jRe zj!C1

f .z/D 0:

We claim that a holomorphic function with the properties listed above is necessarily
zero. By (5-33), setting z D �e� i with � > 0 and 0� � � � ,

f .z/D
xw.0/
p
�

e�� i=2
C o.j�j�1=2/ for �! 0:

Since xw.0/ is real and not zero, the above expansion at 0 shows that there exists � > 0

such that

(5-35) f .z/ 2
[

�2 ���=2�˛=4;˛=4Œ

e� iR; 8z 2 .B�.0/\†/ n f0g:

If f D0 on RCi , then f is identically zero (by reflection and by analytic continuation),
so we may assume that f .RC i/¤ f0g. By (5-32) the set f .RC i/ is contained in
Re˛i=2 . Since f is holomorphic on Int.†/, it is open on such a domain, so we can
find  2 �˛=4; ˛=2Œ[ �˛=2; 3˛=4Œ such that f .Int.†//\Re i ¤ f0g. By (5-34) and
(5-35) there exists z 2† nB�.0/ such that

(5-36) f .z/ 2Re i ; jf .z/j D sup jf .† n f0g/\Re i
j> 0:

By (5-31) and (5-32), z belongs to Int.†/, but since f is open on Int.†/ this fact
contradicts (5-36). Hence f D 0. Therefore v vanishes on †, concluding the proof of
the invertibility of the operator x@˛ .

If we change the sign of ˛ and we invert the boundary conditions on R we still get an
isomorphism. Indeed, if we set v.s; t/ WD xu.�s; t/ we have

x@�˛v.s; t/D x@v.s; t/�˛v.s; t/D�x@u.�s; t/C˛u.�s; t/D�@˛u.�s; t/;

so the operators

x@˛W X
1;p

f0g;..0/;R/;.R/.†;C/!X
p

f0g
.†;C/;

x@�˛W X
1;p

f0g;.R;.0//;.R/.†;C/!X
p

f0g
.†;C/

are conjugated. Therefore Proposition 5.17 implies:
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Proposition 5.18 If 0< ˛ < �=2, the operator

x@�˛W X
1;p

f0g;.R;.0//;.R/.†;C/!X
p

f0g
.†;C/

is an isomorphism.

5.6 Computation of the index

The computation of the Fredholm index of x@A is based on the Liouville type results
proved in the previous section, together with the following additivity formula:

Proposition 5.19 Assume that A;A1;A2 2 C 0.SR� Œ0; 1�;L.R2n;R2n// satisfy

A1.C1; t/DA2.�1; t/; A.�1; t/DA1.�1; t/;

A.C1; t/DA2.C1; t/; 8t 2 Œ0; 1�:

Let V1 D .V0; : : : ;Vk/, V2 D .Vk ; : : : ;VkCh/, V0
1
D .V 0

0
; : : : ;V 0

k0
/, V0

2
D .Vk0 ; : : : ;

V 0
k0Ch0

/ be finite ordered sets of linear subspaces of Rn such that Vj and VjC1 , V 0j and
V 0

jC1
are partially orthogonal, for every j . Set VD .V0; : : : ;Vk ;VkC1; : : : ;VkCh/ and

V0 D .V 0
0
; : : : ;V 0

k0
;V 0

k0C1
; : : : ;V 0

k0Ch0
/. Assume that .A1;V1;V

0
1
/ and .A2;V2;V

0
2
/

satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 5.9. Let S1 be a set consisting of k points in R
and k 0 points in i CR, let S2 be a set consisting of h points in R and h0 points in
i CR, and let S be a set consisting of kC h points in R and k 0C h0 points in i CR.
For p 2 �1;C1Œ consider the semi-Fredholm operators

x@A1
W X

1;p

S1;V1;V
0
1

.†;Cn/!X
p
S1
.†;Cn/; x@A2

W X
1;p

S2;V2;V
0
2

.†;Cn/!X
p
S2
.†;Cn/

x@AW X
1;p
S;V;V0.†;C

n/!X
p
S .†;C

n/:

ind x@A D ind x@A1
C ind x@A1

:Then

The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.2.12 in [46], and we omit it. When
there are no jumps, that is SD∅ and VD .V /, V0 D .V 0/, Theorem 5.11 shows that
the index of the operator

x@AW X
1;p

∅;.V /;.V 0/.†;C
n/DW

1;p
N�V;N�V 0

.†;Cn/!Lp.†;Cn/DX
p
∅ .†;C

n/

ind x@A D �.ˆ�N �V;N �V 0/��.ˆCN �V;N �V 0/:is

In the general case, Proposition 5.19 shows that

(5-37) ind
�
x@AW X

1;p
S;V;V0.†;C

n/!X
p
S .†;C

n/
�

D�.ˆ�N �V0;N
�V 00/��.ˆ

CN �Vk ;N
�V 0k0/Cc.V0; : : : ;Vk IV

0
0; : : : ;V

0
k0/;
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where the correction term c satisfies the additivity formula

(5-38) c.V0; : : : ;VkChIV
0

0; : : : ;V
0

k0Ch0/

D c.V0; : : : ;Vk IV
0

0; : : : ;V
0

k0/ C c.Vk ; : : : ;VkChIV
0

k0 ; : : : ;V
0

k0Ch0/ �A

Since the Maslov index is in general a half-integer, and since we have not proved
that the cokernel of x@A is finite dimensional, the correction term c takes values in
.1=2/Z[ f�1g. Actually, the analysis of this section shows that c is always finite,
proving that x@A is Fredholm.

Clearly, we have the following direct sum formula

(5-39) c.V0˚W0; : : : ;Vk ˚Wk IV
0

0˚W 00; : : : ;V
0

k0 ˚W 0k0/

D c.V0; : : : ;Vk IV
0

0; : : : ;V
0

k0/ C c.W0; : : : ;Wk IW
0

0; : : : ;W
0

k0/:

Note also the index formula of Theorem 5.11 produces a correction term of the form

(5-40) c.�I �/D �.�; �/;

where � and � are asymptotically constant paths of Lagrangian subspaces on Cn . The
Liouville type results of the previous section imply that

(5-41) c..0/;Rn
IRn/D�n=2D c.Rn; .0/IRn/:

Indeed, by Proposition 5.17 the operator

x@˛I W X
1;p

f0g;..0/;Rn/;.Rn/
.†;Cn/!X

p

f0g
.†;Cn/

is an isomorphism if 0 < ˛ < �=2. By (5-5), the Maslov index of the path ei˛tRn ,
t 2 Œ0; 1�, with respect to Rn is �n=2. On the other hand, the Maslov index of the path
ei˛t iRn , t 2 Œ0; 1�, with respect to Rn is 0 because the intersection is .0/ for every
t 2 Œ0; 1�. Inserting the information about the Fredholm and the Maslov index in (5-37),
we find

0D ind x@˛I D n=2C c..0/;Rn
I .0//;

which implies the first identity in (5-41). The second one is proved in the same way by
using Proposition 5.18.

Lemma 5.20 Let .V0;V1; : : : ;Vk/ be a .kC1/–tuple of linear subspaces of Rn , with
Vj�1 and Vj partially orthogonal for every j D 1; : : : ; k , and let W be a linear
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subspace of Rn . Then

c.V0; : : : ;Vk IW /D c.W IV0; : : : ;Vk/

D
1

2

kX
jD1

�
dim Vj�1C dim Vj � 2 dim Vj�1\Vj

�
:

Proof Let us start by considering the case W DRn . By the additivity formula (5-38),

c.V0; : : : ;Vk IR
n/D

kX
jD1

c.Vj�1;Vj IR
n/:

Since Vj�1 and Vj are partially orthogonal, Rn has an orthogonal splitting Rn D

X
j
1
˚X

j
2
˚X

j
3
˚X

j
4

where Vj�1 DX
j
1
˚X

j
2

and Vj DX
j
1
˚X

j
3

. By the direct
sum formula (5-39) and by formula (5-41),

c.Vj�1;Vj IR
n/D c.X

j
1
;X

j
1
IX

j
1
/C c.X

j
2
; .0/IX

j
2
/

Cc..0/;X
j
3
IX

j
3
/C c..0/; .0/IX

j
4
/

D 0� 1
2

dim X
j
2
�

1
2

dim X
j
3
C 0D�1

2
dim X

j
2
˚X

j
3

Since dim X
j
2
˚X

j
3
D dim Vj�1C dim Vj � 2 dim Vj�1\Vj ;

the formula for c.V0; : : : ;Vk IR
n/ follows.

Now let �W R!L.n/ be a continuous path of Lagrangian subspaces such that �.s/D
Rn for s ��1 and �.s/DN �W for s � 1. By an easy generalization of the additivity
formula (5-38) to the case of nonconstant Lagrangian boundary conditions,

(5-42) c.N �V0I�/C c.V0; : : : ;Vk IW /D c.V0; : : : ;Vk IR
n/C c.N �Vk I�/:

By (5-40), c.N �V0I�/D��.�;N
�V0/ and c.N �Vk I�/D��.�;N

�Vk/, so (5-42)
leads to

c.V0; : : : ;V
k
IW /D c.V0; : : : ;V

k
IRn/� .�.�;N �Vk/��.�;N

�V0//

D c.V0; : : : ;V
k
IRn/� h.N �V0;N

�Vk IR
n;N �W /;

where h is the Hörmander index. By Proposition 5.2, the above Hörmander index
vanishes, so we get the desired formula for c.V0; : : : ;Vk IW /. The formula for
c.W IV0; : : : ;Vk/ follows by using the change of variable v.s; t/D xu.s; 1� t/.

The additivity formula (5-38) leads to

c.V0; : : : ;Vk IV
0

0; : : : ;V
0

k0/D c.V0; : : : ;Vk IV
0

0/C c.Vk IV
0

0; : : : ;V
0

k0/;
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and the index formula in the general case follows from (5-37) and the above lemma.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.9.

5.7 Half-strips with jumping conormal boundary conditions

This section is devoted to the analogue of Theorem 5.9 on the half-strips

†C WD fz 2C j 0� Im z � 1; Re z � 0g ;

†� WD fz 2C j 0� Im z � 1; Re z � 0g :

In the first case, we fix the following data. Let k; k 0 � 0 be integers, let

0D s0 < s1 < � � �< sk < skC1 DC1; 0D s00 < s01 < � � �< s0k0 < s0k0C1 DC1;

be real numbers, and let W , V0; : : : ;Vk , V 0
0
; : : : ;V 0

k0
be linear subspaces of Rn such

that Vj�1 and Vj , V 0
j�1

and V 0j , W and V0 , W and V 0
0

, are partially orthogonal. We
denote by V the .kC1/–tuple .V0; : : : ;Vk/, by V0 the .k 0C 1/–tuple .V 0

0
; : : : ;V 0

k0
/,

and by S the set fs1; : : : ; sk ; s
0
1
C i; : : : ; s0

k0
C ig. The X p and X 1;p norms on †C

are defined as in Section 5.3, and so are the spaces X
p
S .†

C;Cn/ and X
1;p
S .†C;Cn/.

Let X
1;p
S;W ;V;V0.†

C;Cn/ be the completion of the space of maps u 2 C1S;c.†
C;Cn/

satisfying the boundary conditions

u.i t/ 2N �W; 8t 2 Œ0; 1�; u.s/ 2N �Vj ; 8s 2 Œsj ; sjC1�;

u.sC i/ 2N �V 0j ; 8s 2 Œs0j ; s
0
jC1

�;

with respect to the norm kukX 1;p.†C/ .

Let A 2 C 0.Œ0;C1� � Œ0; 1�;L.R2n;R2n// be such that A.C1; t/ is symmetric
for every t 2 Œ0; 1�, and denote by ˆCW Œ0; 1�! Sp.2n/ the solutions of the linear
Hamiltonian system

d

dt
ˆC.t/D iA.C1; t/ˆC.t/; ˆC.0/D I:

Then we have:

Theorem 5.21 Assume that ˆC.1/N �Vk\N �V 0
k0
D .0/. Then the R–linear bounded

operator

x@AW X
1;p
S;W ;V;V0.†

C;Cn/!X
p
S .†

C;Cn/; x@AuD x@uCAu;
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is Fredholm of index

ind x@A D
n

2
��.ˆCN �Vk ;N

�V 0k0/

�
1

2
.dim V0C dim W � 2 dim V0\W /

�
1

2
.dim V 00C dim W � 2 dim V 00\W /

�
1

2

kX
jD1

.dim Vj�1C dim Vj � 2 dim Vj�1\Vj /

�
1

2

k0X
jD1

.dim V 0j�1C dim V 0j � 2 dim V 0j�1\V 0j /:

(5-43)

Proof The proof of the fact that x@A is semi-Fredholm is analogous to the case of the
full strip, treated in Section 5.4. It remains to compute the index. By an additivity
formula analogous to (5-38), it is enough to prove (5-43) in the case with no jumps,
that is k D k 0 D 0, VD .V0/, V0 D .V 0

0
/. In this case, we have a formula of the type

ind x@A D��.ˆCN �V0;N
�V 00/C c.W IV0IV

0
0/;

and we have to determine the correction term c .

Assume W D .0/, so that N �W D iRn . Let us compute the correction term c when
V0 and V 0

0
are either .0/ or Rn . We can choose the map A to be the constant map

A.s; t/ D ˛I , for ˛ 2 �0; �=2Œ, so that ˆC.t/ D ei˛t . The Kernel and cokernel of
x@˛I are easy to determine explicitly, by separating the variables in the corresponding
boundary value PDEs:

(i) If V0 D V 0
0
D Rn , then the kernel and cokernel of x@˛I are both .0/. Since

�.ei˛tRn;Rn/D�n=2, we have c..0/IRnIRn/D�n=2.

(ii) If V0 D V 0
0
D .0/, then the kernel of x@˛I is iRne�˛s , while its cokernel is .0/.

Since �.ei˛t iRn; iRn/D�n=2, we have c..0/I .0/I .0//D n=2.

(iii) If either V0DRn and V 0
0
D .0/, or V0D .0/ and V 0

0
DRn , then the kernel and

cokernel of x@˛I are both .0/. Since �.ei˛tRn; .0//D �.ei˛t .0/;Rn/D 0, we
have c..0/IRnI .0//D c..0/I .0/IRn/D 0.

Now let W , V0 and V 0
0

be arbitrary (with W partially orthogonal to both V0 and V 0
0

).
Let U 2 U.n/ be such that UN �W D iRn . Then UN �V0 DN �W0 and UN �V 0

0
D

N �W 0
0

, where

W0 D .V0\W /?\ .V0CW /; W 00 D .V
0

0\W /?\ .V 00CW /:
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By using the change of variable v D Uu, we find

(5-44) c.W IV0IV
0

0/D c..0/IW0IW
0

0/;

and we are reduced to compute the latter quantity. By an easy homotopy argument,
using the fact that the Fredholm index is locally constant in the operator norm topology,
we can assume that W0 and W 0

0
are partially orthogonal. Then Rn has an orthogonal

splitting Rn DX1˚X2˚X3˚X4 , where

W0 DX1˚X2; W 00 DX1˚X3;

from which

N �W0 DX1˚X2˚ iX3˚ iX4; N �W 00 DX1˚ iX2˚X3˚ iX4:

Then the operator x@˛I decomposes as the direct sum of four operators, whose index is
computed in cases (i), (ii), and (iii) above. Indeed,

c..0/IW0IW
0

0/D
1
2

dim X4�
1
2

dim X1

D
1
2

codim.W0CW 00/�
1
2

dim W0\W 00 D
1
2
.n�dim W0�dim W 00/:

Since

dim W0 D dim.V0CW /� dim V0\W D dim V0C dim W � 2 dim W0\W;

dim W 00 D dim.V 00CW /� dim V 00\W D dim V 00C dim W � 2 dim W 00 \W;

we find

c..0/IW0IW
0

0/D
n
2
�

1
2
.dim V0C dim W � 2 dim W0\W /

�
1
2
.dim V 00C dim W � 2 dim W 00 \W /:

Together with (5-44), this proves formula (5-43).

We conclude this section by considering the case of the left half-strip †� . Let k; k 0� 0,
VD .V0; : : : ;Vk/, and V0 D .V 0

0
; : : : ;V 0

k0
/ be as above. Let

�1D skC1 < sk < � � �< s1 < s0 D 0; �1D s0k0C1 < s0k0 < � � �< s01 < s00 D 0;

be real numbers, and set SD fs1; : : : ; sk ; s
0
1
C i; : : : ; s0

k0
C ig.

Let X
1;p
S;W ;V;V0.†

�;Cn/ be the completion of the space of maps u 2 C1S;c.†
�;Cn/

satisfying the boundary conditions

u.i t/ 2N �W; 8t 2 Œ0; 1�; u.s/ 2N �Vj ; 8s 2 ŒsjC1; sj �;

u.sC i/ 2N �V 0j ; 8s 2 Œs0jC1; s
0
j �;

with respect to the norm kukX 1;p.†�/ .
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Let A2C 0.Œ�1; 0�� Œ0; 1�;L.R2n;R2n// be such that A.�1; t/ is symmetric for ev-
ery t 2 Œ0; 1�, and denote by ˆ�W Œ0; 1�!Sp.2n/ the solutions of the linear Hamiltonian
system

d

dt
ˆ�.t/D iA.�1; t/ˆ�.t/; ˆ�.0/D I:

Then we have:

Theorem 5.22 Assume that ˆ�.1/N �Vk\N �V 0
k0
D .0/. Then the R–linear operator

(5-45) x@AW X
1;p
S;W ;V;V0.†

�;Cn/!X
p
S .†

�;Cn/; x@AuD x@uCAu;

is bounded and Fredholm of index

ind x@A D
n

2
C�.ˆ�N �Vk ;N

�V 0k0/�
1

2
.dim V0C dim W � 2 dim V0\W /

�
1

2
.dim V 00C dim W � 2 dim V 00\W /

�
1

2

kX
jD1

.dim Vj�1C dim Vj � 2 dim Vj�1\Vj /

�
1

2

k0X
jD1

.dim V 0j�1C dim V 0j � 2 dim V 0j�1\V 0j /:

(5-46)

Indeed, notice that if u.s; t/D xv.�s; t/, then

�.x@u.s; t/CA.s; t/u.s; t//D C.x@v.�s; t/�CA.s; t/Cv.�s; t//;

where C is denotes complex conjugation. Then the operator (5-45) is obtained from
the operator

x@BW X
1;p
�S;W ;V;V0.†

C;Cn/!X
p
�S.†

C;Cn/; x@Bv D x@vCBv;

where B.s; t/D�CA.�s; t/C , by left and right multiplication by isomorphisms. In
particular, the indices are the same. Then Theorem 5.22 follows from Theorem 5.21,
taking into account the fact that the solution ˆC of

d

dt
ˆC.t/D iB.C1; t/ˆC.t/; ˆC.0/D I;

is ˆC.t/D Cˆ�.t/C , so that

�.ˆCN �Vk ;N
�V 0k0/D �.Cˆ

�CN �Vk ;N
�V 0k0/D��.ˆ

�N �Vk ;N
�V 0k0/:
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5.8 Nonlocal boundary conditions

It is useful to dispose of versions of Theorems 5.9, 5.21 and 5.22, involving nonlocal
boundary conditions. In the case of the full strip †, let us fix the following data. Let
k � 0 be an integer, let

�1D s0 < s1 < � � �< sk < skC1 DC1

be real numbers, and set S WD fs1; : : : ; sk ; s1C i; : : : ; sk C ig. Let W0;W1; : : : ;Wk

be linear subspaces of Rn �Rn such that Wj�1 and Wj are partially orthogonal, for
j D 1; : : : ; k , and set WD .W0; : : : ;Wk/.

The space X
1;p
S;W.†;C

n/ is defined as the completion of the space of all u2C1S;c.†;C
n/

such that

.u.s/; xu.sC i// 2N �Wj ; 8s 2 Œsj ; sjC1�; j D 0; : : : ; k;

with respect to the norm kukX 1;p.†/ .

Let A 2 C 0.SR� Œ0; 1�;L.R2n;R2n// be such that A.˙1; t/ 2 Sym.2n;R/ for every
t 2 Œ0; 1�, and define the symplectic paths ˆC; ˆ�W Œ0; 1�! Sp.2n/ as the solutions of
the linear Hamiltonian systems

d

dt
ˆ˙.t/D iA.˙1; t/ˆ˙.t/; ˆ˙.0/D I:

Denote by C the complex conjugation, and recall from Section 5.1 that ˆ2L.R2n;R2n/

is symplectic if and only if graphˆC is a Lagrangian subspace of .R2n�R2n; !0 �!0/.
Then we have the following:

Theorem 5.23 Assume that graph Cˆ�.1/ \ N �W0 D .0/ and graph CˆC.1/ \

N �Wk D .0/. Then for every p 2 �1;C1Œ the R–linear operator

x@AW X
1;p
S;W.†;C

n/!X
p
S .†;C

n/; u 7! x@uCAu;

is bounded and Fredholm of index

ind x@A D �.graphˆ�C;N �W0/��.graphˆCC;N �Wk/

�
1

2

kX
jD1

.dim Wj�1C dim Wj � 2 dim Wj�1\Wj /:

Proof Given uW †!Cn define zuW †!C2n by

zu.z/ WD .u.z=2/; xu.xz=2C i//:
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The map u 7! zu determines a linear isomorphism

F W X
1;p
S;W.†;C

n/
Š
�!X

1;p
S0;W;W0.†;C

2n/;

where S0Df2s1;: : :;2sk ; 2s1Ci;: : :;2skCig, W0 is the .kC1/–tuple .�Rn ;: : :;�Rn/,
and we have used the identity

N ��Rn D graph C D
˚
.w; xw/ j w 2Cn

	
:

The map v 7! zv=2 determines an isomorphism

GW X
p
S .†;C

n/
Š
�!X

p
S0.†;C

2n/:

The composition G ı x@A ıF�1 is the operator

x@ zAW X
1;p
S0;W;W0.†;C

2n/ �!X
p
S0.†;C

2n/; u 7! x@uC zAu;

zA.z/ WD 1
2
.A.z=2/˚CA.xz=2C i/C / :where

zA.˙1; t/D 1
2
.A.˙1; t=2/˚CA.˙1; 1� t=2/C / ;Since

we easily see that the solutions ẑ˙ of

d

dt
ẑ˙.t/D i zA.˙1; t/ ẑ˙.t/; ẑ˙.0/D I;

ẑ˙.t/Dˆ˙.t=2/˚Cˆ˙.1� t=2/ˆ.1/�1C:are given by

The above formula implies

(5-47) ẑ˙.t/�1N ��Rn D graph Cˆ˙.1/ˆ˙.1� t=2/�1ˆ˙.t=2/:

For t D 1 we get

ẑ�.1/N �W0\N ��Rn D ẑ
�.1/ŒN �W0\ graph Cˆ�.1/�D .0/;

ẑC.1/N �Wk \N ��Rn D ẑ
C.1/ŒN �Wk \ graph CˆC.1/�D .0/;

so the transversality hypotheses of Theorem 5.9 are fulfilled. By this theorem, the
operator x@A DG�1 ı x@ zA ıF is Fredholm of index

(5-48) ind x@A D ind x@ zA D �.
ẑ�N �W0;N

��Rn/��. ẑCN �Wk ;N
��Rn/

�
1

2

kX
jD1

.dim Wj�1C dim Wj � 2 dim Wj�1\Wj /:
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The symplectic paths t 7!ˆ˙.1/ˆ˙.1�t=2/�1ˆ˙.t=2/ and t 7!ˆ˙.t/ are homotopic
by means of the symplectic homotopy

.�; t/ 7!ˆ˙.1/ˆ˙
�

1C�

2
�

1��

2
t

��1

ˆ˙
�

1C�

2
t

�
;

which fixes the end-points I and ˆ˙.1/. By the symplectic invariance and the homo-
topy invariance of the Maslov index we deduce from (5-47) that

�. ẑ�N �W0;N
��Rn/D �.N �W0; ẑ

�. � /�1N ��Rn/

D �.N �W0; graph Cˆ�.1/ˆ�.1� � =2/�1ˆ�. �=2//

D �.N �W0; graph Cˆ�/D �.graphˆ�C;N �W0/;

(5-49)

where the lest equality is obtained by applying the antisymplectic involution C to both
arguments. Similarly,

(5-50) �. ẑCN �Wk ;N
��Rn/D �.graphˆCC;N �Wk/:

The conclusion follows from (5-48), (5-49), and (5-50).

In the case of the right half-strip †C , we fix an integer k � 0, real numbers

0D s0 < s1 < � � �< sk < skC1 DC1;

a linear subspace V0�Rn and a .kC1/–tuple WD .W0; : : : ;Wk/ of linear subspaces
of Rn �Rn , such that W0 and V0 � V0 are partially orthogonal, and so are Wj�1

and Wj , for every j D 1; : : : ; k . Set S D fs1; : : : ; sk ; s1 C i; : : : ; sk C ig, and let
X

1;p
S;V0;W

.†C;Cn/ be the completion of the space of maps u 2 C1S;c.†
C;Cn/ such

that

u.i t/ 2 V0 8t 2 Œ0; 1�; .u.s/; xu.sC i// 2N �Wj ; 8s 2 Œsj ; sjC1�; j D 0; : : : ; k;

with respect to the norm kukX 1;p.†C/ .

Let A 2 C 0.Œ0;C1�� Œ0; 1�;L.R2n;R2n// be such that A.C1; t/ 2 Sym.2n;R/ for
every t 2 Œ0; 1�, and let ˆCW Œ0; 1�! Sp.2n/ be the solution of the linear Hamiltonian
systems

d

dt
ˆC.t/D iA.C1; t/ˆC.t/; ˆC.0/D I:

Then we have:

Theorem 5.24 Assume that graph CˆC.1/ \ N �Wk D .0/. Then for every p 2

�1;C1Œ the R–linear operator

x@AW X
1;p
S;V0;W

.†C;Cn/!X
p
S .†

C;Cn/; u 7! x@uCAu;
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is bounded and Fredholm of index

ind x@AD
n

2
��.graphˆCC;N �Wk/�

1

2
.dim W0C2 dim V0�2 dim W0\.V0�V0//

�
1

2

kX
jD1

.dim Wj�1C dim Wj � 2 dim Wj�1\Wj /:

Proof By the same argument used in the proof of Theorem 5.23, the operator x@A is
Fredholm and has the same index as the operator

x@ zAW X
1;p
S0;V0�V0;W;W0

.†C;C2n/!X
p
S0.†

C;C2n/; u 7! x@uC zAu;

where S0Df2s1;: : :;2sk ; 2s1Ci;: : :;2skCig, W0 is the .kC1/–tuple .�Rn ;: : :;�Rn/,
and

zA.z/ WD 1
2
.A.z=2/˚CA.xz=2C i/C /:

By Theorem 5.21 and by (5-50), the index of this operator is

ind x@ zA D n��.graphˆCC;N �Wk/

�
1

2
.dim�Rn C dim V0 �V0� 2 dim�Rn \ .V0 �V0//

�
1

2
.dim W0C dim V0 �V0� 2 dim W0\ .V0 �V0//

�
1

2

kX
jD1

.dim Wj�1C dim Wj � 2 dim Wj�1\Wj /

D n��.graphˆCC;N �Wk/�
n

2

�
1

2
.dim W0C 2 dim V0� 2 dim W0\ .V0 �V0//

�
1

2

kX
jD1

.dim Wj�1C dim Wj � 2 dim Wj�1\Wj /:

The desired formula follows.

In the case of the left half-strip †� , let k , V0 , W be as above, and let SDfs1; : : : ; sk ;

s1C i ; : : : ; sk C ig with

0D s0 > s1 > � � �> sk > skC1 D�1:
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Let X
1;p
S;V0;W

.†�;Cn/ the completion of the space of all maps u 2C1S;c.†
�;Cn/ such

that

u.i t/2V0; 8t 2 Œ0; 1�; .u.s/; xu.sCi//2N �Wj ; 8s2 ŒsjC1; sj �; j D0; : : : ; k;

with respect to the norm kukX 1;p.†�/ .

Let A 2 C 0.Œ�1; 0�� Œ0; 1�;L.R2n;R2n// be such that A.�1; t/ is symmetric for
every t 2 Œ0; 1�, and let ˆ�W Œ0; 1�! Sp.2n/ be the solution of the linear Hamiltonian
systems

d

dt
ˆ�.t/D iA.�1; t/ˆC.t/; ˆ�.0/D I:

Then we have:

Theorem 5.25 Assume that graph Cˆ�.1/ \ N �Wk D .0/. Then for every p 2

�1;C1Œ the R–linear operator

x@AW X
1;p
S;V0;W

.†�;Cn/!X
p
S .†

�;Cn/; u 7! x@uCAu;

is bounded and Fredholm of index

ind x@A D
n

2
C�.graphˆ�C;N �Wk/

�
1

2
.dim W0C 2 dim V0� 2 dim W0\ .V0 �V0//

�
1

2

kX
jD1

.dim Wj�1C dim Wj � 2 dim Wj�1\Wj /:

5.9 Coherent orientations

As noticed in [4, Section 1.4], the problem of giving coherent orientations for the
spaces of maps arising in Floer homology on cotangent bundles is somehow simpler
than in the case of a general symplectic manifolds, treated in [25] for periodic orbits
and in [29] for more general Lagrangian boundary conditions. This fact remains true if
we deal with Cauchy–Riemann type operators on strips and half-strips with jumping
conormal boundary conditions. We briefly discuss this issue in the general case of
nonlocal boundary conditions on the strip, the case of the half-strip being similar (see
[4, Section 3.2]).

We recall that the space Fred.E;F / of Fredholm linear operators from the real Banach
space E to the real Banach space F is the base space of a smooth real nontrivial line
bundle det.Fred.E;F //, with fibers

det.A/ WDƒmax.ker A/˝ .ƒmax.coker A//�; 8A 2 Fred.E;F /;
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where ƒmax.V / denotes the component of top degree in the exterior algebra of the
finite-dimensional vector space V (see Quillen [40]).

Let us recall the setting from Section 5.8. We fix the data k � 0, S D fs1; : : : ; sk ;

s1C i ; : : : ; sk C ig, with s1 < � � �< sk , and WD .W0; : : : ;Wk/, where W0; : : : ;Wk

are linear subspaces of Rn �Rn , such that Wj�1 is partially orthogonal to Wj , for
j D 1; : : : ; k . Let A˙W Œ0; 1�! Sym.Rn/ be continuous paths of symmetric matrices
such that the linear problems(

w0.t/D iA�.t/w.t/;

.w.0/;Cw.1// 2N �W0;

(
w0.t/D iAC.t/w.t/;

.w.0/;Cw.1// 2N �Wk ;

have only the trivial solution wD 0. Such paths are referred to as nondegenerate paths
(with respect to W0 and Wk , respectively). Fix some p > 1, and let DS;W.A

�;AC/

be the space of operators of the form

x@AW X
1;p
S;W.†;C

n/!X
p
S .†;C

n/; u 7! x@uCAu;

where A 2 C 0.SR � Œ0; 1�;L.R2n;R2n// is such that A.˙1; t/ D A˙.t/ for every
t 2 Œ0; 1�. By Theorem 5.23,

DS;W.A
�;AC/ � Fred.X 1;p

S;W.†;C
n/;X

p
S .†;C

n// :

It is actually a convex subset, therefore the restriction of the determinant bundle to
DS;W.A

�;AC/ – that we denote by det.DS;W.A
�;AC// – is trivial.

Let S be the family of all subsets of † consisting of exactly k pairs of opposite
boundary points. It is a k –dimensional manifold, diffeomorphic to an open subsets
of Rk . An orientation of det.DS;W.A

�;AC// for a given S in S uniquely determines
an orientation for all choices of S0 2 S . Indeed, the disjoint unionsG

S2S
X

1;p
S;W.†;C

n/;
G
S2S

X
p
S .†;C

n/;

define locally trivial Banach bundles over S , and the operators x@A define a Fredholm
bundle-morphism between them. Since S is connected and simply connected, an
orientation of the determinant space of this operator between the fibers of a given
point S induces an orientation of the determinant spaces of the operators over each
S0 2 S .

The space of all Fredholm bundle-morphisms between the above Banach bundles
induced by operators of the form x@A with fixed asymptotic paths A� and AC is
denoted by DW.A

�;AC/. An orientation of the determinant bundle over this space of
Fredholm bundle-morphisms is denoted by oW.A

�;AC/.
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Let WD .W0; : : : ;Wk/, W0D .Wk ; : : : ;WkCk0/ be vectors consisting of consecutively
partially orthogonal linear subspaces of Rn �Rn , and set

W # W0 WD .W0; : : : ;WkCk0/:

Let A0;A1;A2 be nondegenerate paths with respect to W0 , Wk , and WkCk0 , re-
spectively. Then orientations oW.A0;A1/ and oW0.A1;A2/ of det.DW.A0;A1// and
det.DW0.A1;A2//, respectively, determine in a canonical way a glued orientation

oW.A0;A1/ # oW0.A1;A2/

of det.DW#W0.A0;A2//. The construction is analogous to the one described in [25,
Section 3]. This way of gluing orientations is associative. A coherent orientation is a
set of orientations oW.A

�;AC/ for each choice of compatible data such that

oW#W0.A0;A1/D oW.A0;A1/ # oW0.A1;A2/;

whenever the latter glued orientation is well-defined. The proof of the existence of a
coherent orientation is analogous to the proof of Theorem 12 in [25].

The choice of such a coherent orientation in this linear setting determines orientations
for all the nonlinear objects we are interested in, and such orientations are compatible
with gluing. As mentioned above, the fact that we are dealing with the cotangent bundle
of an oriented manifold makes the step from the linear setting to the nonlinear one easier.
The reason is that we can fix once for all special symplectic trivializations of the bundle
x�.T T �M /, for every solution x of our Hamiltonian problem. In fact, one starts by
fixing an orthogonal and orientation preserving trivialization of .� ıx/�.TM /, and
then considers the induced unitary trivialization of x�.T T �M /. Let u be an element
in some space M.x;y/, consisting of the solutions of a Floer equation on the strip †
which are asymptotic to two Hamiltonian orbits x and y and satisfy suitable jumping
conormal boundary conditions. Then we can find a unitary trivialization of u�.T T �M /

which converges to the given unitary trivializations of x�.T T �M / and y�.T T �M /.
We may use such a trivialization to linearize the problem, producing a Fredholm operator
in DS;W.A

�;AC/. Here A�;AC are determined by the fixed unitary trivializations
of x�.T T �M / and y�.T T �M /. The orientation of the determinant bundle over
DS;W.A

�;AC/ then induces an orientation of the tangent space of M.x;y/ at u, that
is an orientation of M.x;y/. See [4, Section 1.4] for more details.

When the manifold M is not orientable, one cannot fix once for all trivializations
along the Hamiltonian orbits, and the construction of coherent orientations requires
understanding the effect of changing the trivialization, as in [25, Lemma 15]. The Floer
complex and the pair-of-pants product are still well-defined over integer coefficients,
whereas the Chas–Sullivan loop product requires Z2 coefficients.
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5.10 Nonlinear consequences

Let us derive the nonlinear consequences of Theorems 5.23, 5.24 and 5.25. Let Q

be a finite dimensional Riemannian manifold, and let R0; : : : ;Rk be submanifolds
of Q �Q, such that Rj�1 is partially orthogonal to Rj , for every j D 1; : : : ; k

(with respect to the product metric on Q �Q). Partial orthogonality implies that
the dimension of Rj�1\Rj is locally constant, and we assume such a dimension is
actually constant. Let k � 0 be an integer, and let us fix numbers

�1D s0 < s1 < � � �< sk < skC1 DC1:

We recall from Section 3.1 that if H 2 C1.Œ0; 1�;T �Q/ is a Hamiltonian, the symbol
PR.H / denotes the set of all the Hamiltonian orbits xW Œ0; 1�!T �Q which satisfy the
boundary condition .x.0/;Cx.1// 2N �R, where C is the antisymplectic involution
on T �Q which maps .q;p/ into .q;�p/. When x 2 PR.H / is nondegenerate, its
Maslov index �R.x/ is defined in (3-5).

We recall that a space M is said to have virtual dimension d , where d 2 Z, or briefly

virdim MD d;

if M can be seen as the set of zeroes of a smooth section of some Banach bundle,
whose fiberwise derivative is Fredholm of index d . When such a section is transverse
to the zero-section, the implicit function theorem implies that either M is empty, or M

is a smooth manifold of dimension d � 0.

We start by considering the case of the full strip †D fz 2C j 0� Im z � 1g:

Corollary 5.26 Let x 2 PR0.H / and y 2 PRk .H / be nondegenerate. Then the set
M.x;y/ of maps uW †! T �Q which solve the equation x@J ;H .u/D 0 with boundary
conditions

.u.s/;Cu.sC i// 2N �Rj ; 8s 2 Œsj ; sjC1�;

and asymptotic conditions

lim
s!�1

u.sC i t/D x.t/; lim
s!C1

u.sC i t/D y.t/;

has virtual dimension

virdim M.x;y/D �R0.x/��Rk .y/�

kX
jD1

.dim Rj�1� dim Rj�1\Rj /:
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Proof Standard arguments in Floer theory allow us to see M.x;y/ as the set of zeroes
of a smooth section of a suitable Banach bundle, the base of which is a Banach manifold
modeled on X

1;p
S;W , and the fibers are Banach spaces of sections of class X

p
S , where

p>2. The fiberwise derivative of such a section at u2M.x;y/ is conjugated to a linear
operator x@A of the form considered in Theorem 5.23, where the linear subspaces Wj

of Rn �Rn are local models for the submanifolds Rj , and where

�.graphˆ�C;N �W0/D �
R0.x/� 1

2
.dim R0� dim Q/;

�.graphˆCC;N �Wk/D �
Rk .y/� 1

2
.dim Rk � dim Q/;

by the definition (3-5) of the Maslov index. By Theorem 5.23, such an operator is
Fredholm of index

ind x@A D �R0.x/�
1

2
.dim R0� dim Q/��Rk .y/C

1

2
.dim Rk � dim Q/

�
1

2

kX
jD1

.dim Rj�1C dim Rj � 2 dim Rj�1\Rj /:

After simplification, this formula reduces to

ind x@A D �R0.x/��Rk .y/�

kX
jD1

.dim Rj�1� dim Rj�1\Rj /;

as claimed.

Remark 5.27 By elliptic regularity, the maps u 2 M.x;y/ are smooth up to the
boundary on † n fs1; s1C i; : : : ; sk ; sk C ig. By Schwarz reflection, the maps

� 7! u.sj C �
2/ and � 7! u.sj C i � �2/

are smooth up to the boundary in a neighborhood of zero in the upper right quadrant
Cl.HC/ D f� 2C j Re � � 0; Im z � 0g. Analogous regularity results hold for the
maps which appear in the following two corollaries.

Remark 5.28 In this paper, all the pairs of submanifolds we need to consider are
partially orthogonal. However, it might be useful to have a generalization of Corollary
5.26 to the situation where the submanifolds Rj�1 and Rj are only assumed to have a
clean intersection. An easy way to deal with such a situation is the following. First,
we transform the nonlocal boundary problem for uW †! T �Q into a local one, by
considering the maps vW †! T �.Q�Q/ defined by

v.z/ WD
�
Cu..i � z/=2/;u..i C z/=2/

�
:
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Then v solves a Cauchy–Riemann type equation, together with local boundary condi-
tions

v.s/ 2N ��Q; 8s 2R; v.sC i/ 2N �Rj ; 8s 2 Œsj ; sjC1�:

Let gs be a smooth 1-parameter family of metrics on Q�Q such that Rj�1 is partially
orthogonal to Rj with respect to the metric gsj (when the sets Rj�1\Rj are pairwise
disjoint, the family gs can be chosen to be independent of s ). Then the analogue of
Corollary 5.26 holds, where the perturbed Cauchy–Riemann operator x@J ;H is the one
associated to the s–dependent family of Levi-Civita almost complex structures Js on
T �.Q�Q/ induced by gs . The same considerations apply to the next two corollaries.

In the case of the right half-strip †C D fz 2C j Re z � 0; 0� Im z � 1g, we fix the
numbers

0D s0 < s1 < � � �< sk < skC1 DC1;

and we have the following consequence of Theorem 5.24:

Corollary 5.29 Let x 2 PRk .H / be nondegenerate and let  2 W 1;2.Œ0; 1�;Q/ be
a curve such that . .0/;  .1// 2 R0 . Then the set M.;x/ of maps uW †C! T �Q

which solve the equation x@J ;H .u/D 0 with boundary conditions

.u.s/;Cu.sC i// 2N �Rj ; 8s 2 Œsj ; sjC1�; u.i t/ 2 T �.t/Q; 8t 2 Œ0; 1�;

and the asymptotic condition

lim
s!C1

u.sC i t/D x.t/;

has virtual dimension

virdim M.;x/D��Rk .x/�

kX
jD1

.dim Rj�1� dim Rj�1\Rj /:

Proof Arguing as in the proof of Corollary 5.26, we find that M.;x/ has virtual
dimension equal to the Fredholm index of an operator x@A of the form considered in
Theorem 5.24, with V0 D .0/ and Wj a local model for Rj (see [4, Section 3.1] for
more details on how to deal with this kind of boundary data).
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By Theorem 5.24 and (3-5), we have

ind x@A D
1

2
dim Q��.graphˆCC;N �Wk/�

1

2
dim R0

�
1

2

kX
jD1

.dim Rj�1C dim Rj � 2 dim Rj�1\Rj /

D ��Rk .x/�

kX
jD1

.dim Rj�1� dim Rj�1\Rj /;

concluding the proof.

In the case of the left half-strip †� D fz 2C j Re z � 0; 0� Im z � 1g, we fix the
numbers

0D s0 > s1 > � � �> sk > skC1 D�1:

One could easily derive the analogue of Corollary 5.29 from Theorem 5.25. Instead,
we prefer to derive the following variant, where OQ denotes image of the zero-section
in T �Q:

Corollary 5.30 Let x 2 PRk .H / be nondegenerate. Then the set M.x/ of maps
uW †�! T �Q which solve the equation x@J ;H .u/D 0 with boundary conditions

.u.s/;Cu.sC i// 2N �Rj ; 8s 2 ŒsjC1; sj �; u.i t/ 2OQ; 8t 2 Œ0; 1�;

and the asymptotic condition

lim
s!�1

u.sC i t/D x.t/;

has virtual dimension

virdim M.x/D �Rk .x/�

kX
jD1

.dim Rj � dim Rj�1\Rj /:

Proof Arguing as in the proof of Corollary 5.26, we find that M.x/ has virtual
dimension equal to the Fredholm index of an operator x@A of the form considered
in Theorem 5.25, with V0 D Rm , m D dim Q, and Wj a local model for Rj . By
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Theorem 5.25 and (3-5), we have

ind x@A D
1

2
dim QC�.graphˆ�C;N �Wk/�

1

2
.2 dim Q� dim R0/

�
1

2

kX
jD1

.dim Rj�1C dim Rj � 2 dim Rj�1\Rj /

D�Rk .x/�

kX
jD1

.dim Rj � dim Rj�1\Rj /;

concluding the proof.

Dimension computations We conclude this section by using the above corollaries to
prove that all the spaces of solutions of the Cauchy–Riemann type problems considered
in this paper are – generically – smooth manifolds, and to compute their dimension.
Together with the results of Section 5.9, we deduce that these manifolds carry coherent
orientations which are compatible with gluing. The transversality issues which lead
to genericity in the space of the Hamiltonians are standard; see Floer, Hofer and
Salamon [26]. Here we compute the virtual dimensions, by making use of the following
two lemmas.

Lemma 5.31 Let R1 , R2 be submanifolds of Q�Q, let H1 , H22C1.Œ0; 1��T �Q/

be two Hamiltonians, and set

R WD f.q1; q2; q3; q4/ 2Q4
j .q3; q1/ 2R1; .q2; q4/ 2R2g ŠR1 �R2;(5-51)

K 2 C1
�
Œ0; 1��T �Q2

�
; K.t;x1;x2/ WDH1.1� t;Cx1/CH2.t;x2/:(5-52)

Then the curves x1 , x2 2C1.Œ0; 1�;T �Q/ belong to PR1.H1/ and PR2.H2/, respec-
tively, if and only if the curve

xW Œ0; 1�! T �.Q�Q/D T �Q�T �Q; x.t/ WD
�
Cx1.1� t/;x2.t/

�
;

belongs to PR.K/. Furthermore,

�R.x/D �R1.x1/C�
R2.x2/:

Proof It is easy to check that x1 and x2 are orbits of the Hamiltonian vector fields
associated to H1 and H2 if and only if y is an orbit of the vector field associated
to K . Moreover,

.y.0/;Cy.1//D
�
Cx1.1/;x2.0/;x1.0/;Cx2.1/

�
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belongs to N �R if and only if .x1.0/;Cx1.1// belongs to N �R1 and .x2.0/;Cx2.1//

belongs to N �R2 . We just have to check the identity involving the Maslov indices.

Let j be either 1 or 2. Let GHj W Œ0; 1�! Sp.2m/, m D dim Q, be the symplectic
path obtained by conjugating the differential of the Hamiltonian flow of Hj along the
orbit xj by a vertical-preserving trivialization ‰j of x�j .T T �Q/ such that�

‰j .0/�C‰j .1/DC.Cxj .1//
�
T.xj .0/;Cxj .1//N

�Rj DN �Wj ;

where Wj is a linear subspace of Rm�Rm . Then, by the definition (3-5) of the Maslov
index,

�Rj .xj /D �.graph GHjC;N �Wj /C
1
2
.dim Rj � dim Qj /:

If GK W Œ0; 1�! Sp.4m/ is the symplectic path obtained by conjugating the differential
of the Hamiltonian flow of K along the orbit y by the trivialization induced in the
obvious way by ‰1 and ‰2 , we have

GK .t/D C GH1
.1� t/GH1

.1/�1C �GH2
.t/;

�R.y/D �.graph GK C;N �W /C 1
2
.dim R� dim Q2/;

W WD f.�1; �2; �3; �4/ j .�3; �1/ 2W1; .�2; �4/ 2W2g :where

Since dim RD dim Q1C dim Q2 , we must show that

(5-53) �.graph GK C;N �W /D�.graph GH1
C;N �W1/C�.graph GH2

C;N �W2/:

The linear mapping

T W R4m
!R4m; .�1; �2; �3; �4/ 7! .�3; �1; �2; �4/;

maps W onto W1 �W2 , hence the symplectic automorphism T ˚T � maps N �W

onto N �W1 �N �W2 . Moreover,

.T ˚T �/ graph GK .t/C D
�
graph GH1

.1/GH1
.1� t/�1C

�
�
�
graph GH2

.t/C
�
:

By the symplectic invariance and the additivity of the Maslov index,

(5-54) �.graph GK C;N �W /D �..T ˚T �/ graph GK .t/C; .T ˚T �/N �W /

D �.graph GH1
.1/GH1

.1� � /�1C;N �W1/C�.graph GH2
C;N �W2/:

The symplectic path t 7! GH1
.1/GH1

.1� t/�1 is homotopic within the symplectic
group to the path GH1

, by the homotopy

.�; t/ 7!GH1
.t C�.1� t//GH1

.�.1� t//�1;
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which fixes the end points I and GH1
.1/. By the homotopy invariance of the Maslov

index,

�.graph GH1
.1/GH1

.1� � /�1C;N �W1/D �.graph GH1
C;N �W1/;

so (5-53) follows from (5-54).

Lemma 5.32 Let R be a submanifold of Q�Q, let H 2 C1.Œ0; 1�� T �Q/, and
define K 2 C1.Œ0; 1��T �Q2/ by

K.t;x1;x2/ WD
1

2
H

�
1� t

2
;Cx1

�
C

1

2
H

�
1C t

2
;x2

�
:

Then the curve xW Œ0; 1�!T �Q belongs to PR.H / if and only if the curve yW Œ0; 1�!

T �Q2 , defined by

y.t/ WD

�
Cx

�
1� t

2

�
;x

�
1C t

2

��
;

belongs to P�Q�R.K/. Furthermore,

�R.x/D ��Q�R.y/:

Proof A simple computation shows that x is an orbit of the Hamiltonian vector field
induced by H if and only if y is an orbit of the one induced by K . Moreover,

.y.0/;Cy.1//D
�
Cx.1=2/;x.1=2/;Cx.0/;x.1/

�
:

so, by using the fact that conormals are C–invariant, we deduce that x 2PR.H / if and
only if y 2 P�Q�R.K/. Let GH W Œ0; 1�! Sp.2m/, m D dim Q, be the symplectic
path obtained by conjugating the differential of the Hamiltonian flow of H along the
orbit x by a vertical-preserving trivialization ‰ of x�.T T �Q/ such that�

‰.0/�C‰.1/DC.Cx.1//
�
T.x.0/;Cx.1//N

�RDN �W;

where W is a linear subspace of Rm�Rm . Then, by the definition (3-5) of the Maslov
index,

�R.x/D �.graph GH C;N �W /C 1
2
.dim R� dim Q/:

If GK W Œ0; 1�! Sp.4m/ is the symplectic path obtained by conjugating the differential
of the Hamiltonian flow of K along the orbit y by the trivialization induced in the
obvious way by ‰ , we have

GK .t/D

�
C GH

�
1� t

2

�
GH

�
1

2

��1

C

�
�

�
GH

�
1C t

2

�
GH

�
1

2

��1�
:
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Moreover, using also (5-3),

��Q�R.y/D �.graph GK C;N �.�Rm �W //C 1
2
.dim R��Q� dim Q�Q/

D �.graph GK C;N ��Rm �N �W /C 1
2
.dim R� dim Q/

D �.GK N ��Rm
;N �W /C 1

2
.dim R� dim Q/:

Since N ��Rm D graph C , there holds

GK .t/N
�
�Rm

D graph�.t/C;

where �W Œ0; 1�! Sp.2m/ is the path

�.t/ WDGH

�
1C t

2

�
GH

�
1� t

2

��1

:

The symplectic path � is homotopic to the symplectic path GH by the symplectic
homotopy

.�; t/ 7!GH

�
t C

�

2
.1� t/

�
GH

�
�

2
.1� t/

��1

;

which fixes the end points �.0/DGH .0/D I and �.1/DGH .1/. By the homotopy
invariance of the Maslov index,

�.GK N ��Rm
;N �W /D �.graph�C;N �W /D �.graph GH C;N �W /;

and the conclusion follows from the above formulas for �R.x/ and ��Q�R.y/.

We are finally ready to compute the virtual dimensions of the spaces of maps introduced
in this paper.

The space Mƒ
‡

Let us study the space of solutions Mƒ
‡
.x1;x2Iy/, where x1 2

Pƒ.H1/, x2 2 Pƒ.H2/, and y 2 Pƒ.H1#H2/ (see Section 3.3). It is a space of
solutions of the Floer equation on the pair-of-pants Riemann surface †ƒ

‡
. The pair-of-

pants Riemann surface †ƒ
‡

is described in Section 3.2 as the quotient of the disjoint
union of two strips R[ Œ�1; 0� and R� Œ0; 1� with respect to the identifications

.s;�1/� .s; 0�/; .s; 0C/� .s; 1/ 8s � 0;(5-55)

.s;�1/� .s; 1/; .s; 0�/� .s; 0C/ 8s � 0:(5-56)

The space Mƒ
‡
.x1;x2Iy/ consists of maps

uW †ƒ‡ ! T �M;
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solving the Floer equation x@J ;H .u/D 0, with asymptotics

lim
s!�1

u.s; t � 1/D x1.t/; lim
s!�1

u.s; t/D x2.t/; lim
s!C1

u.s; 2t � 1/D y.t/:

We can associate to a map uW †ƒ
‡
! T �M the map vW †! T �M 2 by setting

(5-57) v.z/ WD
�
Cu.xz/;u.z/

�
:

The identifications (5-55) on the left-hand side of the domain of u are translated into
the fact that v.sC i t/ is 1 periodic in t for s � 0, or equivalently into the nonlocal
boundary condition

(5-58) .v.s/;Cv.sC i// 2N ��M 2 ; 8s � 0;

where �M 2 denotes the diagonal in M 4 DM 2 �M 2 . The identifications (5-56) on
the right-hand side of the domain of u are translated into the local boundary conditions

(5-59) v.s/ 2N ��M ; v.sC i/ 2N ��M ; 8s � 0:

The map u solves the Floer equation x@J ;H .u/D 0 if and only if v solves the Floer
equation x@J ;K .v/D 0, where K is the Hamiltonian defined in (5-52). The asymptotic
conditions for u are equivalent to

x.t/ WD lim
s!�1

v.sC i t/D .Cx1.1� t/;x2.t//;

z.t/ WD lim
s!C1

v.sC i t/D
�
Cy..1� t/=2/;y..1C t/=2/

�
:

(5-60)

We conclude that Mƒ
‡
.x1;x2Iy/ can be identified with the space of maps M.x; z/ of

Corollary 5.26, where the underlying manifold is QDM �M , the Hamiltonian is K ,
the boundary conditions have a single jump at s1 D 0 and are given by the following
partially orthogonal submanifolds of Q2 DM 4 :

R0 D�M 2 ; R1 D�M ��M :

By Corollary 5.26,

virdim Mƒ
‡ .x1;x2Iy/

D ��M 2 .x/���M��M .z/�
�
dim�M 2 � dim�M 2 \ .�M ��M /

�
D ��M 2 .x/���M��M .z/� n:

By Lemma 5.31,

(5-61) ��M 2 .x/D ��M .x1/C�
�M .x2/D �

ƒ.x1/C�
ƒ.x2/:
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By Lemma 5.32, applied to the manifold QDM , to the Hamiltonian H1#H2 , and to
the submanifold RD�M ,

��M��M .z/D ��M .y/D �ƒ.y/:

We conclude that Mƒ
‡
.x1;x2Iy/ has virtual dimension

virdim Mƒ
‡ .x1;x2Iy/D �

ƒ.x1/C�
ƒ.x2/��

ƒ.y/� n;

proving the part of Proposition 3.4 which concerns the space Mƒ
‡

.

The space M�
‡

Let us consider the space M�
‡
.x1;x2Iy/, where x1 2P�.H1/, x2 2

P�.H2/, and y 2P�.H1#H2/ (see Section 3.3). This is the space of solutions u of
the Floer equation on the Riemann surface with boundary †�

‡
, described as a strip

with a slit in Section 3.2, which take values in T �q0
M on the boundary, and converge

to the orbits x1 , x2 , y on the three ends. By defining the map vW †! T �M 2 as in
(5-57) and the curves x and z as in (5-60), we see that the space M�

‡
.x1;x2Iy/ is in

one-to-one correspondence with the space M.x; z/ of Corollary 5.26, where QDM 2 ,
the Hamiltonian is the function K defined in (5-52), the boundary conditions jump at
s1D 0 and are given by the following partially orthogonal submanifolds of Q2DM 4 :

R0 D f.q0; q0; q0; q0/g; R1 D�M � f.q0; q0/g:

By Corollary 5.26,

virdim M�
‡ .x1;x2Iy/D �

.q0;q0;q0;q0/.x/���M�.q0;q0/.z/:

By Lemma 5.31,

�.q0;q0;q0;q0/.x/D �.q0;q0/.x1/C�
.q0;q0/.x2/D �

�.x1/C�
�.x2/:

By Lemma 5.32,
��M�.q0;q0/.z/D �.q0;q0/.y/D ��.y/:

Therefore, M�
‡
.x1;x2Iy/ has virtual dimension

virdim M�
‡ .x1;x2Iy/D �

�.x1/C�
�.x2/��

�.y/:

This concludes the proof of Proposition 3.4.

The space ME Let .x1;x2/ 2 Pƒ.H1/ � Pƒ.H2/ and y 2 P‚.H1 ˚ H2/ (see
Section 3.4). We set QDM �M , we define the Hamiltonian K 2C1.Œ0; 1��T �Q/

by (5-52), and the T �Q–valued curves x and z by

x.t/ WD
�
Cx1.1� t/;x2.t/

�
; z.t/ WD

�
Cy1.1� t/;y2.t/

�
;
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where y1 and y2 are the components of y . Then x 2 P�M 2 .K/, z 2 P�
.4/

M .K/, and
one easily checks that

��
.4/

M .z/D ��
.4/

M .y/D �‚.y/;

where the Maslov index of z refers to the Hamiltonian K , and the Maslov index of y

to the Hamiltonian H1 ˚H2 . The space of solutions ME.x1;x2Iy/ is in one-to-
one correspondence with the space M.x; z/ of Corollary 5.26, where the boundary
conditions switch at s1 D 0 and are given by the submanifolds

R0 D�M 2 ; R1 D�
.4/
M :

Hence, using also (5-61),

virdim ME.x1;x2Iy/D �
�

M 2 .x/���
.4/

M .z/�
�
dim�M 2 � dim�M 2 \�

.4/
M

�
D �ƒ.x1/C�

ƒ.x2/��
‚.y/� n:

This proves the part of Proposition 3.6 about ME .

The space MG Let y 2 P‚.H1˚H2/ and z 2 Pƒ.H1#H2/ (see Section 3.4). We
set QDM �M , and

xW Œ0; 1�! T �Q; x.t/ WD
�
Cy1.1� t/;y2.t/

�
;

wW Œ0; 1�! T �Q; w.t/ WD
�
Cz..1� t/=2/; z..1C t/=2/

�
:

As in the case of ME , the curve x belongs to P�
.4/

M .K/, where the Hamiltonian K is
defined by (5-52), and

��
.4/

M .x/D ��
.4/

M .y/D �‚.y/:

On the other hand, by Lemma 5.32, w belongs to P�M��M .K/ and

��M��M .w/D ��M .z/D �ƒ.z/:

Then Corollary 5.26 implies that

virdim MG.y; z/D �
�
.4/

M .x/���M��M .w/�
�
dim�

.4/
M�dim�

.4/
M\.�M��M /

�
D �‚.y/��ƒ.z/:

This concludes the proof of Proposition 3.6.
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The space M‡
GE

Let x1 2 Pƒ.H1/, x2 2 Pƒ.H2/, and z 2 Pƒ.H1#H2/ (see the
proof of Theorem 3.8). The space M‡

GE
.x1;x2I z/ is the set of pairs .˛;u/ where ˛ is a

real positive parameter and u is a solution of the Floer equation on the Riemann surface
†‡

GE
.˛/ with asymptotics x1 , x2 , z , and suitable nonlocal boundary conditions. Let

QDM 2 , K be as in (5-52), x be as in (5-60), and

y.t/ WD
�
Cz..1� t/=2/; z..1C t/=2/

�
;

so that x 2P�M 2 .K/ and y 2P�M��M .K/. For fixed ˛>0, the set M‡
GE
.x1;x2I z/

is in one-to-one correspondence with the space M.x;y/ of Corollary 5.26, where the
boundary conditions jump at s1 D 0 and s2 D ˛ , and are given by

R0 D�M 2 ; R1 D�
.4/
M ; R2 D�M ��M :

Considering also the parameter ˛ , we deduce that M‡
GE
.x1;x2I z/ has virtual dimen-

sion

virdim M‡
GE.x1;x2I z/

D 1C virdimM.x;y/

D 1C��M 2 .x/���M��M .y/

�
�
dim�M 2 � dim�M 2 \�

.4/
M C dim�

.4/
M � dim�

.4/
M \ .�M ��M /

�
D 1C�ƒ.x1/C�

ƒ.x2/��
ƒ.z/� n:

In the last identity we have used also Lemma 5.31 and Lemma 5.32. This proves
Proposition 3.9.

The spaces MC and MEv . Let f be a Morse function on M , let x be a critical point
of f , and let y 2 Pƒ.H /. Given q 2M , let

�MC.q;y/ WD
n
u 2 C1.Œ0;C1Œ�T ;T �M /

ˇ̌̌
x@J ;H .u/D 0; � ıu.0; t/� q 8t 2 T ;

lim
s!C1

u.s; t/D y.t/
o
:

For a fixed q 2M , the space �MC.q;y/ coincides with M.q;y/ from Corollary 5.29,
where k D 0 and R0 D �M . By Corollary 5.29, �MC.q;y/ has virtual dimension
���M .y/D��ƒ.y/. Therefore, the space

MC.x;y/D
[

q2W u.x/

�MC .q;y/;

has virtual dimension

virdim MC.x;y/D dim W u.x/��ƒ.y/D i.x/��ƒ.y/;

proving the first part of Proposition 3.11.
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The space of maps

�MEv.y/ WD
n
u 2 C1.��1; 0��T ;T �M /

ˇ̌̌
x@J ;H .u/D 0; u.0; t/ 2OM 8t 2 T ;

lim
s!�1

u.s; t/D y.t/
o

can be identified with M.y/ from Corollary 5.30, where the boundary condition has
no jumps and is given by R0 D�M . Hence

virdim�MEv.y/D �
�M .y/D �ƒ.y/:

Therefore, given x a critical point of the Morse function f on M , the space

MEv.y;x/D fu 2 �MEv.y/ j u.0; 0/ 2W s.x/g

has virtual dimension

virdim MEv.y;x/D �
ƒ.y/� codim W s.x/D �ƒ.y/� i.x/:

This concludes the proof of Proposition 3.11.

The space MI!
Let x 2Pƒ.H / and y 2P�.H / (see Section 3.5). The set MI!

.x;y/

is immediately seen to be in one-to-one correspondence with the space M.x;y/ of
Corollary 5.26, where the boundary conditions jump at s1 D 0 from R0 D �M to
R1 D f.q0; q0/g. Therefore,

virdim MI!
.x;y/D ��M .x/��.q0;q0/.y/�

�
dim�M � dim�M \f.q0; q0/g

�
D �ƒ.x/���.y/� n:

This proves Proposition 3.13.

The space MK
‡

Let 1 2P�.L1/, 2 2P�.L2/, and x 2P�.H1#H2/ (see Section
4.2). The space MK

‡
.1; 2Ix/ consists of pairs .˛;u/ where ˛ is a positive number

and u.s; t/ is a solution of the Floer equation on the Riemann surface †K
‡
.˛/, which is

asymptotic to x for s!C1, lies above some element in the unstable manifold of 1

(resp. 2 ) for s D 0 and �1 � t � 0� (resp. 0C � t � 1), and lies above q0 at the
other boundary points. Let us fix the two curves q1 and q2 in the unstable manifolds
of 1 and 2 and the positive number ˛ . Set QDM 2 , let K be the Hamiltonian on
Œ0; 1��T �Q defined by (5-52), and let yW Œ0; 1�! T �Q,  W Œ0; 1�!Q be the curves

(5-62) y.t/ WD

�
Cx

�
1� t

2

�
;x

�
1C t

2

��
;  .t/ WD

�
q1.1� t/; q2.t/

�
:
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Lemma 5.32 implies that y 2 P�M�.q0;q0/.K/ and that

��M�.q0;q0/.y/D �.q0;q0/.x/D ��.x/:

Then the set of elements .˛;u/ in MK
‡
.1; 2Ix/ which lie above q1 and q2 for sD 0

is in one-to-one correspondence with the space M.;y/ of Corollary 5.29, where the
boundary conditions have a jump at s1 D ˛ and are defined by

R0 D f.q0; q0; q0; q0/g; R1 D�M � f.q0; q0/g:

Such a space has virtual dimension

virdim M.;y/D���M�.q0;q0/.y/D���.x/:

Letting the elements q1 and q2 of the unstable manifolds of 1 and 2 vary, we
increase the virtual dimension by i�.1IL1/C i�.2IL2/. Letting also ˛ vary we
further increase the virtual dimension by 1, and we find the formula

virdim MK
‡ .1; 2Ix/D i�.1IL1/C i�.2IL2/��

�.xIH1#H2/C 1:

This proves Proposition 4.2.

The space MK
˛0

Let 12Pƒ.L1/, 22Pƒ.L2/, and x2P‚.H1˚H2/ (see Section
4.4). The space MK

˛0
.1; 2Ix/ consists of solutions uD .u1;u2/ of the Floer equation

on the Riemann surface †K
˛0

, which is asymptotic to x for s!C1, u1 and u2 lie
above some elements q1 and q2 in the unstable manifolds of 1 and 2 for sD 0, and
u satisfies the figure–8 boundary condition for s � ˛0 . Set QDM 2 , let K be the
Hamiltonian defined by (5-52), and let y and  be as in (5-62). Then y belongs to
P�

.4/

M .K/, and
��

.4/

M .y/D ��
.4/

M .x/D �‚.x/:

The space of u0 2MK
˛0
.1; 2Ix/ which lie above q1 and q2 for s D 0 is in one-to-

one correspondence with the space M.;y/ of Corollary 5.29, where the boundary
conditions jump at s1 D ˛0 and are given by

R0 D�M 2 ; R1 D�
.4/
M :

Such a space has virtual dimension

virdim M.;y/D���
.4/

M .y/� .dim�M 2 � dim�M 2 \�
.4/
M /D��‚.x/� n:

Letting the elements q1 and q2 of the unstable manifolds of 1 and 2 vary, we
increase the virtual dimension by iƒ.1IL1/C iƒ.2IL2/, and we find the formula

virdim MK
˛0
.1; 2Ix/D iƒ.1IL1/C iƒ.2IL2/��

‚.x/� n:

This proves Proposition 4.5.
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The space MK
G

Let  2P‚.L1˚L2/ and x 2Pƒ.H1#H2/ (see Section 4.5). The
space MK

G
.;x/ consists of pairs .˛;u/ where ˛ is a positive number and u.s; t/ is a

solution of the Floer equation on the Riemann surface †K
G
.˛/, which is asymptotic

to x for s!C1, lies above some element qD .q1; q2/ in the unstable manifold of 
for s D 0, and satisfies the figure–8 boundary condition for s 2 Œ0; ˛�. Set QDM 2 ,
let K be as in (5-52), let y be as in (5-62), and let z W Œ0; 1�!Q be the curve

z .t/ WD
�
q1.1� t/; q2.t/

�
:

Then the space of elements .˛;u/ in MK
G
.;x/ with u above q at s D 0 is in one-to-

one correspondence with the space M.z ;y/ of Corollary 5.29, where the boundary
conditions jump at s1 D ˛ from R0 D �

.4/
M

to R1 D �M ��M . Such a space has
virtual dimension

virdim M.z ;y/D���M��M .y/�
�
dim�

.4/
M � dim�

.4/
M \ .�M ��M /

�
D��ƒ.x/:

where we have used Lemma 5.32. Letting the elements q of the unstable manifold
of  vary, we increase the virtual dimension by i‚. IL1˚L2/. Letting also ˛ vary
we further increase it by 1, and we find the formula

virdim MK
G .;x/D i‚. IL1˚L2/��

ƒ.xIH1#H2/C 1:

This proves Proposition 4.8.

6 Compactness and cobordism

The first aim of this section is to explain how compactness and removal of singularities
for Cauchy–Riemann problems can be obtained in the framework of cotangent bundles
and conormal boundary conditions. The second aim is to prove the three already stated
cobordism results (Propositions 3.10, 4.3 and 4.7) which do not follow form standard
arguments in Floer theory.

6.1 Compactness in the case of jumping conormal boundary conditions

Compactness in the C1loc topology of all the spaces of solutions of the Floer equation
considered in this paper can be proved within the following general setting. Let Q be
a closed Riemannian manifold, and let R0;R1; : : : ;Rk be submanifolds of Q�Q.
We assume that there is an isometric embedding Q ,! RN and linear subspaces
V0;V1; : : : ;Vk of RN �RN , such that Vj�1 is partially orthogonal to Vj , for every
j D 1; : : : ; k , and

Rj D Vj \ .Q�Q/:
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The embedding Q ,! RN induces an embedding T �Q ,! T �RN Š R2N Š CN .
Since the embedding Q ,!RN is isometric, the standard complex structure J0 of R2N

restricts to the metric almost complex structure J on T �Q. Let H 2C1.Œ0; 1��T �Q/

be a Hamiltonian satisfying (H1) and (H2). Fix real numbers

�1D s0 < s1 < � � �< sk < skC1 DC1;

and let uW † D fz 2C j 0� Im z � 1g ! T �Q be a solution of the Floer equation
x@J ;H .u/D 0 which satisfies the nonlocal boundary conditions

(6-1) .u.s/;Cu.sC i// 2N �Rj 8s 2 Œsj�1; sj �;

for every j D 0; : : : ; k .

The map u satisfies the energy identity

(6-2)
Z b

a

Z 1

0

j@su.s; t/j2 dt ds DAH .u.a; � //�AH .u.b; � //

C

Z
Œa;b�

.u. � ; 1/���u. � ; 0/��/DAH .u.a; � //�AH .u.b; � //;

for every a < b , where the integral over Œa; b� vanishes because of the boundary
conditions (6-1), thanks to the fact that �˚ �, that is the Liouville form on T �Q2 ,
vanishes on N �Rj . The following result is proven in [4, Lemma 1.12] (in that lemma
different boundary conditions are considered, but the proof makes use only of the
energy identity (6-2) coming from those boundary conditions).

Lemma 6.1 For every a> 0 there exists c > 0 such that for every solution uW †!

T �Q of x@J ;H .u/D 0, with boundary conditions (6-1), and energy boundZ
†

j@su.s; t/j2 ds dt � a;

we have the estimates

kukL2.I� �0;1Œ/ � cjI j1=2; krukL2.I� �0;1Œ/ � c.1CjI j1=2/;

for every interval I .

The proof of the following result follows the argument of [4, Theorem 1.14], using the
above lemma together with the elliptic estimates of Lemma 5.10.
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Proposition 6.2 For every a > 0 there exists c > 0 such that for every solution
uW †! T �Q of x@J ;H .u/D 0, with boundary conditions (6-1), and energy boundZ

†

j@su.s; t/j2 ds dt � a;

we have the uniform estimate

kukL1.R� �0;1Œ/ � c:

Proof By using the above embedding, the equation x@J ;H .u/D 0 can be rewritten as

(6-3) x@uD J0XH .t;u/:

We can pass to local boundary conditions by considering the map vW †!T �Q2�C2N

defined by

v.z/ WD
�
Cu..i � z/=2/;u..i C z/=2/

�
D
�
xu..i � z/=2/;u..i C z/=2/

�
:

The map v satisfies the boundary conditions

(6-4)
v.s/ 2N ��Q �N ��RN ; 8s 2R;

v.sC i/ 2N �Rj �N �Vj ; if s 2 Œ2sj�1; 2sj �:

Moreover,
x@v.z/D 1

2

�
x@u..i � z/=2/; x@u..i C z/=2/

�
;

so by (6-3) and by the fact that XH .t; q;p/ has quadratic growth in jpj by (3-2), there
is a constant c such that

(6-5) jx@v.z/j � c.1Cjv.z/j2/:

Let � be a smooth function such that �.s/D 1 for s 2 Œ0; 1�, �.s/D 0 outside Œ�1; 2�,
and 0� �� 1. Given h 2 Z set

w.sC i t/ WD �.s� h/v.sC i t/:

Fix some p > 2, and consider the norm k � kX p introduced in Section 5.3, with
S D f2s1; : : : ; 2skg. The map w has compact support and satisfies the boundary
conditions (6-4), so by Lemma 5.10 we have the elliptic estimate

krwkX p � c0kwkX p C c1k
x@wkX p :

x@w D �0.s� h/vC�.s� h/x@v D
�0

�
.s� h/wC�.s� h/x@v;Since
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we obtain, together with (6-5),

krwkX p �
�
c0C c1k�

0=�k1
�
kwkX p C c1k�. � � h/x@vkX p

�
�
c0C c1k�

0=�k1
�
kwkX p C c1ck�. � � h/.1Cjvj2/kX p :

Therefore, we have an estimate of the form

(6-6) krwkX p � akwkX p C bk�. � � h/.1Cjvj2/kX p :

Since w has support in the set Œh� 1; hC 2�� Œ0; 1�, we can estimate its X p norm
in terms of its X 1;2 norm, by Proposition 5.13. The X 1;2 norm is equivalent to the
W 1;2 norm, and the latter norm is bounded by Lemma 6.1. We conclude that kwkX p

is uniformly bounded. Similarly, the X p norm of �. � � h/.1Cjvj2/ is controlled by
its W 1;2 norm, which is also bounded because of Lemma 6.1. Therefore, (6-6) implies
that w is uniformly bounded in X 1;p . Since p > 2, we deduce that w is uniformly
bounded in L1 . The integer h was arbitrary, hence we conclude that v is uniformly
bounded in L1 , and so is u.

We conclude this section by discussing how the above result leads to C1loc compactness
for the spaces of maps considered in this paper. We consider the model case of
Mƒ
‡
.x1;x2Iy/, the other cases being analogous.

By the equivalent description of Mƒ
‡
.x1;x2Iy/ of Section 5.10 (see in particular

(5-57)), the space of maps we are considering fits into the above setting. Indeed, an
isometric embedding of M into RN induces isometric embeddings of QDM 2 into
R2N and of Q2 into R4N , such that �M 2 and �M��M are mapped into Q2\�R2N

and Q2 \ .�RN ��RN /, where the linear subspaces �R2N and �RN ��RN are
partially orthogonal. Therefore, the energy estimate (3-18) and Proposition 6.2 imply
that the elements of Mƒ

‡
.x1;x2Iy/ have a uniform L1 bound.

For the remaining part of the argument leading to the C1loc compactness of Mƒ
‡
.x1;x2Iy/

it is more convenient to use the original definition of this solutions space and the
smooth structure of †ƒ

‡
. Then the argument is absolutely standard: If by contradiction

there is no uniform C 1 bound, a concentration argument (see eg [32, Theorem 6.8])
produces a nonconstant J –holomorphic sphere. However, there are no nonconstant
J –holomorphic spheres on cotangent bundles, because the symplectic form ! is exact.
This contradiction proves the C 1 bound. Then the C k bounds for arbitrary k follow
from elliptic bootstrap, as in [32, Section 6.4].

Other solutions spaces, such as the space M�
‡

for the triangle products, involve Riemann
surfaces with boundary, and the solutions take value on some conormal subbundle
of T �M . In this case the concentration argument for proving the C 1 bound could
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produce a nonconstant J –holomorphic disk with boundary on the given conormal
subbundle. However, the Liouville one-form vanishes on conormal subbundles, so
such J –holomorphic disks do not exist. Again we find a contradiction, leading to C 1

bounds and – by elliptic bootstrap – to C k bounds for every k .

6.2 Removal of singularities

Removal of singularities results state that isolated singularities of a J –holomorphic
map with bounded energy can be removed (see for instance [38, Section 4.5]). In
Proposition 6.4 below, we prove a result of this sort for corner singularities. The fact that
we are dealing with cotangent bundles, which can be isometrically embedded into CN ,
allows to reduce such a statement to the following easy linear result, where Dr is the
open disk of radius r in C , and HC is the upper right quadrant fRe z > 0; Im z > 0g.

Lemma 6.3 Let V0 and V1 be partially orthogonal linear subspaces of Rn . Let
uW Cl.D1\HC/ n f0g !Cn be a smooth map such that

u 2Lp.D1\HC;Cn/; x@u 2Lp.D1\HC;Cn/;

for some p > 2, and

u.s/ 2N �V0 8 s > 0; u.i t/ 2N �V1 8 t > 0:

Then u extends to a continuous map on Cl.D1\HC/.

Proof Since V0 and V1 are partially orthogonal, by applying twice the Schwarz
reflection argument of the proof of Lemma 5.6 we can extend u to a continuous map

uW D1 n f0g !Cn;

which is smooth on D1 n .R[ iR/, has finite Lp norm on D1 , and satisfies

x@u 2Lp.D1/:

Since p > 2, the L2 norm of u on D1 is also finite, and by the conformal change of
variables z D sC i t D e� D e�Ci� , this norm can be written asZ

D1

ju.z/j2 ds dt D

Z 0

�1

Z 2�

0

ju.e�Ci� /j2e2� d�d�:

The fact that this quantity is finite implies that there is a sequence �h!�1 such that,
setting �h WD e�h , we have

(6-7) lim
h!1

�2
h

Z 2�

0

ju.�hei� /j2d� D lim
h!1

e2�h

Z 2�

0

ju.e�hCi� /j2 d� D 0:
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If ' 2 C1c .D1;C
N /, an integration by parts using the Gauss formula leads toZ

D1

hu; @'i ds dt D

Z
D�h

hu; @'i ds dt C

Z
D1nD�h

hu; @'i ds dt

D

Z
D�h

hu; @'i ds dt �

Z
D1nD�h

hx@u; 'i ds dt C i

Z
@D�h

hu; 'i dz:

Since u and x@u are integrable over D1 , the first integral in the latter expression tends
to zero, while the second one tends to

�

Z
D1

hx@u; 'i ds dt:

As for the last integral, we haveZ
@D�h

hu; 'i dz D i�h

Z 2�

0

hu.�hei� /; '.�hei� /iei� d�;

so by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,ˇ̌̌̌ Z
@D�h

hu; 'i dz

ˇ̌̌̌
� �h

�Z 2�

0

ju.�hei� /j2 d�

�1=2�Z 2�

0

j'.�hei� /j2 d�

�1=2

�
p

2� �h

�Z 2�

0

ju.�hei� /j2 d�

�1=2

k'k1:

Then (6-7) implies that the latter quantity tends to zero for h!1. Therefore,Z
D1

hu; @'i ds dt D�

Z
D1

hx@u; 'i ds dt;

for every test function ' 2 C1c .D1;C
n/. Since x@u 2Lp , by the regularity theory of

the weak solutions of x@ (see Theorem 5.4 (i)), u belongs to W 1;p.D1;C
n/. Since

p > 2, we conclude that u is continuous at 0.

Let R0 and R1 be closed submanifolds of Q, and assume that there is an isometric
embedding Q ,!RN such that

R0 DQ\V0; R1\V1;

where V0 and V1 are partially orthogonal linear subspaces of RN .
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Proposition 6.4 Suppose X W D1 \HC � T �Q! T T �Q is a smooth vector field
such that X.z; q;p/ grows at most polynomially in p , uniformly in .z; q/. Let
uW Cl.D1\HC/ n f0g ! T �Q be a smooth solution of the equation

(6-8) x@J .u/.z/DX.z;u.z// 8z 2 Cl.D1\HC/ n f0g;

such that
u.s/ 2N �R0 8 s > 0; u.i t/ 2N �R1 8 t > 0:

If u has finite energy,

(6-9)
Z

D1\HC
jruj2 ds dt <C1;

then u extends to a continuous map on Cl.D1\HC/.

Proof By means of the above isometric embedding, we may regard u as a CN –valued
map, satisfying the equation (6-8) with x@J D

x@, the energy estimate (6-9), and the
boundary condition

u.s/ 2N �V0 8 s > 0; u.i t/ 2N �V1 8 t > 0:

By the energy estimate (6-9), u belongs to Lp.D1\HC;CN / for every p<C1: for
instance, this follows from the Poincaré inequality and the Sobolev embedding theorem
on D1 , after applying a Schwarz reflection twice and after multiplying by a cut-off
function vanishing on @D1 and equal to 1 on a neighborhood of 0. The polynomial
growth of X then implies that

(6-10) X. � ;u. � // 2Lp.D1\HC;CN / 8p <C1:

Therefore, Lemma 6.3 implies that u extends to a continuous map on Cl.D1\HC/.

The corresponding statement for jumping conormal boundary conditions is:

Proposition 6.5 Suppose X W D1 \H � T �Q ! T T �Q is a smooth vector field
such that X.z; q;p/ grows at most polynomially in p , uniformly in .z; q/. Let
uW Cl.D1\H/ n f0g ! T �Q be a smooth solution of the equation

x@J .u/.z/DX.z;u.z// 8z 2 Cl.D1\H/ n f0g;

such that
u.s/ 2N �R0 8 s > 0; u.s/ 2N �R1 8 s < 0:

If u has finite energy, Z
D1\H

jruj2 ds dt <C1;

then u extends to a continuous map on the closed half-disk Cl.D1\H/.
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Proof The energy is invariant with respect to conformal changes of variable. Therefore,
it is enough to apply Proposition 6.4 to the map v.z/D u.z2/, with z 2D1\HC .

6.3 Proof of Proposition 3.10

Let x1 2 Pƒ.H1/, x2 2 Pƒ.H2/, and z 2 Pƒ.H1#H2/ be such that

(6-11) �ƒ.x1/C�
ƒ.x2/��

ƒ.z/D n;

so that the manifold M‡
GE
.x1;x2I z/ is one-dimensional. By standard arguments,

Proposition 3.10 is implied by the following two statements:

(i) For every y 2 P‚.H1˚H2/ such that

�‚.y/D �ƒ.z/D �ƒ.x1/C�
ƒ.x2/� n;

and every pair .u1;u2/ with u1 2ME.x1;x2Iy/ and u2 2MG.y; z/, there exists a
unique connected component of M‡

GE
.x1;x2I z/ containing a curve ˛ 7! .˛;u˛/ which

– modulo translations in the s variable – converges to .C1;u1/ and to .C1;u2/.

(ii) For every u 2 Mƒ
‡
.x1;x2I z/, there exists a unique connected component of

M‡
GE
.x1;x2I z/ containing a curve ˛ 7! .˛;u˛/ which converges to .0;u/.

The first statement follows from standard gluing arguments. Here we prove the second
statement, by reducing it to an implicit function type argument. At first the difficulty
consists in the parameter dependence of the underlying domain for the elliptic PDE.
By using the special form of the occurring conormal type boundary conditions and a
suitable localization argument, we equivalently translate this parameter dependence
into a continuous family of elliptic operators with fixed boundary conditions.

If .˛; v/ 2M‡
GE
.x1;x2I z/, we define the map

uW †D fz 2C j 0� Im z � 1g ! T �M 2; u.z/ WD
�
Cv.xz/; v.z/

�
;

and the Hamiltonian K on T �T �M 2 by

K.t;x1;x2/ WDH1.�t;Cx1/CH2.t;x2/:

By this identification, we can view the space M‡
GE
.x1;x2I z/ as the space of pairs

.˛;u/, where ˛ > 0 and uW †! T �M 2 solves the Floer equation

(6-12) x@J ;K .u/D 0;
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with nonlocal boundary conditions

(6-13) .u.s/;Cu.sC i// 2

8̂<̂
:

N ��M 2 if s � 0;

N ��.4/
M

if 0� s � ˛;

N �.�M ��M / if s � ˛;

and asymptotics

lim
s!�1

u.sC i t/D
�
Cx1.�t/;x2.t/

�
;

lim
s!C1

u.sC i t/D
�
Cz..1� t/=2/; z..1C t/=2/

�
:

(6-14)

Similarly, we can view the space Mƒ
‡
.x1;x2I z/ as the space of maps uW †! T �M 2

solving the equation (6-12) with asymptotics (6-14) and nonlocal boundary conditions

(6-15) .u.s/;Cu.sC i// 2

(
N ��M 2 if s � 0;

N �.�M ��M / if s � 0:

Compactness We start with the following compactness results, which also clarifies
the sense of the convergence in (ii):

Lemma 6.6 Let .˛h;uh/ be a sequence in M‡
GE
.x1;x2I z/ with ˛h! 0. Then there

exists u0 2 Mƒ
‡
.x1;x2I z/ such that, up to a subsequence, uh converges to u0 in

C1loc .† n f0; ig/, in C1.†\fjRe zj> 1g/, and uniformly on †.

Proof Since the sequence of maps .uh/ has uniformly bounded energy, Proposition
6.2 implies a uniform L1 bound. Then, the usual non-bubbling-off analysis for interior
points and boundary points away from the jumps in the boundary condition implies
that, modulo subsequence, we have

uh! u0 in C1loc .† n f0; ig;T
�M 2/;

where u0 is a smooth solution of equation (6-12) on †nf0; ig with bounded energy and
satisfying the boundary conditions (6-15), except possibly at 0 and i . By Proposition
6.5, the singularities 0 and i are removable, and u0 satisfies the boundary condition
also at 0 and i . By the index formula (6-11) and transversality, the sequence uh

cannot split, so u0 satisfies also the asymptotic conditions (6-14), and uh ! u0 in
C1.†\ fjRe zj > 1g/. Therefore, u0 belongs to Mƒ

‡
.x1;x2I z/, and there remains

to prove that uh! u uniformly on †.

We assume by contraposition that .uh/ does not converge uniformly on †. By
Ascoli–Arzelà theorem, there must be some blow-up of the gradient. That is, modulo
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subsequence, we can find zh 2† converging either to 0 or to i such that

Rh WD jruh.zh/j D kruhk1!1:

For sake of simplicity, we only consider the case zhD .sh; 0/!0, 0< sh<˛h!0. The
general case follows along analogous arguments using additional standard bubbling-off
arguments. For more details, see eg [32, Section 6.4].

We now have to make a case distinction concerning the behavior of the quantity
0<Rh˛h <1:

(a) The case of a diverging subsequence Rhj ˛hj !1 can be handled by conformal
rescaling vj .s; t/ WD uhj .shj C s=Rhj ; t=Rhj / which provides us with a finite energy
disk with boundary on a single Lagrangian submanifold of conormal type. This has to
be constant due to the vanishing of the Liouville 1-form on conormals, contradicting
the convergence of jrvj .0/j D 1.

(b) The case of convergence of a subsequence Rhj ˛hj ! 0 can be dealt with by
rescaling vj .s; t/ WD uhj .shj C˛hj ; ˛hj t/. Now vk has to converge uniformly on com-
pact subsets towards a constant map, since krvjk1 D jrvj .0/j DRhj ˛hj ! 0. This
in particular implies that uhj . � ; 0/jŒ0;˛hj

� converges uniformly to a point contradicting
the contraposition assumption.

(c) It remains to study the case Rh˛h ! c > 0. Again we rescale vh.s; t/ D

uh.˛hs; ˛ht/, which now has to converge to a nonconstant J –holomorphic map v
on the upper half plane. After applying a suitable conformal coordinate change and
transforming the nonlocal boundary conditions into local ones, we can view v as a
map on the half strip vW †C! T �M 4 , satisfying the boundary conditions

v.i t/ 2N ��
.4/
M for t 2 Œ0; 1�;

v.s/ 2N �.�M ��M / for s � 0;

v.sC i/ 2N ��M 2 for s � 0:

Applying again the removal of singularities for s!1, we obtain v as a J –holomorphic
triangle with boundary on three conormals. Hence, v would have to be constant,
contradicting again the rescaling procedure.

This shows the uniform convergence of a subsequence of .uh/.

Localization It is convenient to transform the nonlocal boundary conditions (6-13)
and (6-15) into local boundary conditions, by the usual method of doubling the space:
Given uW †! T �M 2 we define zuW †! T �M 4 as

zu.z/ WD
�
u.z=2/;Cu.i Cxz=2/

�
:
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Then u solves x@J ;K .u/D 0 if and only if zu solves the equation

(6-16) x@
J ; zK

.zu/;

with upper boundary condition

(6-17) zu.sC i/ 2N ��M 2 8s 2R;

where the Hamiltonian zKW Œ0; 1��T �M 4!R is defined by

zK.t;x1;x2;x3;x4/ WD
1

2
K

�
t

2
;x1;x2

�
C

1

2
K

�
1�

t

2
;Cx3;Cx4

�
:

Moreover, u satisfies (6-13) if and only if zu satisfies

(6-18) zu.s/ 2

8̂<̂
:

N ��M 2 if s � 0;

N ��‚
M

if 0� s � 2˛;

N �.�M ��M / if s � 2˛;

whereas u satisfies (6-15) if and only if zu satisfies

(6-19) zu.s/ 2

(
N ��M 2 if s � 0;

N �.�M ��M / if s � 0:

Finally, the asymptotic condition (6-14) is translated into

lim
s!�1

zu.sC t i/D
�
Cx1.�t=2/;x2.t=2/;x1.t=2� 1/;Cx2.1� t=2/

�
;

lim
s!C1

zu.sC t i/D
�
Cz.1=2� t=4/; z.1=2C t=4/; z.t=4/;Cz.1� t=4/

�
:

(6-20)

Let u0 2Mƒ
‡
.x1;x2I z/. We must prove that there exists a unique connected component

of M‡
GE
.x1;x2I z/ containing a curve ˛ 7! .˛;u˛/ which converges to .0;u0/, in the

sense of Lemma 6.6.

Let zu0 be the map from † to T �M 4 associated to u0 : zu0 solves (6-16) with boundary
conditions (6-17), (6-19), and asymptotic conditions (6-20). Since we are looking
for solutions which converge to zu0 uniformly on †, we may localize the problem
and assume that M D Rn . More precisely, if the projection of zu0.z/ onto M 4 is
.q1; q2; q3; q4/.z/, we construct open embeddings

†�Rn
!†�M; .z; q/ 7! .z; 'j .z; q//; j D 1; : : : ; 4;

such that 'j .z; 0/D qj .z/ and D2'j .z; 0/ is an isometry, for every z 2† (for instance,
by composing an isometric trivialization of q�j .TM / by the exponential mapping).
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The induced open embeddings

†�T �Rn
!†�T �M;

.z; q;p/ 7! .z;  j .z; q;p// WD
�
z; 'j .z; q/; .D2'j .z; q/

�/�1p
�
; j D 1; : : : ; 4;

are the components of the open embedding

†�T �R4n
!†�T �M 4; .z; �/ 7! .z;  .z; �// WD

�
z;  1.z; �1/; : : : ;  4.z; �4/

�
:

Such an embedding allows us to associate to any zuW †! T �M 4 which is C 0 –close
to zu0 a map wW †! T �R4n DC4n , by setting

zu.z/D  .z; w.z//:

Then zu solves (6-16) if and only if w solves an equation of the form

(6-21) D.w/ WD @sw.z/CJ.z; w.z//@tw.z/CG.z; w.z//D 0;

where J is an almost complex structure on C4n parametrized on † and such that
J.z; 0/D J0 for any z 2†, whereas GW †�C4n!C4n is such that G.z; 0/D 0 for
any z 2†. Moreover, zu solves the asymptotic conditions (6-20) if and only if w.s; t/
tends to 0 for s!˙1. The maps  j .z; � / preserve the Liouville form, so they map
conormals into conormals. It easily follows that the boundary condition (6-17) on zu is
translated into

(6-22) w.sC i/ 2N ��R2n 8s 2R:

Moreover, zu satisfies the boundary condition (6-18) if and only if w satisfies

(6-23) w.s/ 2

8̂<̂
:

N ��R2n if s � 0;

N ��.4/Rn if 0� s � 2˛;

N �.�Rn ��Rn/ if s � 2˛:

Similarly, zu satisfies the boundary condition (6-19) if and only if w satisfies

(6-24) w.s/ 2

(
N ��R2n if s � 0;

N �.�Rn ��Rn/ if s � 0:

The element u0 2Mƒ
‡
.x1;x2I z/ corresponds to the solution w0 D 0 of (6-21)–(6-24).

By using the functional setting introduced in Section 5, we can view the nonlinear
operator D defined in (6-21) as a continuously differentiable operator

DW X
1;p
S;V;V0.†;C

4n/!X
p
S .†;C

4n/
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where S WD f0g, V WD .�R2n ; �Rn ��Rn/, V0 WD .�R2n/, and p is some number
larger than 2. Since J.z; 0/DJ0 , the differential of D at w0D 0 is a linear operator of
the kind studied in Section 5, and by the transversality assumption it is an isomorphism.

Consider the orthogonal decomposition

R4n
DW1˚W2˚W3˚W4;

where

W1 WD�
.4/
Rn D�R2n\.�Rn��Rn/; �R2n DW1˚W2; �Rn��Rn DW1˚W3;

and denote by Pj the orthogonal projection of C4n onto N �Wj DWj ˚ iW ?j . If T˛

is the translation operator mapping some wW †!C4n into

.T˛w/.z/ WD
�
P1w.z/;P2w.z/;P3w.z� 2˛/;P4w.z/

�
;

we easily see that w satisfies the boundary conditions (6-24) if and only if T˛w

satisfies the boundary conditions (6-23). Therefore, if we define the operator

D˛W X
1;p
S;V;V0.†;C

4n/!X
p
S .†;C

4n/; D˛ D D ıT˛;

we have that w 2X
1;p
S;V;V0.†;C

4n/ solves D˛.w/D 0 if and only if T˛w is a solution
of (6-21) satisfying the boundary conditions (6-22) and (6-23). The operator

Œ0;C1Œ�X
1;p
S;V;V0.†;C

4n/!X
p
S .†;C

4n/; .˛; w/ 7! D˛.w/;

is continuous on the product, it is continuously differentiable with respect to the
second variable, and this partial differential is continuous on the product. Moreover,
DD0.0/ D DD.0/ is an isomorphism, so the parametric inverse mapping theorem
implies that there are a number ˛0> 0 and a neighborhood U of 0 in X

1;p
S;V;V0.†;C

4n/,
such that the set of zeroes in Œ0; ˛0Œ�U of the above operator consists of a continuous
curve Œ0; ˛0Œ3 ˛ ! .˛; w˛/ starting at w0 D 0. Then ˛ ! .˛;T˛w˛/ provides us
with the unique curve in M‡

GE
.x1;x2I z/ converging to .0;u0/. This concludes the

proof of Proposition 3.10.

6.4 Proof of Proposition 4.3

Fix some 1 2 P�.L1/, 2 2 P�.L2/, and x 2 P�.H1#H2/ such that

i�.1IL1/C i�.2IL2/��
�.xIH1#H2/D 0:

By a standard argument in Floer homology, the claim that PK
‡

is a chain homotopy
between K� and ‡� ı .ˆ�L1

˝ˆ�L2
/ is implied by the following statements:
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(i) For every .u1;u2/ 2 M�
ˆ
.1;y1/�M�

ˆ
.2;y2/ and every u 2 M�

‡
.y1;y2Ix/,

where .y1;y2/ 2 P�.H1/�P�.H2/ is such that

��.y1IH1/C�
�.y2IH2/D �

�.xIH1#H2/;

there exists a unique connected component of MK
‡
.1; 2Ix/ containing a curve

.˛;u˛/ such that ˛ ! C1, u˛. � ; � � 1/ and u˛ converge to u1 and u2 , respec-
tively, in C1loc .Œ0;C1Œ� Œ0; 1�;T

�M /, while u˛. � C �.˛/; 2 � �1/ converges to u in
C1loc .R� Œ0; 1�;T

�M /, for a suitable function � diverging at C1.

(ii) For every u 2 M�
K
.1; 2Ix/ there exists a unique connected component of

MK
‡
.1; 2Ix/ containing a curve ˛ 7! .˛;u˛/ which converges to .0;u/.

Statement (i) can be proved by the standard gluing arguments in Floer theory. Here we
prove statement (ii).

Given uW Œ0;C1Œ� Œ�1; 1�! T �M , we define the map

zuW †C D fz 2C j Re z � 0; 0� Im z � 1g ! T �M 2; zu.z/ WD
�
Cu.xz/;u.z/

�
:

If we define zxW Œ0; 1�! T �M 2 and zH 2 C1.Œ0; 1��T �M 2/ by

zx.t/ WD
�
Cx..1� t/=2/;x..1C t/=2/

�
; zH .t;x1;x2/ WDH1.1� t;Cx1/CH2.t;x2/;

we see that associating zu to u produces a one-to-one correspondence between the space
M�

K
.1; 2Ix/ and the space �M�

K
.1; 2Ix/, which consists of the maps zuW †C !

T �M 2 solving x@J ; zH .zu/D 0 with boundary conditions

zu.s/ 2N ��M ; 8s � 0;(6-25)

zu.sC i/ 2 T �q0
M �T �q0

M; 8s � 0;(6-26)

� ı zu1.0; 1� � / 2W u.1/; � ı zu2.0; � / 2W u.2/;(6-27)

lim
s!C1

zu.sC i t/D zx.t/:(6-28)

Similarly, we have a one-to-one correspondence between MK
‡
.1; 2Ix/ and the space�MK

‡
.1; 2Ix/ consisting of pairs .˛; zu/ where ˛ is a positive number and zuW †C!

T �M 2 is a solution of the problem above, with (6-25) replaced by

(6-29) zu.s/ 2 T �q0
M �T �q0

M; 8s 2 Œ0; ˛�; zu.s/ 2N ��M ; 8s � ˛:

Fix some zu0 2 �M�
K
.1; 2Ix/. Since we are looking for solutions near zu0 , we can

localize the problem as follows. Let kD i�.1IL1/Ci�.2IL2/. Let qW Rk�†C!

M 2 be a map such that

q.0; z/D � ı zu0.z/; 8z 2†C; q.�; sC i t/! � ı zx.t/ for s!C1; 8� 2Rk ;
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and such that the map

Rk
3 � 7! .q1.�; 0; 1� � /; q2.�; 0; � / 2�

1.M 2/

is a diffeomorphism onto a neighborhood of � ı .zx1.�� /; zx2/ in W u.1/�W u.2/.
By means of a suitable trivialization of q�.TM 2/ and using the usual W 1;p Sobolev
setting with p > 2, we can transform the problem of finding zu solving x@J ; zH .zu/D 0

together with (6-26), (6-27) and (6-28) and being close to zu0 , into the problem of
finding pairs .�;u/ 2Rk �W 1;p.†C;T �R2n/, solving an equation of the form

(6-30) x@u.z/Cf .�; z;u.z//D 0; 8z 2†C;

with boundary conditions

(6-31) u.i t/ 2N �.0/; 8t 2 Œ0; 1�; u.sC i/ 2N �.0/; 8s � 0:

Then the boundary condition (6-25) is translated into

(6-32) u.s/ 2N ��Rn ; 8s � 0;

and the solution zu0 corresponds to the solution � D 0 and u � 0 of (6-30), (6-31),
and (6-32). On the other hand, the problem �MK

‡
.1; 2Ix/ of finding .˛; zu˛/ solving

x@J ; zH .zu
˛/ D 0 together with (6-26), (6-27), (6-28) and (6-29) corresponds to the

problem of finding .�;u/ 2 Rk �W 1;p.†C;T �R2n/ solving (6-30) with boundary
conditions (6-31) and

(6-33) u.s/ 2N �.0/; 8s 2 Œ0; ˛�; u.s/ 2N ��Rn ; 8s � ˛:

In order to find a common functional setting, it is convenient to turn the boundary
condition (6-33) into (6-32) by means of a suitable conformal change of variables on
the half-strip †C .

The holomorphic function z 7! cos z maps the half strip f0< Re z < �; Im z > 0g bi-
holomorphically onto the upper half-plane HDfIm z> 0g. It is also a homeomorphism
between the closure of these domains. We denote by arccos the determination of the
arc-cosine which is the inverse of this function. Then the function z 7! .1Ccos.i�z//=2

is a biholomorphism from the interior of †C to H , mapping 0 into 1 and i into 0.
Let � > 0. If we conjugate the linear automorphism z 7! .1C �/z of H by the latter
biholomorphism, we obtain the map

'�.z/D
i
�

arccos
�
.1C �/ cos.i�z/C �

�
:

The map '� is a homeomorphism of †C onto itself, it is biholomorphic in the interior,
it preserves the upper part of the boundary i CRC , while it slides the left part i Œ0; 1�
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and the lower part RC by moving the corner point 0 into the real positive number

˛.�/ WD � i
�

arccos.1C 2�/:

The function � 7! ˛.�/ is invertible, and we denote by ˛ 7! �.˛/ its inverse. Moreover,
'� converges to the identity uniformly on compact subsets of †C for � ! 0. An
explicit computation shows that

(6-34) '0� � 1! 0 in Lp.†C/; if 1< p < 4:

If uW †C! T �R2n and ˛ > 0, we define

v.z/ WD u.'�.˛/.z//:

Since '� is holomorphic, x@.u ı '�/D '0� � x@u ı '� . Therefore, u solves the equation
(6-30) if and only if v solves the equation

(6-35) x@v.z/C'0�.˛/.z/f .�; '�.˛/.z/; v.z//D 0:

Given 2< p < 4, we set

W
1;p
� .†C;T �R2n/D

n
v 2W 1;p.†C;T �R2n/

ˇ̌̌
v.s; 0/ 2N ��Rn 8s � 0;

v.s; 1/ 2N �.0/ 8s � 0; v.0; t/ 2N �.0/ 8t 2 Œ0; 1�
o
;

and we consider the operator

F W Œ0;C1Œ�Rk
�W

1;p
� .†C;T �R2n/!Lp.†C;T �R2n/;

F.˛; �; v/D x@vC'0�.˛/f .�; '�.˛/. � /; v/;

where '0 D id. The problem of finding .˛; zu/ in �MK
‡
.1; 2Ix/ with zu close to zu0 is

equivalent to finding zeroes of the operator F of the form .˛; �; v/ with ˛ > 0. By
(6-34), the operator F is continuous, and its differential D.�;v/F with respect to the
variables .�; v/ is continuous. The transversality assumption that zu0 is a nondegenerate
solution of problem �M�

K
.1; 2Ix/ is translated into the fact that D.�;v/F.0; 0; 0/ is

an isomorphism. Then the parametric inverse mapping theorem implies that there is a
unique curve ˛ 7! .�.˛/; v.˛//, 0<˛ < ˛0 , converging to .0; 0/ for ˛! 0, and such
that .�.˛/; v.˛// is the unique zero of F.˛; � ; � / in a neighborhood of .0; 0/. This
concludes the proof of statement (ii).

6.5 Proof of Proposition 4.7

The setting We recall the setting of Section 4.4. Let 1 2 Pƒ.L1/, 2 2 Pƒ.L2/,
and x 2 P‚.H1 ˚ H2/. If ˛ � 0, then MK

˛ .1; 2Ix/ is the space of solutions
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uW †C D fz 2C j Re z � 0; 0� Im z � 1g ! T �M 2 of the equation

(6-36) x@J ;H1˚H2
.u/D 0;

satisfying the boundary conditions

� ıu. � i/ 2W u..1; 2/IX
ƒ
L1˚L2

/;(6-37)

.u.s/;Cu.sC i// 2N ��M 2 if 0� s < ˛;(6-38)

.u.s/;Cu.sC i// 2N ��
.4/
M if s � ˛;(6-39)

lim
s!C1

u.sC t i/D x.t/:(6-40)

The energy of a solution u 2MK
˛ .1; 2Ix/ is uniformly bounded:

(6-41) E.u/ WD

Z
†C
j@suj2 ds dt � SL1

.1/CSL2
.2/�AH1˚H2

.x/:

Let ˛0 > 0. For a generic choice of L1 , L2 , and Xƒ
L1˚L2

, both MK
0
.1; 2Ix/ and

MK
˛0
.1; 2Ix/ are smooth oriented manifolds of dimension

iƒ.1;L1/C iƒ.2;L2/��
‚.x/� n;

for every 1 2Pƒ.L1/, 2 2Pƒ.L2/, x 2P‚.H1˚H2/ (see Proposition 4.5). The
usual counting process defines the chain maps

Kƒ
0 ; Kƒ

˛0
W
�
M.SƒL1

/˝M.SƒL2
/
�
�
�! F‚��n.H1˚H2/;

and we wish to prove that Kƒ
0
˝Kƒ

˛0
is chain homotopic to Kƒ

˛0
˝Kƒ

0
. Since Kƒ

˛0

is chain homotopic to Kƒ
˛1

for ˛0; ˛1 2 �0;C1Œ, we may as well assume that ˛0 is
small. Moreover, since the chain maps Kƒ

0
and Kƒ

˛0
preserve the filtrations of the

Morse and Floer complexes given by the action sublevels

SƒL1
.1/CSƒL2

.2/�A; AH1˚H2
.x/�A;

we can work with the subcomplexes corresponding to a fixed (but arbitrary) action
bound A. We also fix our generic data in such a way that transversality holds for the
problem MK

0
.

The union of all the spaces of solutions MK
0
.1; 2Ix/ where 1 2 Pƒ.L1/, 2 2

Pƒ.L2/, and x 2 P‚.H1˚H2/ satisfy the index identity

iƒ.1/C iƒ.2/��
‚.x/D n;

and the action estimates

SL1
.1/CSL2

.2/�A; AH1˚H2
.x/�A;
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is a compact zero-dimensional manifold, hence a finite set. We denote by Q the finite
subset of M consisting of the points q 2M such that � ıu.0/D � ıu.i/D .q; q/ for
some u in the above finite set. We fix a positive number ı such that for every q 2 Q

the ball Bı.q/ is diffeomorphic to Rn , and

(6-42) Bı.q/\Bı.q
0/D∅; 8q; q0 2 Q; q ¤ q0:

Since real Grassmannians of a given dimension are connected, we can find a smooth
path of 3n–dimensional linear subspaces of �R2n ��R2n �R8n connecting

�
.4/
Rn ��R2n to �R2n ��

.4/
Rn ;

and containing the intersection of these two spaces, that is �.4/Rn ��
.4/
Rn . Therefore, for

every pair of points q; q0 2 Q we can find a smooth isotopy of embeddings

'W Œ0; 1��R3n
! Bı.q/

4
�Bı.q

0/4 �M 8;

such that, setting V �
q;q0 WD '.f�g �R3n/, we have:

(i) V �
q;q0 is relatively closed in Bı.q/

4 �Bı.q
0/4 .

(ii) .�.4/
M
��.4/

M
/\ .Bı.q/

4 �Bı.q
0/4/� V �

q;q0 for every � 2 Œ0; 1�.

(iii) V �
q;q0 ��M 2 ��M 2 for every � 2 Œ0; 1�.

(iv) V 0
q;q0 D .�

.4/
M
��M 2/\ .Bı.q/

4 �Bı.q
0/4/.

(v) V 1
q;q0 D .�M 2 ��

.4/
M
/\ .Bı.q/

4 �Bı.q
0/4/.

We define V � �M 8 to be the union of V �
q;q0 over all pairs .q; q0/ 2 Q�Q. By (6-42),

V � is an isotopy of (noncompact) 3n–dimensional submanifolds of M 8 .

Let 1; 3 2Pƒ.L1/, 2; 4 2Pƒ.L2/, and x1;x2 2P‚.H1˚H2/ satisfy the index
identity

(6-43) iƒ.1/C iƒ.2/C iƒ.3/C iƒ.4/��
‚.x1/��

‚.x2/D 2n;

and the action bounds
SL1

.1/CSL2
.2/CSL1

.3/CSL2
.4/�A;

AH1˚H2
.x1/CAH1˚H2

.x2/�A:
(6-44)

Given ˛ > 0, we define
MP
˛ .1; 2; 3; 4Ix1;x2/

to be the set of pairs .�;u/ where � 2 Œ0; 1� and uW Œ0;C1Œ� Œ0; 1�! T �M 4 is a
solution of the equation

(6-45) x@J ;H1˚H2˚H1˚H2
.u/D 0;
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satisfying the boundary conditions

� ıu.0; � / 2W u.1/�W u.2/�W u.3/�W u.4/;(6-46)

.u.s/;Cu.sC i// 2N �V � if 0� s � ˛;(6-47)

.u.s/;Cu.sC i// 2N �.�
.4/
M ��

.4/
M / if s � ˛;(6-48)

lim
s!C1

u.sC t i/D .x1.t/;x2.t//:(6-49)

By property (ii) above, the submanifold V � is partially orthogonal to �.4/
M
��.4/

M

for every � 2 Œ0; 1�, so the results of Section 5 provide us with elliptic estimates for
solutions of the above problem.

Notice that if .0;u/ belongs to MP
˛ .1; 2; 3; 4Ix1;x2/, then writing uD .u1;u2/

where u1 and u2 take values into T �M 2 , we have

u1 2MK
0 .1; 2Ix1/; u2 2MK

˛ .3; 4Ix2/:

If transversality holds, we deduce the index estimates

iƒ.1/C iƒ.2/��
‚.x1/� n; iƒ.3/C iƒ.4/��

‚.x2/� n:

But then (6-43) implies that the above inequalities are indeed identities. Similarly, if
.1;u/ belongs to MP

˛ .1; 2; 3; 4Ix1;x2/, we deduce that

u1 2MK
˛ .1; 2Ix1/; u2 2MK

0 .3; 4Ix2/

iƒ.1/C iƒ.2/��
‚.x1/D n; iƒ.3/C iƒ.4/��

‚.x2/D n:and

Conversely, we would like to show that pairs of solutions in MK
0
�MK

˛ (or MK
˛ �MK

0
)

correspond to elements of MP
˛ of the form .0;u/ (or .1;u/), at least if ˛ is small.

This fact follows from the following localization result:

Lemma 6.7 There exists a positive number ˛.A/ such that for every ˛ 2 �0; ˛.A/�, for
every 1; 3 2 Pƒ.L1/, 2; 4 2 Pƒ.L2/, x1;x2 2 P‚.H1˚H2/ satisfying (6-43)
and (6-44) and for every .�;u/ 2MP

˛ .1; 2; 3; 4Ix1;x2/ there holds

� ıu.Œ0; ˛�/D � ıu.Œ0; ˛�C i/� Bı=2.q/
2
�Bı=2.q

0/2;

for suitable q; q0 2 Q.

Proof By contradiction, we assume that there are an infinitesimal sequence of positive
numbers .˛h/ and elements .�h;uh/ 2MP

˛h
.1; 2; 3; 4Ix1;x2/ where 1 , 2 , 3 ,

4 , x1 , x2 satisfy (6-43), (6-44) and

(6-50) � ıuh.Œ0; ˛h�/D � ıuh.Œ0; ˛h�C i/ 6�
[

.q;q0/2Q�Q

Bı=2.q/
2
�Bı=2.q

0/2:
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Claim 1 Up to a subsequence, ch.t/ WD � ıuh.0; t/ converges to some c in the space
W 1;2.Œ0; 1�;M 4/ such that c.0/ D c.1/ D .q; q; q0; q0/ with .q; q0/ 2 Q� Q, and uh

converges to some u 2MK
0
.1; 2Ix1/�MK

0
.3; 4Ix2/ such that � ıu.t i/D c.t/ in

C1loc .�0;C1Œ� Œ0; 1�;T
�M 4/ and uniformly on compact subsets of Œ0;C1Œ� Œ0; 1� n

f.0; 0/; .0; 1/g.

By (6-46), ch is an element of W u.1/�W u.2/�W u.3/�W u.4/. The latter
space is precompact in W 1;2.Œ0; 1�;M 4/. By the argument of breaking gradient flow
lines, up to a subsequence we may assume that .ch/ converges in W 1;2 to a curve c

belonging to W u.z1/ �W u.z2/ �W u.z3/ �W u.z4/, for some z1; z3 2 Pƒ.L1/,
z2; z4 2 Pƒ.L2/ such that

(6-51) either
4X

jD1

iƒ.zj / <

4X
jD1

iƒ.j / or .z1; z2; z3; z4/D .1; 2; 3; 4/:

Similarly, the upper bound (6-41) on the energy E.uh/ implies that .uh/ converges to
some u in C1loc .�0;C1Œ� Œ0; 1�/, using the L1 estimates of Section 6, the standard
argument excluding bubbling off of spheres and disks, and elliptic bootstrap. The same
arguments, together with the W 1;2 convergence of .ch/ to c , imply that .uh/ converges
to u uniformly on compact subsets of Œ0;C1Œ� Œ0; 1� n f.0; 0/; .0; 1/g (actually, the
W 1;2 convergence of the boundary data implies W 3=2;2 convergence near the portion
of the boundary f0g� �0; 1Œ). In particular,

.u.s/;Cu.sC i// 2N �.�
.4/
M ��

.4/
M / 8s > 0;(6-52)

� ıu.0; t/D � ıu.1; t/D c.t/ 8t 2 �0; 1Œ:(6-53)

The limit u satisfies Equation (6-45), and

lim
s!C1

u.sC t i/D .zx1.t/; zx2.t//;

with .zx1; zx2/ 2 P‚.H1˚H2/�P‚.H1˚H2/ such that

(6-54) either �‚.zx1/C�
‚.zx2/ > �

‚.x1/C�
‚.x2/ or .zx1; zx2/D .x1;x2/;

by the argument of breaking Floer trajectories. Due to finite energy,

E.u/� lim inf
h!C1

E.uh/

�SL1
.1/CSL2

.2/CSL1
.3/CSL2

.4/�AH1˚H2
.x1/�AH1˚H2

.x2/;

we find by removal singularities (Proposition 6.4) a continuous extension of u to the
corner points 0 and i . By (6-52) and (6-53) we have

.u.0/;Cu.i// 2N �.�
.4/
M ��

.4/
M /; � ıu.0/D � ıu.i/D c.0/D c.1/:
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It follows that, setting c D .c1; c2; c3; c4/, there holds c1.0/D c1.1/D c2.0/D c2.1/

and c3.0/ D c3.1/ D c4.0/ D c4.1/. So .c1; c2/ and .c3; c4/ describe two figure–8

loops, and u belongs to MK
0
.z1; z2I zx1/ �MK

0
.z3; z4I zx2/. In particular, the latter

space in not empty, so

iƒ.z1/C iƒ.z2/��
‚.zx1/� n; iƒ.z3/C iƒ.z4/��

‚.zx2/� n:

Together with (6-43), this implies

4X
jD1

iƒ.zj /�

2X
jD1

�‚.zxj /� 2nD

4X
jD1

iƒ.j /�

2X
jD1

�‚.xj /:

Comparing the above inequality with (6-51) and (6-54), we deduce that

.z1; z2; z3; z4/D .1; 2; 3; 4/; .zx1; zx2/D .x1;x2/:

Therefore, u belongs to MK
0
.1; 2Ix1/�MK

0
.3; 4Ix2/ and

c.0/D c.1/D .q; q; q0; q0/;

for some pair .q; q0/ 2 Q�Q, concluding the proof of Claim 1.

Claim 2 Up to a subsequence, the sequences of maps

v0
h.z/ WD uh.˛hz/; v1

h.z/ WD uh.i C˛hxz/;

converge to constant maps v0; v1 uniformly on compact subsets of Œ0;C1Œ�Œ0;C1Œ.
Moreover, �.v0/D �.v1/D .q; q; q0; q0/ for some pair .q; q0/ 2 Q�Q.

It is convenient to replace the nonlocal boundary conditions (6-47), (6-48) by local
ones. We define the sequence of maps

whW Œ0;C1Œ� Œ0; 1=˛h�! T �M 8; wh.z/ WD .v
0
h.z/;Cv

1
h.z//:

Then wh satisfies the local boundary conditions

wh.s/D .uh.˛hs/;Cuh.˛hsC i// 2

(
N �V �h if 0� s � 1;

N �.�.4/
M
��.4/

M
/ if s � 1;

(6-55)

� ıwh.t i/D
�
� ıuh.0; ˛ht/; � ıuh.0; .1�˛h/t/

�
D
�
ch.˛ht/; ch.1�˛ht/

�
:(6-56)

Up to a subsequence, we may assume that .�h/ converges to some � 2 Œ0; 1�. The
maps wh solve a Floer equation of the form

x@J .wh/D ˛hJXK ;
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for a suitable time-dependent Hamiltonian K on T �M 8 . Since we have applied a con-
formal rescaling, the energy of wh is uniformly bounded, so .wh/ converges up to a sub-
sequence to some J –holomorphic map wW Œ0;C1Œ� Œ0;C1Œ!T �M 8 uniformly on
compact subsets of Œ0;C1Œ�Œ0;C1Œ. More precisely, we have C1loc.�0;C1Œ�Œ0;C1Œ/

convergence once the domain Œ0;C1Œ�Œ0;C1Œ is transformed by a conformal map-
ping turning the portion near the boundary point .1; 0/ into a neighborhood of .0; 0/ in
the upper-right quarter HC D�0;C1Œ� �0;C1Œ, and we have W 3=2;2 convergence
near the piece of the boundary f0g� �0;C1Œ. The J –holomorphic map w has finite
energy, so by removal singularities it has a continuous extension at 1 (again, by
Proposition 6.4 together with a suitable conformal change of variables). By (6-55) and
(6-56) it satisfies the boundary conditions

w.s/ 2

(
N �V � if 0� s � 1;

N �.�.4/
M
��.4/

M
/ if s � 1;

(6-57)

� ıw.0; t/D .c.0/; c.1//D .c.0/; c.1// for t � 0:(6-58)

Since the boundary conditions are of conormal type and the Liouville one-form �

vanishes on conormals, we haveZ
HC
jrwj2 ds dt D

Z
HC

w�.!/D

Z
HC

w�.d�/D

Z
HC

dw�.�/D

Z
@HC

w�.�/D 0;

so w is constant. By (6-57) and (6-58), w belongs to N �V � \N �.�.4/
M
��.4/

M
/\

T �.c.0/;c.0//M
8 . In particular, �.w/D .c.0/; c.0//, and since c.0/D .q; q; q0; q0/ with

.q; q0/ 2 Q, so Claim 2 follows.

Claim 2 contradicts (6-50), proving the lemma.

Remark 6.8 If .uh/ is the sequence of solutions considered in the proof of the above
lemma, we cannot conclude that .uh/ converges uniformly in a neighborhood of the
corner points .0; 0/ and .0; 1/. Indeed, generically this will not happen: otherwise
the limit u would be an element of MK

0
.1; 2Ix1/�MK

0
.3; 4Ix2/ satisfying the

extra condition u.0/D u.i/, and this is a problem of Fredholm index �2n, for which
generically there are no solutions.

We can now built the required chain homotopy between Kƒ
0
˝Kƒ

˛0
and Kƒ

˛0
˝Kƒ

0
.

We fix some ˛0 2 �0; ˛.A/�, and we choose the generic data L1 , L2 , Xƒ
L1

, Xƒ
L2

in
such a way that transversality holds for the problems MK

0
, MK

˛0
, and MP

˛0
, and such that

there are no elements of the form .0;u/ or .1;u/ in the zero-dimensional components
of MP

˛0
.
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Let 1; 3 2 Pƒ.L1/, 2; 4 2 Pƒ.L2/, x1;x2 2 P‚.H1 ˚H2/ be Hamiltonian
orbits satisfying the index identity (6-43) and the action bounds (6-44). Consider the
one-dimensional manifold MP

˛0
.1; 2; 3; 4Ix1;x2/, and let

SMP
˛0
.1; 2; 3; 4Ix1;x2/

be the one-dimensional manifold with boundary obtained by attaching in the usual
way elements .�;u/ of the zero-dimensional spaces of solutions MP

˛0
(necessarily,

with 0 < � < 1). The submanifold V � is not compact, but its intersection with the
closure of Bı=2.q/

4�Bı=2.q
0/4 , q; q0 2 Q, is compact, so the localization Lemma 6.7

implies that SMP
˛0
.1; 2; 3; 4Ix1;x2/ is compact, and its intersections with f�D 0g

and f�D 1g are

MP
˛0
.1; 2; 3; 4Ix1;x2/\f�D 0g DMK

0 .1; 2Ix1/�MK
˛0
.3; 4Ix2/;(6-59)

MP
˛0
.1; 2; 3; 4Ix1;x2/\f�D 1g DMK

˛0
.1; 2Ix1/�MK

0 .3; 4Ix2/:(6-60)

We denote by M A the subcomplex of

M.SƒL1
/˝M.SƒL2

/˝M.SƒL1
/˝M.SƒL2

/

spanned by generators 1˝ 2˝ 3˝ 4 with

SL1
.1/CSL2

.2/CSL1
.3/CSL2

.4/�A:

Similarly, we denote by FA the subcomplex of

F‚.H1˚H2/˝F‚.H1˚H2/

spanned by generators x1˝x2 with

AH1˚H2
.x1/CAH1˚H2

.x2/�A:

We define a homomorphism

P W M A
� ! FA

��2nC1

by counting the elements of MP
˛0
.1; 2; 3; 4Ix1;x2/ in the zero-dimensional case:

iƒ.1/C iƒ.2/C iƒ.3/C iƒ.4/��
‚.x1/��

‚.x2/D 2n� 1:

Using the identities (6-59) and (6-60) we see that P is a chain homotopy between the
restrictions of Kƒ

0
˝Kƒ

˛0
and Kƒ

˛0
˝Kƒ

˛ to the above subcomplexes. This concludes
the proof of Proposition 4.7.
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Remark 6.9 As mentioned in the introduction, the homotopy and localization argu-
ment used in the proof of Proposition 4.7 is inspired by an idea of H Hofer’s. One could
try to apply this idea directly to the proof that the pair-of-pants homomorphism ‡ƒ

corresponds to the Morse theoretical interpretation of the loop product (see Proposition
2.6), without passing from the factorizations through the figure–8 Floer and Morse
complexes. This would involve showing that a Floer problem for uW †C! T �M 2

satisfying the boundary conditions

.u.s/;Cu.sC i// 2N �.�M ��M / for s � 0;

is homotopic to a Floer problem for u satisfying

.u.s/;Cu.sC i// 2N ��M�M for 0� s � ˛;

.u.s/;Cu.sC i// 2N �.�M ��M / for s � ˛:

Here the trick of doubling the dimensions by using the algebraic Lemma 4.6 would not
be needed, because the manifolds �M�M and �M ��M have the same dimension.
However, a local isotopy between such manifolds cannot be partially orthogonal to
�M ��M , so the elliptic estimates of Section 5 would not be available and one would
face compactness problems.

Appendix: Morse constructions

The aim of the first section of this appendix is to recall the construction of the Morse
complex for functions defined on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert manifold. See Abbon-
dandolo and Majer [1] for detailed proofs.

Many operations in singular homology can be read on the Morse complex (see for
instance Schwarz [45], Fukaya [27; 28], Betz and Cohen [7], Viterbo [51]). Here we
are interested only in functoriality, in the exterior homology product, and in the Umkehr
map. The corresponding constructions – still in our infinite dimensional setting – are
outlined in the subsequent sections.

A.1 The Morse complex

Let M be a (possibly infinite-dimensional) Hilbert manifold, that is, a Hausdorff
paracompact topological space which is locally homeomorphic to a real Hilbert space
and admits an atlas whose transition maps are smooth. If X is a smooth vector field
on M and x 2M is a singular point for X , ie X.x/D 0, the Jacobian of X at x is
a well-defined bounded operator on TxM, that we denote by rX.x/. The singular
point x is said to be hyperbolic if the spectrum of rX.x/ is disjoint from iR, and
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the Morse index i.x/ of x is the (possibly infinite) dimension of the rX.x/–invariant
closed linear subspace of TxM associated to the part of the spectrum with positive
real part. Hyperbolic singular points are isolated within the set of singular points. The
vector field X is said to be Morse if all its singular points are hyperbolic.

A real function f 2C 1.M/ is said to be a Lyapunov function for X if Df .p/ŒX.p/�<0

for every p 2M which is not a singular point of X . If X is Morse, then the set of
singular points of X coincides with the set of critical points of f , that we denote
by crit.f / (in general, crit.f / is contained in the set of singular points of X ). If
.t;p/ 7! �.t;p/ denotes the flow of the vector field X , the stable and unstable
manifolds of the hyperbolic singular point x are the subsets

W s.xIX / WD fp 2M j �.t;p/! x for t !C1g ;

W u.xIX / WD fp 2M j �.t;p/! x for t !�1g :

We just write W s.x/ and W u.x/ when the vector field X is clear from the context.
They are always injectively immersed smooth submanifolds of M, and if X admits a
Lyapunov function f and i.x/ <C1 they are actually embedded submanifolds (if
i.x/DC1, the same is true under a nondegeneracy condition on f ; see Theorem
1.20 in [1]). Their tangent spaces at x are the rX.x/–invariant subspaces determined
by the negative part (for the stable manifold) and the positive part (for the unstable
manifold) of the spectrum of rX.x/. In particular, dim W u.x/D i.x/. The Morse
vector field X is said to satisfy the Morse–Smale condition if for every pair of singular
points x;y , the unstable manifold of x is transverse to the stable manifold of y .

A Palais–Smale sequence for the pair .X; f / is a sequence .ph/�M such that f .ph/

is bounded and Df .ph/ŒX.ph/� is infinitesimal. The pair .X; f / is said to satisfy the
Palais–Smale condition if every Palais–Smale sequence has a converging subsequence.

Let F.M/ be the set of all C 1 real functions f on M which are bounded from below
and for which there exists a smooth vector field X on M such that:

(X1) f is a Lyapunov function for X .

(X2) X is Morse and all its singular points (ie the critical points of f ) have finite
Morse index.

(X3) The pair .X; f / satisfies the Palais–Smale condition.

(X4) X is forward complete (ie the flow �.t;p/ is defined for every t � 0).

Such a vector field is called a (negative) pseudo-gradient for f . The Morse index i.x/

of a critical point x of f does not depend on the choice of the pseudo-gradient X , and
if f has a nondegenerate Gateaux second differential d2f .x/ at the critical point x ,
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i.x/ coincides with the standard Morse index i.xIf /, that is the dimension of a
maximal linear subspace of TxM on which d2f .x/ is negative definite. The set of
critical points of f of Morse index k is denoted by critk.f /.

If f is a smooth Morse function, bounded from below, and it satisfies the Palais–Smale
condition with respect to some complete Riemannian metric g on M (in the usual
sense; see eg Chang [8]), then �gradg f satisfies (X1)–(X4), so f 2F.M/. However,
it is useful to have a theory which allows also for nonregular functions f , as the
example of the Lagrangian action functional introduced in Section 2.2 shows.

If f 2 F.M/, it is possible to perturb the smooth vector field X generically, in such
a way that (X1)–(X4) still hold, and:

(X5) X satisfies the Morse–Smale condition.

In this paper, genericity for a pseudo-gradient X is meant in a suitable complete metric
space of vector fields which coincide with the original one up to order one at critical
points, endowed with an adapted Whitney metric such that all the vector fields whose
distance from the original one is less than 1 still satisfy (X1)–(X4). We shall not specify
such metric space any further (see Abbondandolo and Majer [1] for more details).

Let us fix a real number a. Since f is bounded from below, (X2) and (X3) imply that
f has finitely many critical points in the sublevel ff < ag. Using also (X4) and (X5),
one can find open neighborhoods U.x/ of each critical point x in ff < ag such that,
if we set

Ma
k WD

[
x2crit.f /
f .x/<a
i.x/�k

�.Œ0;C1Œ�U.x//; 8k 2N [f1g;

the (eventually constant) sequence fMa
k
gk2N is a cellular filtration of Ma

1 . More
precisely, if M a

k
.f / denotes the free abelian group generated by the critical points in

ff < ag of Morse index k , one has

Hj .Ma
k ;M

a
k�1/Š

(
M a

k
.f / if j D k;

0 if j ¤ k;

and this isomorphism is uniquely determined by the choice of an orientation of each
unstable manifold W u.x/ of x 2 critk.f /\ff <ag. Moreover, Ma

1 is a deformation
retract of the sublevel ff < ag. Then the cellular complex of the cellular filtration
fMa

k
gk2N induces the structure of a chain complex on the graded group M a

� .f /,
whose homology is isomorphic to the singular homology of Ma

1 , hence to the singular
homology of ff < ag. This chain complex is called the Morse complex of .X; f / on
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the sublevel ff < ag. If we choose different neighborhoods U.x/, we obtain the same
chain complex. Actually, the boundary homomorphism

@k W M
a
k .f /!M a

k�1.f /

can be expressed in terms of the standard generators of M a
k
.f /, that is the critical

points x such that f .x/ < a and i.x/D k , as

(A-1) @kx D
X

y2crit.f /
i.y/Dk�1

n@.x;y/y;

where n@ is defined as follows. The chosen orientation of each unstable manifold
W u.x/ induces a co-orientation of each stable manifold. By (X5), each intersection
W u.x/\W s.y/ is a transverse intersection of an oriented submanifold of dimension
i.x/ and a co-oriented submanifold of codimension i.y/. So W u.x/\W s.y/ is an ori-
ented submanifold of dimension i.x/�i.y/. When i.x/�i.y/D 1, W u.x/\W s.y/

consists of finitely many flow orbits, and n@.x;y/ is the number of those orbits on
which the direction of X agrees with the orientation, minus the number of the other
ones.

The Morse complex of .X; f / on M is a chain complex on the graded free abelian
group M�.f / generated by all the critical points of f , and it is defined either by
taking a direct limit of fM a

� .f /; @�g for a "1, or – equivalently – by formula (A-1),
which does not depend on a. In order to use the vector field X to construct a cellular
filtration of the whole M, one would need that every critical point x does not belong
to the closure of the union of all the unstable manifolds of critical points y of Morse
index i.y/� i.x/. The latter fact is implied by the Morse–Smale condition when there
is a finite number of critical points of any given index, but it mail fail in the general
case. This is why we work with sublevels and we define the Morse complex on M
as a direct limit. Since the homology functor commutes with direct limits, the first
definition implies that the homology of fM�.f /; @�g is isomorphic to the singular
homology of M.

If we change the orientations of the unstable manifolds, we get isomorphic Morse
complexes. The same is true if we choose a different pseudo-gradient vector field X

satisfying (X1)–(X5) with respect to the same f . Therefore, the Morse complex of f
is well-defined up to isomorphism, for every f 2 F.M/.

It is also useful to consider the following relative version of the Morse complex. Let A
be an open subset of the Hilbert manifold M. Let F.M;A/ be the set of all C 1 real
functions f on M which are bounded from below on MnA and for which there is a
smooth vector field X on M such that:
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(X10 ) f is a Lyapunov function for X on M n xA.

(X20 ) X is Morse on M n xA and all its singular points in this open set have finite
Morse index.

(X30 ) The pair .X; f / satisfies the Palais–Smale condition on M n xA.

(X40 ) A is positively invariant with respect to the flow of X (ie p 2 A implies
�.t;p/ 2A for every t � 0 for which the flow is defined), and X is forward
complete relative to A (ie if �.t;p/ is not defined for all t �0, then �.t;p/2A
for t large enough).

In particular, (X30 ) implies that X has no singular points on the boundary of A, hence
f has no critical points on the boundary of A. In fact, a sequence .ph/�Mn xA which
converges to a singular point of X on the boundary of A would be a Palais–Smale
sequence which does not converge in M n xA. By a generic perturbation, we may
assume that X satisfies also:

(X50 ) X satisfies the Morse–Smale condition on M n xA.

Then the relative Morse complex of .X; f / on .M;A/ is constructed as before, but
taking into account only the critical points of f in Mn xA. The homology of this chain
complex is isomorphic to the relative singular homology H�.M;A/. As before, the
isomorphism class of the Morse complex does not depend on the pseudo-gradient X ,
but only on the function f .

A.2 Functoriality

Let 'WM1!M2 be a smooth map between Hilbert manifolds. Let f1 2F.M1/ and
f2 2F.M2/, and let X1 and X2 be corresponding Morse–Smale pseudo-gradients, ie
smooth vector fields satisfying (X1)–(X5). We denote by �1 and �2 the corresponding
flows. We assume that:

Each y 2 crit.f2/ is a regular value of ':(A-2)

x 2 crit.f1/; '.x/ 2 crit.f2/ H) i.xIf1/� i.'.x/If2/:(A-3)

The set of critical points of f2 is discrete, and in many cases (for instance, if ' is a
Fredholm map) the set of regular values of ' is generic (ie, it is a countable intersection
of open and dense sets), by Sard–Smale theorem [48]. In such a situation, condition
(A-2) can be achieved by arbitrary small (in several senses) perturbations of ' or of f2 .
Also condition (A-3) can be achieved by an arbitrary small perturbation of ' or of f2 ,
simply by requiring that the image of the set of critical points of f1 by ' does not
meet the set of critical point of f2 .
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By (A-2) and (A-3), up to the perturbation of the vector field X1 and X2 , we may
assume that

(A-4) 8x 2 crit.f1/; 8y 2 crit.f2/; 'jW u.xIX1/ is transverse to W s.yIX2/:

Indeed, by (A-2) and (A-3) one can perturb X1 in such a way that if p2W u.xIX1/ and
'.p/ is a critical point of f2 then rank D'.p/jTpW u.x/ � i.'.p/If2/. The possibility
of perturbing X2 so that (A-4) holds is now a consequence of the following fact: if W

is a finite dimensional manifold and  W W !M2 is a smooth map such that for every
p 2W with  .p/ 2 crit.f2/ there holds rank D .p/ � i.'.p/If2/, then the set of
pseudo-gradient vector fields X2 for f2 on M2 such that the map  is transverse to
the stable manifold of every critical point of f2 is generic.

The transversality condition (A-4) ensures that if x 2 crit.f1/ and y 2 crit.f2/, then

W .x;y/ WDW u.xIX1/\'
�1
�
W s.yIX2/

�
is a submanifold of dimension i.xIf1/ � i.yIf2/. If W u.xIX1/ is oriented and
the normal bundle of W s.yIX2/ in M2 is oriented, the manifold W .x;y/ carries a
canonical orientation. In particular, if i.xIf1/D i.yIf2/, W .x;y/ is a discrete set,
each of whose point carries an orientation sign ˙1. The transversality condition (A-4)
and the fact that W u.xIX1/ has compact closure in M1 imply that the discrete set
W .x;y/ is also compact, so it is a finite set and we denote by n'.x;y/2Z the algebraic
sum of the corresponding orientation signs. We can then define the homomorphism

Mk'W Mk.f1/!Mk.f2/; .Mk'/x D
X

y2critk.f2/

n'.x;y/y;

for every x 2 critk.f1/.

We claim that M�' is a chain map from the Morse complex of .f1;X1/ to the
Morse complex of .f2;X2/, and that the corresponding homomorphism in homology
coincides – via the isomorphism described in Appendix A.1 – with the homomorphism
'�W H�.M1/!H�.M2/.

Indeed, let us fix a real number a1 , and let a2 be larger than the maximum of f2 on the
image by ' of the union of all unstable manifolds of critical points of f1 in ff < a1g

(the latter is a compact set). Then we can find open neighborhoods Ui.x/, i D 1; 2, of
each critical point x 2 crit.fi/, such that the sequence of open sets

Mai

i;k
D

[
x2crit.fi /
fi .x/<ai

i.xIfi /�k

�i.Œ0;C1Œ�Ui.x//; k 2N [f1g; i D 1; 2;
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is a cellular filtration of Mai

i;1 , which is a deformation retract of the sublevel

fp 2Mi j fi.p/ < aig ;

'.Ma1

1;1
/� fp 2M2 j f2.p/ < a2g :and

By the transversality assumption (A-4), if p belongs to W u.xIX1/ with f1.x/ < a1 ,
then '.p/ belongs to the stable manifold of some critical point y 2 crit.f2/ with
i.yIf2/� i.xIf1/ and f2.y/ < a2 . A standard compactness-transversality argument
shows that, up to the replacement of the neighborhoods U1.x/, x 2 crit.f1/, by smaller
ones, we may assume that

p 2Ma1

1;k
H) '.p/ 2W s.yIX2/ for some y 2 crit.f2/ with i.yIf2/� k

and f2.y/ < a2:

Since the set Ma2

2;k
is a �2 –positively invariant open neighborhood of the set of the

critical points of f2 in ff2 < a2g whose Morse index does not exceed k , it is easy to
find a continuous function t0WMa1

1;1
! Œ0;C1Œ such that

p 2Ma1

1;k
H) �2.t0.p/; '.p// 2Ma2

2;k
; 8k 2N:

Thus,  .p/ WD �2.t0.p/; '.p// is a cellular map from fMa1

1;k
gk2N to fMa2

2;k
gk2N ,

and it is easy to check that the induced cellular homomorphism

 �W H�.Ma1

1;�
;Ma1

1;��1
/!H�.Ma2

2;�
;Ma2

2;��1
/

coincides with the restriction M�'W M
a1
� .f1/!M

a2
� .f2/, once we identify the group

Hk.M
ai

i;k
;Mai

i;k�1
/ with M

ai

k
.fi/, by taking the orientations of the unstable manifolds

into account. Then, everything follows from the naturality of cellular homology,
from the fact that the inclusions ji WMai

i;1 ,! fp 2Mi j f .pi/ < aig are homotopy
equivalences, from the fact that j2 ı is homotopic to ' ı j1 , and by taking a direct
limit for a1 " C1.

The above construction has an obvious extension to the case of a smooth map ' between
two pairs .M1;A1/ and .M2;A2/, where Ai is an open subset of Mi , for i D 1; 2.

Remark A.1 We recall that if two chain maps between free chain complexes induce the
same homomorphism in homology, they are chain homotopic. So from the functoriality
of singular homology, we deduce that M�' ıM� and M�' ı are chain homotopic.
Actually, a chain homotopy between these two chain maps could be constructed in a
direct way.
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Remark A.2 Consider the following particular but important case: M1 DM2 and
' D id. Then (A-2) holds automatically, and (A-3) means asking that every common
critical point x of f1 and f2 must satisfy i.xIf1/� i.xIf2/. In this case, the above
construction produces a chain map from M�.f1/ to M�.f2/ which induces the identity
map in homology (after the identification with singular homology).

Remark A.3 For future reference, let us stress the fact that if it is already known that
p 2 W u.xIX1/ and '.p/ 2 crit.f2/ imply rank D'.p/jTpW u.xIX1/ � i.'.p/If2/,
then condition (A-2) is redundant, condition (A-3) holds automatically, and there is no
need of perturbing the vector field X1 on M1 .

A.3 The exterior homology product

Let M1;M2 be Hilbert manifolds, let f1 2 F.M1/, f2 2 F.M2/, and let X1 and
X2 be corresponding Morse–Smale pseudo-gradients. If we denote by f1˚ f2 the
function on M1 �M2 ,

f1˚f2 .p1;p2/ WD f1.p1/Cf2.p2/;

we see that f1˚f2 belongs to F.M1 �M2/, and

X1˚X2.p1;p2/ WD .X1.p1/;X2.p2//;

satisfies (X1)–(X5) with respect to f1˚f2 . Moreover,

crit`.f1˚f2/D
[

jCkD`

critj .f1/� critk.f2/;

M`.f1˚f2/D
M

jCkD`

Mj .f1/˝Mk.f2/:hence

If we fix orientations for the unstable manifold of each critical point of f1; f2 , and we
endow the unstable manifold of each .x1;x2/ 2 crit.f1˚f2/,

W u..x1;x2//DW u.x1/�W u.x2/;

with the product orientation, we see that the boundary homomorphism in the Morse
complex of .f1˚f2;X1˚X2/ is given by

@.x1;x2/D .@x1;x2/C .�1/i.x1/.x1; @x2/; 8xi 2 crit.fi/; i D 1; 2:

We conclude that the Morse complex of .f1˚f2;X1˚X2/ is the tensor product of
the Morse complexes of .f1;X1/ and .f2;X2/. So, using the natural homomorphism
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from the tensor product of the homology of two chain complexes to the homology of
the tensor product of the two complexes, we obtain the homomorphism

(A-5) Hj M.f1/˝HkM.f2/!HjCkM.f1˚f2/:

We claim that this homomorphism corresponds to the exterior product homomorphism

(A-6) Hj .M1/˝Hk.M2/
�
�!HjCk.M1 �M2/;

via the isomorphism between Morse homology and singular homology described in
Appendix A.1.

Indeed, the cellular filtration in ff1 < a1g � ff2 < a2g can be chosen to be generated
by small product neighborhoods of the critical points,

Wa1;a2

`
D

[
.x1;x2/2crit.f1˚f2/
f1.x1/<a1; f2.x2/<a2

i.x1/Ci.x2/D`

�1.Œ0;C1Œ�U1.x1//��
2.Œ0;C1Œ�U2.x2//

D

[
jCkD`

Ma1

1;j
�Ma2

2;k
:

By excision and by the Künneth theorem, together with the fact that we are dealing
with free abelian groups, one easily obtains that

H`.Wa1;a2

`
;Wa1;a2

`�1
/Š

M
jCkD`

Hj .Ma1

1;j
;Ma1

1;j�1
/˝Hk.Ma2

2;k
;Ma2

2;k�1
/;

and that the boundary homomorphism of the cellular filtration Wa1;a2
� is the tensor

product of the boundary homomorphisms of the cellular filtrations Ma1

1;�
and Ma2

2;�
.

Passing to homology, we find that (A-5) corresponds to the exterior homology product

Hj .Ma1

1;1
/˝Hk.Ma2

2;1
/
�
�!HjCk.Ma1

1;1
�Ma2

2;1
/DHjCk.Wa1;a2

1 /;

by the usual identification of the cellular complex to the Morse complex induced
by a choice of orientations for the unstable manifolds. But using the fact that the
inclusion Ma1

1;1
,! ff1 < a1g and Ma2

2;1
,! ff2 < a2g are homotopy equivalences,

and by considering a direct limit for a1; a2 "C1, we conclude that (A-5) corresponds
to (A-6).

A.4 Intersection products

Let M0 be a Hilbert manifold, and let � W E!M0 be a smooth rank-n oriented real
vector bundle over M0 . It is easy to describe the Thom isomorphism

� W Hk.E ; E nM0/
Š
�!Hk�n.M0/; ˛ 7! �E \˛;
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in a Morse theoretical way (�E 2H n.E ; E nM0/ denotes the Thom class of the vector
bundle E ).

Indeed, let f0 2 F.M0/ and let X0 be a Morse–Smale pseudo-gradient for f0 . The
choice of a Riemannian structure on the vector bundle E determines the smooth function

f1.�/ WD f0.�.�//� j�j
2; 8� 2 E :

The choice of a connection on E induces the horizontal-vertical splitting and the
isomorphism

T�E D T h
� E ˚T v

� E Š T�.�/M0˚�
�1.�.�//:

By the above identifications, we can define the tangent vector field X1 on the total
space E by

X1.�/ WD .X0.�.�//; �/:

It is readily seen that .f1;X1/ satisfies conditions (X10 )–(X50 ) of Appendix A.1 on
the pair .E ; E nU1/, U1 being the set of vectors � in the total space E with j�j < 1.
Therefore, the homology of the relative Morse complex of .f1;X1/ on .E ; E n U1/

is isomorphic to the singular homology of the pair .E ; E nU1/, that is to the singular
homology of .E ; E nM0/. Actually, the critical points of f1 are contained in the
zero-section of E , and if we identify such a zero section with M0 , we have

critk.f1/Dcritk�n.f0/; TxW u.xIX1/DTxW u.xIX0/˚�
�1.x/; 8x2crit.f0/;

so the orientation of the vector bundle E allows to associate an orientation of W u.xIX1/

to each orientation of W u.xIX0/. Then the relative Morse complex of .f1;X1/ on
.E ; E nU1/ is obtained from the Morse complex of .f0;X0/ on M0 by a �n–shift in
the grading:

Mk.f1;X1/DMk�n.f0;X0/;

and one can show that the isomorphism � – read on the Morse complexes by the
isomorphisms described in Appendix A.1 – is induced by the identity mapping

Mk.f1;X1/
id
�!Mk�n.f0;X0/:

See Cohen and Schwarz [18] for more details.

Consider now the general case of a closed embedding e WM0 ,!M, assumed to be
of codimension n and co-oriented. The above description of the Thom isomorphism
associated to the normal bundle NM0 of M0 and the discussion about functoriality
of Appendix A.2 provide us with a Morse theoretical description of the Umkehr map

e!W Hk.M/!Hk�n.M0/:
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It is actually useful to identify an open neighborhood of M0 with NM0 by the tubular
neighborhood theorem, to consider again the open unit ball U1 around the zero section
of NM0 , and to see the Umkehr map as the composition

Hj .M/
i�
�!Hj .M;M nU1/ŠHj .NM0;NM0 nM0/

�
�!Hj�n.M0/;

the map i WM ,! .M;M nU1/ being the inclusion. Let f0;X0; f1;X1 be as above.
We use the symbols f1 and X1 also to denote arbitrary extensions of f1 and X1 to
the whole M. Let f 2 F.M/, and let X be a Morse–Smale pseudo-gradient for f .
Since we would like to achieve transversality by perturbing X and X0 , but keeping
X1 of product-type near M0 , we need the condition

(A-7) x 2 crit.f /\M0 H) i.xIf /� n;

which implies that up to perturbing X we may assume that the unstable manifold
of each critical point of f is transversal to M0 . Assumption (A-2) is automatically
satisfied by the triplet .i; f; f1/, while (A-3) is equivalent to asking that

(A-8) x 2 crit.f /\ crit.f0/ H) i.xIf /� i.xIf0/C n:

Conditions (A-7) and (A-8) are implied by the generic assumption crit.f /\M0 D∅.
By the arguments of Appendix A.2 applied to the map i (in particular, condition (A-4)),
we see that up to perturbing X and X0 (keeping X1 of product-type near M0 ), we
may assume that for every x 2 crit.f /, y 2 crit.f0/, the intersection

W u.xIX /\W s.yIX1/DW u.xIX /\W s.yIX0/

is transverse in M, hence it is a submanifold of dimension i.xIf /� i.yIf0/� n. If
we fix an orientation of the unstable manifold of each critical point of f and f0 , these
intersections are canonically oriented. Compactness and transversality imply that when
i.yIf0/D i.xIf /� n, this intersection is a finite set of points, each of which comes
with an orientation sign ˙1. Denoting by ne!

.x;y/ the algebraic sum of these signs,
we conclude that the homomorphism

Mk.f /!Mk�n.f0/; x 7!
X

y2crit.f0/
i.yIf0/Dk�n

ne!
.x;y/y; 8x 2 critk.f /;

is a chain map of degree �n, and that it induces the Umkehr map e! in homology.

Let us conclude this section by describing the Morse theoretical interpretation of the
intersection product in homology. See Betz and Cohen [7] for the Morse theoretical
description of more general cohomology operations. Let M be a finite-dimensional
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oriented manifold, and consider the diagonal embedding eW �M ,!M�M , which is n–
codimensional and co-oriented. The intersection product is defined by the composition

Hj .M /˝Hk.M /
�
�!HjCk.M �M /

e!
�!HjCk�n.�M /ŠHjCk�n.M /;

and it is denoted by

�W Hj .M /˝Hk.M / �!HjCk�n.M /:

The above description of e! and the description of the exterior homology product �
given in Appendix A.3 immediately yield the following description of �. Let fi 2

F.M /, i D 1; 2; 3, and let Xi be corresponding Morse–Smale pseudo-gradients (here
we could assume that the fi ’s are smooth Morse functions, and that Xi D�gradg fi

with respect to three suitable complete metrics gi on M ). The nondegeneracy condi-
tions (A-7) and (A-8), which are used to represent e! , are now

x 2 crit.f1/\ crit.f2/ H) i.xIf1/C i.xIf2/� n;(A-9)

x 2 crit.f1/\ crit.f2/\ crit.f3/ H) i.xIf1/C i.xIf2/� i.xIf3/C n:(A-10)

These conditions are implied for instance by the generic assumption that f1 and f2 do
not have common critical points. We can now perturb the vector fields X1 , X2 and
X3 in such a way that for every triplet xi 2 crit.fi/, i D 1; 2; 3, the intersection

W u..x1;x2/IX1˚X2/\ a.W s.x3IX3//;

where aW M !M �M is the map a.p/D .p;p/, is transverse in M �M , hence it
is an oriented submanifold of �M of dimension i.x1If1/C i.x2If2/� i.x3If3/�n.
By compactness and transversality, when i.x3If3/D i.x1If1/C i.x2If2/� n, this
intersection, which can also be written as˚

.p;p/ 2W u.x1IX1/�W u.x2IX2/ j p 2W s.x3IX3/
	
;

is a finite set of points, each of which comes with an orientation sign ˙1. Denoting by
n�.x1;x2Ix3/ the algebraic sum of these signs, we conclude that the homomorphism

Mj .f1;g1/˝Mk.f2;g2/!MjCk�n.f3;g3/;

x1˝x2 7!

X
x32crit.f3/

i.x3If3/DjCk�n

n�.x1;x2Ix3/x3;

where x12critj .f1/, x22critk.f2/, is a chain map of degree �n from M.f1/˝M.f2/

to M.f3/, and that it induces the intersection product � in homology.
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